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Abstract

Optimization of Ramp Area Aircraft Push Back Time Windows in the

Presence of Uncertainty

by

William J. Coupe

It is well known that airport surface traffic congestion at major airports is responsible

for increased taxi-out times, fuel burn and excess emissions and there is potential

to mitigate these negative consequences through optimizing airport surface traffic

operations. Due to a highly congested voice communication channel between pilots

and air traffic controllers and a data communication channel that is used only for

limited functions, one of the most viable near-term strategies for improvement of

the surface traffic is issuing a push back advisory to each departing aircraft.

This dissertation focuses on the optimization of a push back time window for each

departing aircraft. The optimization takes into account both spatial and temporal

uncertainties of ramp area aircraft trajectories. The uncertainties are described by a

stochastic kinematic model of aircraft trajectories, which is used to infer distributions

of combinations of push back times that lead to conflict among trajectories from

different gates. The model is validated and the distributions are included in the

push back time window optimization. Under the assumption of a fixed taxiway spot

schedule, the computed push back time windows can be integrated with a higher

level taxiway scheduler to optimize the flow of traffic from the gate to the departure

runway queue. To enable real-time decision making the computational time of the

push back time window optimization is critical and is analyzed throughout.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

It is well known that airport surface traffic congestion at major airports is responsible

for increased taxi-out times, fuel burn and excess emissions [96]. Due to these

factors, airport operations are known to have significant impacts on the local air

quality near major airports [19,114] and there is potential to mitigate these negative

consequences through optimizing airport surface traffic operations [93]. Although

airport surface traffic operations can be improved by adopting an optimal taxiway

schedule, in today’s operations, its execution still depends on airport ramp and tower

controllers, as well as human pilots who maneuver aircraft in both the ramp area

and taxiways [58].

Once aircraft movement is approved, the taxiing of aircraft on the surface is

controlled manually by pilots via voice communication with the controllers. The

voice communication channel between pilots and the controllers is highly congested,

making it difficult to add new conversation required for executing detailed taxi con-

trol. This would also significantly increase the workloads of both controllers and

pilots. On the other hand, data communication is still used only for limited func-

tions. Therefore, issuing optimal push back time windows by the ramp controllers,

instead of providing detailed taxi control, can be one of the most viable near-term

strategies for improvement of the surface traffic and congestion [60].

This dissertation is focused on the optimization of push back time windows

for each departing aircraft. The scheduling of ramp area aircraft maneuvers and
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computing the associated push back windows is a challenging task because aircraft

trajectories in the ramp area have a large amount of spatial and temporal uncertainty

between pushing back from the gate and arriving at the taxiway spot [28]. This

uncertainty should be accounted for when computing push back advisories that

avoid conflicts and allow aircraft to travel along their route unimpeded. In addition

to addressing the uncertainty, any tools used to aid ramp controllers in the task of

optimizing push back windows need to compute in real-time. This computational

time constraint adds an additional challenge.

Previous research on the airport surface has modeled the airport as a graph,

i.e., a connected network, with aircraft traveling along the graph edges. In order

to solve optimization problems on the graph authors have used genetic algorithms,

Mixed Integer Linear Programs (MILPs), or hybrids of these. Most of this research

has addressed the active movement areas (i.e., taxiways and runways controlled by

FAA air traffic control tower) and either do not consider ramp areas or consider the

trajectories within the ramp area to be deterministic and constrained to a graph.

Modeling ramp area aircraft using deterministic trajectories increases the chance

aircraft will be forced to slow down or stop along their route to avoid a loss of

separation. This stop and go activity increases fuel consumption and reduces the

overall efficiency of the surface operations [79]. In contrast, we consider aircraft

trajectories as stochastic processes and develop a stochastic model of ramp area

trajectories. We then develop a general methodology to integrate the uncertain ramp

area aircraft trajectories within the framework of an optimal taxiway scheduling

problem.

Our approach consists of using the stochastic model to sample a large number of

feasible trajectories. The stochastic trajectories are used to compute a probabilis-

tic measure of conflict between any two aircraft within the ramp area. Using the

sampled conflicts, we develop an optimization procedure to solve for push back time

windows. The push back time windows are computed for each departing aircraft and

provide safe separation in the presence of other aircraft and trajectory uncertainties.

To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first attempt to compute push back
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advisories that directly model the trajectories and associated uncertainty of ramp

area aircraft maneuvers that are not constrained to a graph.

1.2 Dissertation Contribution

The research presented in this dissertation pursues four main objectives. Objective

(1) is to explicitly model ramp area aircraft trajectories and the spatiotemporal

uncertainty associated with the trajectories. Objective (2) is to verify the stochas-

tic model using statistical hypothesis testing. Objective (3) is to use the sampled

trajectories in a conservative approach to schedule conflict free ramp area aircraft

trajectories. Objective (4) is an optimization approach that computes push back

time windows that ensure separation in the presence of other aircraft and trajectory

uncertainties.

Spatiotemporal data that could be used in objectives (1) - (4) to optimize ramp

area operations contains only push back times and arrival times at the taxiway

spot. The necessary data to capture the evolution of individual trajectories does

not currently exist. It is unlikely that airports will invest in a surveillance system to

capture the data unless its usefulness to the efficiency of operations can be shown.

Therefore, this dissertation demonstrates the improvement to ramp area operations

that can be obtained from the data.

1.2.1 Objective (1): Stochastic Model of Ramp Area Aircraft Tra-

jectories and Sampled Conflict Points

The main difficulty in the planning and execution of ramp area maneuvers to meet

a taxiway spot schedule is anticipating the large amount of spatial and temporal

uncertainties of ramp area aircraft trajectories. To account for these uncertainties,

we model the trajectories as stochastic processes. However, ramp area trajectory

data that could be used to build maneuver models are not readily available mainly

due to the lack of surveillance equipment in the ramp area.

Due to the lack of surveillance equipment and detailed data, we first collect ramp

area trajectory data from a scaled-down robot experiment [25]. We then model ramp
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area trajectories as a stochastic process with three discrete states: push back, stop,

and taxi. The time spent in each discrete state is modeled as a lognormal or gamma

distribution and fitted to the robot experiment data. Because we fit the lognormal

or gamma distributions to the robot experiment data, the fitted distributions are

directly influenced by the human operator.

After using the robot experiment data as a proof of concept, we collect data from

aircraft trajectories within the CLT south sector ramp area between August 23-25,

2015 [28]. The experimental data was collected by an observer located in the ramp

tower. The observer had access to the controller radio frequency and was able to

monitor communication between pilots and the ramp controller. This allowed for the

observer to distinguish among trajectories that were allowed to proceed unimpeded

and trajectories that were held by controllers for various reasons. This real-life data

is then used as input to the stochastic model of aircraft trajectories.

The stochastic model is used to sample a large number of feasible aircraft tra-

jectories within the CLT [26, 28] and DFW [25] ramp area. A feasible trajectory is

any sampled trajectory from the stochastic model that arrives at the taxiway spot

within a predefined range of aircraft heading angles. The set of feasible trajectories

for each aircraft is sampled in the absence of other aircraft. Therefore, the set of

trajectories represent the feasible ways in which the aircraft can push back from

their gate and taxi to the taxiway spot unimpeded by other aircraft.

Once the trajectories are sampled from the stochastic model, we use them to

compute conflicts among the trajectories. For each aircraft, the set feasible trajecto-

ries define a family of trajectories. Using the family of trajectories for two aircraft,

we fix the relative taxiway spot schedule and compute combinations of push back

times that lead to conflicts. A conflict ratio is computed for a given relative schedule

of the two families of trajectories by computing the ratio of conflicting trajectories

to the total number of trajectories. A conflict is characterized by individual trajec-

tories from the families coming into close spatial proximity along their route. The

conflict ratio distribution is estimated by computing a conflict ratio at every whole

second.
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1.2.2 Objective (2): Validation of Stochastic Model

After the stochastic model is defined, we validate the model and sampled trajecto-

ries [28]. The first step in validating the stochastic model is checking if the parametric

distribution used to describe the time spent in each discrete state is a good fit to the

collected data from the CLT airport. Next, we assess if the sampled trajectories are

a good fit to the CLT data. Lastly, we measure the goodness-of-fit of the sampled

conflict distributions to two-dimensional parametric distributions.

To validate the model of the duration of time spent in each discrete state we

propose the null hypothesis that a parametric distribution and the collected data

are equal. Statistical tests are implemented to test against the alternative hypothesis

that the two distributions are not equal. We implement this procedure with multiple

statistical tests to compare the collected data to log-normal and gamma distribution.

If the collected data and the parametric distributions are a good fit within a 95%

confidence interval then we will accept the null hypothesis, else we reject the null

hypothesis. We use the same procedure to validate the time distributions of the set

of trajectories that are sampled from the stochastic model.

We also use hypothesis testing to analyze the sampled distributions of conflict

points. The distributions of conflict distributions are two-dimensional distributions

for a given relative taxiway spot schedule. For each relative taxiway spot schedule, we

assess the goodness-of-fit of a multivariate Gaussian, Gaussian copula, and student-t

copula distribution to the sampled data. The goal is to find a parametric distribution

that is a good fit to the sampled conflict distributions for all relative schedules. This

is important because knowing that a parametric distribution is a good fit to the

conflict distributions allows us to analytically derive confidence intervals for the

push back windows that are ultimately computed.

1.2.3 Objective (3): Conservative Scheduling Approach

The stochastic trajectories and sampled conflict ratio distributions can be used in an

optimization procedure to schedule both departing and arriving ramp area aircraft at

fixed points on the airport surface [26]. To achieve this, we use the conflict ratio dis-
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tribution to compute minimum-time separation constraints between any two aircraft.

The minimum-time separation constraints are computed for all departure-departure

conflicts and departure-arrival conflicts and define the necessary separation in time

when the two aircraft are scheduled at the fixed points.

The minimum-time separation constraints are passed as parameters to a mixed

integer linear program (MILP) [62,78,113] that schedules aircraft at the fixed points

on the airport surface. For each aircraft the MILP receives an earliest available time

the aircraft can be scheduled at the fixed point. The hold time for an individual

aircraft is defined as the difference between the actual scheduled time and the earliest

available time. The optimal schedule is formulated as the schedule that minimizes

the summation of hold time for all aircraft that are being considered.

Using this approach, we schedule sets of arriving and departing aircraft within

the ramp area and analyze the average hold time over many different combinations

of earliest available times. We define this method as the conservative scheduling

approach. The method is conservative because, by definition, the schedules are

constrained to ensure zero conflicts among the trajectories interacting within the

ramp area. Because the minimum-time separation constraints are computed from

the stochastic model, the computed schedule anticipates the uncertainty and the

MILP provides solutions that ensure each aircraft can travel along their route in the

presence of other aircraft and trajectory uncertainties.

For relative taxiway spot schedules resulting in conflict free aircraft trajectories,

computing the push back time windows are straightforward and can be estimated

from the sampled trajectories. To compute the push back time windows we estimate

the maximum trajectory duration and minimum trajectory duration for each aircraft,

and then subtract from the scheduled taxiway spot time for the given aircraft. These

computed times represent the start and finish of the feasible push back time window

for each aircraft, respectively.
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1.2.4 Objective (4): Optimization of Push Back Time Windows

Using the conservative scheduling approach, we only consider schedules for two air-

craft that have a zero ratio of conflict. However, the throughput of the schedule can

be improved upon by considering schedules that have a non-zero ratio of conflicts.

When the schedule may lead to aircraft trajectory conflicts, an optimization pro-

cedure [27, 29, 30] which solves for push back time windows that ensure separation

in the presence of aircraft trajectory uncertainties is needed. This allows for ramp

controllers to better manage surface traffic, reduce fuel consumption, and execute

conflict free aircraft trajectories within the ramp area.

A considerable portion of this dissertation is devoted to analyzing different op-

timization approaches that compute the push back time windows for schedules that

have a non-zero ratio of conflict. In order to provide the push back time window

advisory in real-time, the computational time of the different approaches is a critical

component and is investigated throughout. We focus on computing push back win-

dows because we believe that the conflict points that represent the spatiotemporal

conflicts between two aircraft are applicable to many alternative domains of interest.

Therefore, finding an algorithm that enables real-time decision making to eliminate

conflicts has broader implications than air traffic management.

The first optimization approach [27] is based on a MILP formulation that lever-

ages the idea that no conflict point should be a convex combination [13] of the

points in time that define the start and finish of the push back time window. In

one-dimension, a convex combination of two points lies in between the two points.

The number of constraints that are passed to the MILP is a function of the number

of conflict points and for every conflict point, we need five constraints. Using this

technique we analyze solutions and compare the execution time of the MILP to the

execution time of a brute force search algorithm.

Given that we sample ramp area aircraft trajectories from a stochastic model,

it is possible to sample trajectories and resulting conflict points that are extremely

rare. These rare events can cut off otherwise feasible portions of the push back

domain. Therefore, the second optimization approach [30] we develop is based on a
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MILP formulation that optimizes the push back time windows such that we allow no

more than p conflict points inside the time windows. We define these time windows

as chance-constrained because they allow for some conflict points to violate the

constraints that ensure the conflict point is outside the time window.

Solving the chance-constrained MILP allowing p conflict points inside is compu-

tationally costly. In order to reduce the runtime we introduce cutting planes to the

domain. A cutting plane is a valid inequality that improves the linear relaxation of

the problem to more closely approximate the integer programming problem. This

topic is important because improving formulations with cutting planes is of interest

independently of the algorithm used to solve the problem [70]. Implementing cutting

planes enables us to reduce both the average runtime and standard deviation of the

runtime for the chance-constrained MILP. Even with the cutting planes, however,

we find that the chance-constrained MILP is not able to compute fast enough to

enable real-time decision making.

Being unable to formulate a MILP that is capable of computing the chance-

constrained push back time windows fast enough, we introduce a parallel brute

force approach that is computed on a GPU. This enables the computation of chance-

constrained push back time windows in real-time. The drawback to the method is

that due to memory limitations, we are restricted to solutions of two aircraft. It is

likely that multiple aircraft would interact with each other in the ramp area, and

therefore we need to solve for the push back time windows of more than two aircraft

together. We define this as the multiple aircraft problem (more than two aircraft).

When solving for multiple aircraft, the conflict points and push back windows for all

aircraft are coupled together into a single high-dimensional optimization problem.

For the multiple aircraft problem, a new MILP [29] is introduced to solve the

coupled optimization problem of the push back windows of all aircraft fast enough to

enable real-time decision making. The main difficulty in solving for the optimal push

back time windows is that the distribution and/or the boundary of the conflict points

is not known beforehand. Once the number of distinct clusters and the boundaries of

the clusters are solved for, then the linear boundaries can be used as constraints in a
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MILP that efficiently solves the problem to enable real-time decision making. Using

this technique, we provide solutions and analyze the computational performance of

the MILP to solve for schedules of more than two aircraft.

1.3 Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes the state of available

research. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6 and chapter 8 consist of appended papers detailing the

research results. Brief summaries of each of these papers appear below. Chapter 7

introduces the GPU formulation we use to solve for the chance-constrained push back

time windows and compares the execution of the GPU to the chance-constrained

MILP That is discussed in Chapter 6. Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation with a

discussion and directions for future research.

I Chapter 3: A Data Driven Approach for Characterization of Ramp

Area Push Back and Ramp-Taxi Processes

This paper addresses objectives (1) and (2). The purpose of this research is to

better understand and characterize the time duration distributions between the

push back, stop and taxi events within the ramp area transit time. The ramp area

transit time is the time between push back and arrival at the taxiway spot. Specif-

ically, the goodness-of-fit of log-normal and gamma distributions are assessed to

different processes within ramp area transit time data that was collected at the

Charlotte Douglas airport over a three day period. In this paper, we also assess

the goodness-of-fit of two-dimensional parametric distributions to sampled two-

dimensional ramp area conflict distribution data. Better understanding of both

the distributions related to the different processes within the ramp area transit

time and the conflict distributions are critical to the execution of safe and efficient

ramp area operations.

I Chapter 4: Integration of Uncertain Ramp Area Aircraft Trajecto-

ries and Generation of Optimal Taxiway Schedules at Charlotte Douglas

Airport (CLT)

This paper addresses objectives (1) and (3). The integration of aircraft maneuver
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characteristics into an optimal taxiway scheduling solution is challenging due to

the uncertainties that are intrinsic to ramp area aircraft trajectories. To address

the challenge, we build a stochastic model of ramp area aircraft trajectories that is

used to generate a probabilistic measure of conflict within the Charlotte Douglas

International Airport (CLT) ramp area. Parameters of the conflict distributions

are estimated and passed to a Mixed Integer Linear Program that solves for an op-

timal taxiway schedule constrained to be conflict free in the presence of trajectory

uncertainties. Here we extend our previous research by accounting for departing

and arriving aircraft whereas our prior formulation only accounted for departing

aircraft.

I Chapter 5: Optimization of Push Back Time Windows That Ensure

Conflict Free Ramp Area Aircraft Trajectories

This paper addresses objective (4). The scheduling and execution of ramp area

operations is a challenging task. Unlike aircraft maneuvers on taxiways, ramp

area aircraft maneuvers are typically not confined to well-defined trajectories. The

stochastic nature can force ramp area aircraft to slow down or stop along routes to

the taxiway spot to avoid a loss of separation. To address this, we provide a tool

for ramp controllers to help meet the assigned taxiway spot times. We formulate

a mixed integer linear program model to compute the optimal push back windows

that ensure conflict free trajectories. Initiating the push back within the optimal

window ensures each departing aircraft can proceed along the route to the taxiway

spot without having to slow down or stop for other traffic.

I Chapter 6: A Mixed Integer Linear Programming Approach for Com-

puting the Optimal Chance-constrained Push Back Time Windows

This paper addresses objective (4). Due to the stochastic uncertainties in ramp

area aircraft trajectories, the optimization of push back time windows has to ac-

count for randomness associated with the trajectories. This paper formulates a

mixed integer linear program for computing the optimal chance-constrained air-

craft push back time windows. The solutions are chance-constrained because they

allow for a non-zero but bounded probability of conflicts among the sampled air-
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craft trajectories. Solutions of the mixed integer linear program are shown to be

significantly impacted by the presence of even a few rare conflict points within

an otherwise empty domain. By allowing for some conflict points inside the time

windows, the solutions become much more attractive. The runtime of the mixed

integer linear program is shown to be most influenced by a parameter within the

objective function, the distribution of conflict points, and the number of conflict

points that are allowed inside the time window. In order to reduce the runtime

we introduce various cutting methods applied to the mixed integer linear pro-

gram domain. Overall, the analysis shows that the cutting methods reduce both

the runtime and standard deviation of the runtime for the mixed integer linear

program.

I Chapter 8: A Mixed Integer Linear Program for Real-Time Com-

puting the Optimal Push Back Time Windows

This paper addresses objective (4). This paper proposes a tool to aid ramp area

controllers to meet the scheduled target movement area times by computing the

push back time windows for each departing aircraft that ensure conflict free trajec-

tories. The push back window is defined by the range between the earliest feasible

push back time and latest feasible push back time. In this work we propose a

new mixed integer linear program approach that uses a significantly smaller num-

ber of constraints compared to our previous approach. Using fewer constraints,

the problem can be solved in less computation time and the mixed integer linear

program can be incorporated in real-time decision making. We show that the

formulation can be applied to schedules of multiple aircraft without modification.

Solutions are provided and the objective function is analyzed to reveal the depen-

dence of the computation time and the quality of solution to a parameter within

the objective function.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter, we identify and describe some previous research efforts on topics

that are relevant to optimizing surface operations, and therefore this dissertation.

We identify four related subjects within the literature including taxiway scheduling,

queuing models, Collaborative Decision Making (CDM), and the ramp area. Taxi-

way scheduling aims to generate an optimal schedule where each flight is assigned a

time point that it should arrive at various fixed points throughout the airport surface.

Queuing theory applied to the airport surface models various queues and the inter-

action between the queues to predict such things as taxi out times, expected runway

schedules, and queuing delay. Both taxiway scheduling and queuing models operate

at the tactical level attempting to allocate airport resources more efficiently within

capacity and demand constraints [57]. At the strategic level, flow management tools

such as CDM attempt to balance the demand for landing and takeoff slots at major

congested airports and the demand for travel through congested airspace sectors

with the available capacity [110]. Lastly, we finish this chapter with an overview

of the literature on ramp area operations that have been incorporated within the

taxiway scheduling, queueing theory, and the CDM framework.

2.1 Taxiway Scheduling

This dissertation is focused on computing push back advisories such that aircraft

can meet a fixed taxiway spot schedule. A taxiway spot is a node that defines the

boundary between the ramp area and the FAA controlled taxiway. A taxiway spot

schedule is part of a larger taxiway schedule that provides fixed times for aircraft
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to be at assigned spatial locations on the airport surface. Throughout the years,

generating optimal taxiway schedules has been an active field of research to help

improve surface operations.

Most of the previous taxiway scheduling research has focused on modeling an

airport as a graph, i.e., a connected network, with aircraft traveling along the graph

edges. In order to solve the optimization problem on the graph, Smeltink et al. [104],

formulate a mixed integer linear program (MILP) [77] to represent the movement

of aircraft on the surface of the airport. In the optimal schedule delays due to taxi

conflicts are minimized and numerical results are provided applied to the Amsterdam

Airport Schiphol (AMS). To solve the problem efficiently, scheduling for the entire

day is broken up into subproblems consisting of no more than 20 aircraft. They

found that the MILP approach lead to significant improvements of the efficiency

with reasonable computational effort.

Marin [71] formulated a binary multi-commodity flow model on the graph and

applied it to the Madrid-Barajas Airport (MB). The graph was designed to represent

the conflicts between flight trajectories when they use a given airport facility at the

same time. The optimization problem was defined to minimizes total routing time

for all the flights. Using a set of 30 flights, the author concluded that taxi planning is

a difficult dynamic problem, but it can be solved in real networks with computational

times of about one minute.

Rolling et al. [90], proposed a MILP taxi-planning support tool that aims to

optimize the routing and scheduling of airport surface traffic in such a way as to de-

conflict the taxi plans while optimizing delay, total taxi-time, or some other airport

efficiency metric. The output of the tool is an optimized taxi plan that specifies for

each aircraft the route to be followed and the time of arrival at each node in the se-

lected route. The tool was implemented on a hypothetical airport that includes eight

aircraft (six departing and two arriving) using a planning horizon of six minutes.

The authors found that on a standard PC, the calculation of a full run with eight

aircraft and many conflicts takes about 5 seconds. However, the computational time

does significantly increase with an increase of the number of flights. For example,
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doubling the number of flights in the numerical example from 8 to 16 causes the

calculation time to go up from 5 to about 20 seconds. They concluded that it is

important that both the airport model and the flight schedule are well structured

and that the planning horizon is kept within reasonable limits to ensure that the

MILP problem remains computationally tractable.

Clare et al. [23], proposed a MILP approach to solve the coupled problems of air-

port taxiway routing and runway scheduling. They used a receding horizon formula-

tion and the use of iteration in the avoidance constraints that allowed the scalability

of the baseline algorithm. Because an aircraft’s plan may not extend all the way to

its destination node, due to the fact the planning horizon is longer than execution

horizon, an approximate cost to go for the remaining travel to its destination nodes

is incorporated. It was shown that the effects of this approximation are insignificant,

whereas the computation saving is large. They applied the method to a 240-aircraft

example at the Heathrow Airport (LHR) and found that the optimization scheme

presented offers the potential for significant savings (roughly half, on the average)

in the total taxiing time over the first-come-first-served approach.

Anderson et al. [7], formulated the MILP problem to include uncertainties related

to constraint satisfaction. Safety and scheduling constraints are made robust to

probabilistic deviations from the prescribed schedule and aircraft motion. Multiple

objective functions were considered to examine the trade-off between taxi times

and the probability of safety separation violation. Atkins et al [9, 89] studied the

uncertainty in surface movement on the runways and taxiways and the implications

for designing surface traffic management concepts and algorithms. The authors

concluded that significant variability in the taxi time around a corner (42 flights

varied between 23 and 43 seconds) and the need for planned taxi trajectories to be

feasible and efficient suggested a hypothesis that taxi trajectories should be defined

as discrete points and required times at those points, rather than as continuous

functions of position and time.

Gotteland et al. [42], proposed two global optimization methods using genetic

algorithms at the airport designed to minimize taxiing time while respecting air-
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craft separation and runway capacities. Simulations were carried out with real flight

plans at Roissy Charles De Gaulle Airport (CDG). The authors concluded that it

seams profitable to develop some traffic management tools that could assist ground

controllers and provide them some optimized solutions. Pesic et al [84] also imple-

mented a genetic algorithm on the graph and tested it at CDG. They found that

genetic algorithms are very efficient solving the taxiway scheduling problem and

that there exists correlation between the number of generations (mutations) of the

genetic algorithm and the number of moving aircraft on the surface.

Garcia et al. [37], developed a hybrid between a genetic algorithm and a time-

space dynamic flow management algorithm. The proposed flow management al-

gorithm deterministically optimizes an over-simplified problem, while the genetic

algorithm is able to search within a more realistic representation of the real prob-

lem, but success is not always guaranteed if the search space grows. The performance

was illustrated using simulated samples of a real-world scenario of ground operations

at MB.

2.2 Queuing Model For Airport Surface

Flights incur a large percentage of their delays on the ground during the departure

process between their scheduled departure from the gate and takeoff, known as the

taxi out [57]. There has been substantial research devoted to queuing models that

aim to minimize these delays with the goal of reducing the excess time aircraft spend

in the various queues with engines running. in Europe, it is estimated that aircraft

spend 10-30% of their flight time taxiing, and that a short/medium range A320

expends as much as 5-10% of its fuel on the ground [31].

Idris et al. [57], found that the takeoff queue size was the most important fac-

tor for predicting taxi out times. The queue size that an aircraft experienced was

measured as the number of takeoffs that took place between its pushback time and

its takeoff time. A queuing model was built and the model improved the mean ab-

solute error in the taxi-out time estimation by approximately twenty percent and

the accuracy rate by approximately ten percent compared to a fourteen-day running
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average.

Simaiakis. et al [99], investigated operations on the airport surface including

those at the gate areas / aprons, the taxiway system and the runway systems, and

found that all are strongly influenced by terminal-area operations. These different

components all have aircraft queues associated with them and interact with each

other. By improving coordination on the surface, and through information sharing

and collaborative planning, they found that aircraft taxi-out procedures can be man-

aged to achieve considerable reductions in fuel burn and emissions. They developed

a model that describes the departure process, given operations data from an airport

and used it to predict taxi-out times.

Pujet et al. [86], developed an input-output model of the airport terminal, taxi-

way and runway systems where the airport terminal system and the runway system

are modeled as queueing servers. Then a stochastic distribution was derived for the

travel time on the taxiway system from the terminal to the runway queue. They

found that active control strategies on the queuing model can reduce congestion on

the airport surface by using aircraft gate holding. These strategies provide a reduc-

tion in direct operating costs and environmental costs without increasing total delay

significantly.

Lee et al. [66], compared an aggregate queue based control approach to an integer

programming individual aircraft trajectory-based control approach at the Detroit

Metropolitan Wayne County Airport (DTW). The queuing model included a ramp

queue and two departure queues that could interact with each other. Aircraft would

be held at their gate prior to pushback if the number of aircraft within the queues

exceeded a threshold. The objective of the integer program was to determine the

pushback times of departure flights and to control the taxiway movements of all

flights on the surface such that the total delay cost is minimized. The authors

concluded that at a relatively uncongested airport such as DTW, the aggregate

queue-based approach only yields modest improvements in taxi-out time, while the

trajectory-based approach yields a nearly 23% decrease in average taxi-out time.

Carr et al. [17], studied the effects of downstream airspace and airport restrictions
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when attempting to analyze, model, and optimize departure traffic flows on the

airport surface. They focus on the effects of closing one or more local departure

fixes at the Newark Airport (EWR) and developed a queuing model to describe

the dynamics under such conditions. They found that the effects of surface traffic

congestions and fix closures can be modeled with simple queuing dynamics, but there

also exist some departure delays which cannot be explained by their model. Severe

spacing restrictions can combine with high traffic levels, overloading the flexibility

to meet departure fix constraints via re-sequencing before takeoff or vectoring after

takeoff.

Gilbo [39] developed a framework where the departure and arrival fixes are mod-

eled as simple queues. They studied a strategic traffic flow management problem on

a 15-min aggregation level operating with the predicted traffic demand, traffic flow,

and capacity per 15 min for several hours in advance. The incoming flow passes

through the arrival fixes before landing, and the outgoing flow passes through the

departure fixes after leaving the runways. The model takes into account the inter-

action between runway capacity and capacity of fixes to optimize the traffic flow

through the airport system. The author concluded that the limited capacity of fixes

and imbalance in distribution of demand over the fixes with some overloaded and

some underloaded fixes can significantly affect the utilization of airport capacity

2.3 Collaborative Decision Making (CDM)

Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) is set of concepts to reduce the number of

aircraft in taxiways and runway queues by altering the push-back times for depar-

ture aircraft; these alterations are done in collaboration with the airlines [49]. The

advisories are generated through sharing of flight movement and related operations

information between airport operators, flight operators and air traffic controllers.

The goal is to improve airport surface operations by maximizing available airport

and airspace capacity while minimizing adverse effects on stakeholder, passengers

and the environment.

Brinton et all. [15,16], developed and tested the Collaborative Departure Queue
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Management (CDQM) concept at the Memphis International Airport (MEM). Under

CDQM procedures, airport departure capacity is allocated to flight operators and

metering procedures are used to manage the length of the runway queue. Gate hold

strategies are implemented so that aircraft experience minimal physical queuing

while ensuring the runways are used fully. By assigning only a number of allocated

slots, rather than specific slot times for specific flights, the concept provides the

environmental and fuel burn benefits of a managed physical runway queue while

preserving air carrier flexibility.

The performance of the CDQM was evaluated on actual metering operations

during a specific afternoon departure bank at MEM. In this single test the tool

was shown to reduce approximately 23 minutes of cumulative taxi time. During

the event all available departure capacity was used, so these 23 minutes of avoided

taxi time translate directly into 23 minutes of engine running time and associated

emissions that were avoided. From the experiments, the authors concluded the

CDQM provides a reasonable assignment of times and allocation of slots for use to

manage departure queue lengths.

The Spot and Runway Departure Advisor with Collaborative Decision Making

(SARDA-CDM) [49] combines the advantages of the SARDA [45, 47, 48, 59, 68, 69]

advisory based scheduling system with a strategic based queue management system.

The goal is to improve airport surface operations by maximizing available airport

and airspace capacity while minimizing adverse effects on stakeholder, passengers

and the environment. The SARDA-CDM aims to move aircraft delay from runway

queues to the gate to provide benefits to the airlines in fuel savings and potentially

better connections for passengers. The concept includes sharing data between con-

trollers and airline operators (including updated gate push-back readiness and flow

restrictions due to weather), which enables these benefits.

During time periods of heavy traffic the SARDA-CDM concept advises departing

aircraft to remain at the gate with engines off until just before their scheduled spot

release time, and when cleared, they can proceed straight from the taxiway spot to

the departure runway queue without slowing down or stopping for other traffic [68].
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Human-In-The-Loop simulations at the Dallas / Fort Worth Airport (DFW) found

this technique significantly reduced taxi delay by 45% in medium scenarios and 60%

in heavy. Observed gate-holds were less than 15 minutes in all but one scenario, and

even in this scenario 95% of the aircraft had a gate hold of less than 15 minutes.

Arrival delay was unaffected. Total fuel consumption was also reduced by 23% in

medium traffic and 33% in heavy.

The Pushback Rate Control (PRC) [93,97,101,103] has been developed and tested

at the Boston Logan International Airpot (BOS) to minimize surface congestion.

The PRC is based on the typical variation of departure throughput with the number

of active departures on the surface. As more aircraft pushback from their gates onto

the taxiways, the throughput of the departure runway initially increases. However, as

the number of taxiing departures exceeds a threshold, the departure runway capacity

becomes the limiting factor and there is no additional increase in throughput [18,34],

any additional aircraft that pushes back simply incurs taxi-out delays. To minimize

surface congestions and reduce delays, PRC recommends a valid pushback rate over

some extended period of time.

Using only this gate holding policy relying solely on the number of taxiing air-

craft, PRC is able to reduce aircraft operating costs and emissions can be significantly

reduced [98]. By shifting the delay from taxi out delay to gate hold delay, over 8

four hour test periods the PRC was able to achieve a total taxi out time reduction of

761 minutes, or 12.7 hours. This translate to total fuel savings estimated to be 2,650

US gallons, which translates to average fuel savings per gate-held flight of about 57

kg. Aircraft gate pushback times were increased by an average of 5.3 minutes for

the 144 flights that were held at the gate during the tests.

Nakahara et al. [76], developed and tested the Surface Congestion Management

(SCM) tool at New York John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK). the devel-

opment of the approach was based upon a collaborative process in which all carriers

participated to ensure the maximum use of departure capacity, while ensuring the

lowest amount of engines-on departure taxi time. In particular, the authors use

predictive analytics to accurately forecast up to eight hours in advance the expected
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departure and arrival capacity (in terms of departure and arrival “slot counts”) of

the airport based on the weather forecast and matching past airport performance

under similar predicted weather conditions.

The SCM was found to provide significant taxi time, fuel burn and emissions

reductions in actual operations at JFK airport: total annualized taxi-out time re-

ductions of 14,800 hours were estimated at the airport, with annual fuel savings of

5.0 million US gallons ($10-15 million at $2-3/US gallon) and 48,000 metric tons of

carbon dioxide emissions reductions. The authors also found possible side effects of

the SCM tool. One possible side effect of SCM can be an increase in taxi-in times

for arriving aircraft if the procedure for holding departure aircraft is not sufficiently

well planned. Another possible side effect of SCM can be reduced throughput if too

many aircraft are held back for too long.

2.4 Ramp Area

An often overlooked area within the airport surface is the ramp area. The ramp

area is the portion of the airport directly surrounding the airport terminal and does

not include the FAA controlled runways and taxiways. The majority of the previous

approaches do not directly account for the planning and execution of ramp area

operations. Therefore, It is possible for the tools to provide push back advisories

that would force aircraft to slow down or stop along their route in the ramp area to

avoid a loss of separation. This stop and go activity increases fuel consumption and

reduces the overall efficiency of surface operations.

Ramp area conflicts were addressed by Cheng [22] where the author developed

a network-based model of the airport ramp area. Simple push-out conflicts were

considered between departures and arrivals interacting between the same gate or

adjacent gates. A buffer time was introduced to separate aircraft and resolve the

conflicts locally. In order to find the minimal buffer time, a network simulation model

was developed which would provide the near optimal sequence of events to execute.

The solutions were near-optimal because they only utilized local information and

complex interactions between multiple aircraft could produce sub-optimal global
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solutions.

Kim et al [61] also considered ramp area conflicts where their approach minimized

the ramp congestion triggered by the interaction between an aircraft and a gate,

and among multiple aircraft. Conflicts were defined from a graph-based model of

the ramp area where the likelihood of a conflict was derived from an exponential

function that decayed with time. In order to resolve conflicts and minimize the

ramp congestion, a mixed integer program that solves the gate assignment problem

was proposed. A finite state machine was developed to verify the solutions of the

optimization and the authors concluded that the operations times of six departing

flights can by improved by up to 50%.

To the best of our knowledge, this dissertation and the papers within are the first

attempt to compute push back advisories that resolve ramp area conflicts where the

trajectories are not constrained to a simple graph-based model of the airport [25].

Our approach utilizes a stochastic model of aircraft trajectories and resolves con-

flicts in such a way to anticipate the uncertainty related to ramp area operations.

The computed push back windows ensure each aircraft can travel along their route

unimpeded in the presence of other aircraft and trajectory uncertainties. This allows

for ramp controllers to better manage surface traffic, reduce fuel consumption, and

execute conflict free ramp area aircraft trajectories while satisfying taxiway spot

constraints imposed by a higher level scheduler.
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Chapter 3

A Data Driven Approach for
Characterization of Ramp Area
Push Back and Ramp-Taxi
Processes

This chapter is a reprint of the paper

I Coupe, W. J., Milutinović, D., Malik, W., and Jung, Y., “A Data Driven

Approach for Characterization of Ramp Area Push Back and Ramp-Taxi Pro-

cesses”, in 16th AIAA: Aviation Technology, Integration, and Operations Confer-

ence (ATIO), June 2016, Washington, DC.

3.1 Introduction

Air traffic demand continues to grow and forces operations of the National Air

Space (NAS) to keep pace with increased capacity. A key concept in air traffic flow

management is balancing demand and capacity to maintain safety while minimizing

delays. Accuracy of the wheels-off time estimate affects the quality of traffic demand

estimates. Inaccurate traffic demand estimates can result in either inadequate or

unneeded flow restrictions [21]. A large source of error in predicting the demand

results from the prediction errors of the taxi times [106], which also plays a role

in the prediction of the wheels-off time. Wheels-off time uncertainty is caused by

uncertainty in gate departure time, ramp area transit time, and taxi-out time. The

ramp area transit time is the time between push back from the gate and arrival at
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the taxiway spot, which is the ramp area exit point.

The purpose of this paper is to better understand time distributions of different

processes within the ramp area transit time. This type of analysis is important

because the uncertainty within the distributions should be accounted for in order

to execute safe and efficient ramp area operations. Mean value estimates for the

different processes can be used to schedule aircraft, however, many aircraft will

deviate from the mean. This can force aircraft to slow down or stop along the route

to avoid a loss of separation.

In contrast, we propose to use the full distribution for the different processes

within the ramp area. This provides for schedules where aircraft can travel along

their route unimpeded in the presence of other aircraft and trajectory uncertain-

ties [25, 26]. A recent study [79] estimated as much as 18% of fuel consumption

during taxi operations was due to stop-and-go activity. The study also concluded

that under the assumption of 15 knots or greater speed for all unimpeded aircraft,

there is the potential to reduce overall fuel consumption on the surface by at least

21%.

In this paper we analyze ramp area transit time data that was collected at the

Charlotte Douglas (CLT) airport over a three day period. Using the collected data,

we also infer conflict distributions representing combinations of push back times, for

aircraft at different gates, that lead to a conflict in their sampled trajectory data.

Understanding the conflict distribution is important because it plays a critical role in

computing aircraft push back time windows that ensure conflict free trajectories [27]

within the ramp area.

Unlike maneuvers on taxiways and runways, aircraft maneuvers within the ramp

area are typically not confined to well-defined trajectories. The shape and timing

of the trajectories are influenced by the pilot and are stochastic in nature. Most

previous research focused on taxi-out times and did not analyze ramp area transit

time. The taxi-out times were modeled using a Erlang and log-normal distribution [6,

51,52,60,99] and the goodness-of-fit was also assessed [100,102].

In our previous work [25, 26] based on a scaled-down robot experiment, we col-
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lected aircraft trajectory data related to the ramp area transit time. We used data

from a robot experiment because trajectory data are not readily available mainly

due to the lack of surveillance equipment in the ramp area. Moreover, investments in

collecting ramp area trajectory data are unlikely unless the usefulness of the data in

increasing airport efficiency is illustrated. We then modeled ramp area trajectories

as a stochastic process with three discrete states: push back, stop, and taxi. The

time spent in each discrete state was modeled as a gamma distribution and fitted to

the robot experiment data.

In this paper, we explore not only the gamma distribution, but also a log-normal

distribution to the collected airport operational data for the push back, stop and taxi

processes. Since the Erlang distribution is a special case of the gamma distribution

we do not consider it here. The goodness-of-fit of the distribution is assessed using

hypothesis testing with multiple statistical tests.

We then sample a large number of ramp area trajectories using the fitted para-

metric distributions as input to a stochastic model of ramp area trajectories. The

sampled trajectories are used to estimate conflict distributions defined by the time

separation of two aircraft at the taxiway spot. These two-dimensional conflict dis-

tributions are analyzed and the goodness-of-fit of a multivariate Gaussian, Gaussian

Copula, and t-Copula are considered.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we describe the experiment

that was performed at the CLT airport and report the raw data that was collected.

Then in Section 3.3 we assess the goodness-of-fit of the log-normal and gamma

distributions to the collected data. In Section 3.4 we use the fitted distributions

to sample ramp area trajectories and conflict distributions. Next, in Section 3.5

we analyze the goodness-of-fit of a multivariate Gaussian, Gaussian Copula, and

t-Copula. Lastly, in Section 3.6 we provide an overview of the work that was done

and concluding remarks.
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Figure 3.1: a) CLT airport surface. b) Zoomed in view of CLT south sector and
illustration of the experiment set up. Data was collected by observer located in the
ramp tower.

3.2 Data Collection Methodology and Raw Collected

Data

In this paper, we analyze data that was collected within the CLT south sector ramp

area between August 23-25, 2015. The layout of the CLT airport is shown in Fig. 3.1a

and a zoomed in view of the south sector ramp area is illustrated in Fig. 3.1b. The

ramp tower is colored in red and provides the south sector ramp controllers with a

view down the center alley.

The experimental data was collected by an observer located in the ramp tower.

The observer had access to the controller radio frequency and was able to monitor

communication between pilots and the ramp controller. This allowed for the ob-

server to distinguish among trajectories that are allowed to proceed unimpeded and

trajectories that are held by controllers for various reasons.

The goal of the experiment was to collect unimpeded trajectory data between

the gate and various spots within the ramp area. Although both departure and

arrival trajectory data were collected, in this paper we focus on the departure data.

For a single departure trajectory, six pieces of data were collected. 1) We collected

the gate number from which the aircraft trajectory begins. 2) We recorded the time

that the aircraft push back is initiated. 3) We recorded the time that the stop phase

of the trajectory is initiated. 4) We recorded the time that the taxi phase of the
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Figure 3.2: The processed data is illustrated using histograms. The x-axis represents
the time spent in seconds to complete each process and the y-axis represents the
number of aircraft within each bin. Data from all gates is shown in the first column,
data from the middle gates B6-B12 and C7-C13 is shown in the second column and
data from the back gates B2-B4 and C3-C5 is shown in the second column. Data
that was collected over all three days is shown in the first row, data collected on the
first day is shown in the second row, data collected on the second day is shown in
the third row and data collected on the third day is shown in the fourth row.
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trajectory is initiated. 5) We recorded the time that the trajectory arrives at the

spot. 6) We recorded the spot number that the trajectory arrived at. The four spots

are indicated in Fig. 3.1b.

After the data was collected over the three day period, the data was processed

which provides the time that each trajectory spends in discrete states push back,

stop, and taxi. Figure 3.2 shows an example of the processed data that was collected.

In the figure, each sub figure illustrates the histogram of data for different gates as

well as different days. Within each subfigure there are 3 histograms which illustrate

the histogram for the push back maneuver, the stop maneuver and the taxi maneuver

from top to bottom respectively. Data from all gates is shown in the first column,

data from the middle gates B6-B12 and C7-C13 is shown in the second column and

data from the back gates B2-B4 and C3-C5 is shown in the second column. Data

that was collected over all three days is shown in the first row, data collected on the

first day is shown in the second row, data collected on the second day is shown in

the third row and data collected on the third day is shown in the fourth row. In

Fig. 3.3 we analyze the collected data from all gates over all days colored in red and

in Fig. 3.4 we analyze the collected data from the middle gates over all the days

colored in magenta.

3.3 Statistical Testing of Collected 1-D Time Distribu-

tions

In this Section and Section 3.5 we consider the problem of comparing samples from

two probability distributions f and g defined on the domain X by proposing the null

hypothesis H0 : f(x) = g(x), for every x ∈ X . Statistical tests are implemented to

test against the alternative hypothesis H1 : f(x) 6= g(x), for some x ∈ X . We use

the statistical tests to compare the collected data to known parametric distributions.

If the collected data and the parametric distributions are a good fit within a 95%

confidence interval then we will accept the null hypothesis, else we reject the null

hypothesis.
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov 1-Dimensional Test:

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) [72,105] test is a 1-dimensional distribution free test.

We analyze the empirical distribution CDF Fn against the CDF of the parametric

distribution G. The KS statistic for empirical distribution Fn with n iid observations

Dn = sup
x
|Fn(x)−G(x)| (3.1)

By the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem [111], if the sample Fn(x) comes from the dis-

tribution G(x), then Dn converges to 0 almost surely in the limit when n goes to

infinity.

Kernel Method 2 Sample Test:

The kernel method [44] is a non-parametric 2 sample test. The test statistic is the

distance between the means of the two samples mapped into a reproducing kernel

Hilbert space (RKHS). The statistical test is implemented based on a large deviation

bound for the test statistic.

Given observations X := {x1, x2, ..., xm} and Y := {y1, y2, ..., yn} drawn inde-

pendently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) from f and g respectively, let F be a

class of functions f̂ : X → R and let f, g,X, Y be defined as above. We define the

maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) and its empirical estimate as

MMD[F , f, g] := sup
f̂∈F

(
Ex∼f [f̂(x)]− Ey∼g[f̂(y)]

)
(3.2)

MMD[F , X, Y ] := sup
f̂∈F

(
1

m
Σm
i=1f(xi)−

1

n
Σn
i=1f(yi)

)
(3.3)

Let F be a unit ball in a universal RKHS H defined on the compact metric

space X with associated kernel function k(·, ·). Then MMD[F , f, g] = 0 if and only

if f = g. Since E[f̂(x)] =< µ(f), f̂ >, we may write
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MMD[F , f, g] = sup
||f̂H||≤1

< µ[f ]− µ[g], f̂ >= ||µ[f ]− µ[g]||H (3.4)

Using µ[X ] := 1
mΣm

i=1φ(x) and k(x, x′) =< φ(x), φ(x′) >, an empirical estimate of

MMD becomes

MMD[F , X, Y ] =

[
1

m2
Σm
i,j=1k(xi, xj)−

2

mn
Σm,n
i,j=1k(xi, yj) +

1

n2
Σn
i,j=1k(yi, yj)

]
(3.5)

Intuitively we expect MMD[F , X, Y ] to be small if f = g, and the quantity to be

large if the distributions are far apart. The statistical test can be carried out using

a large deviation bound with the acceptance region

MMD[F , X, Y ] < 2

√
K

m

(
1 +

√
logα−1

)
(3.6)

where α is the desired significance level of the test.

Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plot:

The quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot [112], is a visual goodness-of-fit test that can be

applied to 1-D distributions. Corresponding to any ordinate value p there are two

quantile values qf (p) and qg(p). A Q-Q plot of samples from f and g is then just a

scatter plot of qf (p) versus qg(p) for various p.

If f and g are drawn from the same distributions, then the plot of f -quantiles

versus g-quantiles will be a straight line configuration with slope 1, pointed towards

the origin. If g is a linear function of f then the corresponding Q-Q plot will still

be linear but with possibly changed location and slope. It is this linear invariance

property which has made the use of Q-Q plots appealing.

For the case in which the variables have heavy tails, the Q-Q plot tends to

emphasize the comparative structure in the tails and to blur the distinctions in the

’middle’ where the densities are high.The reason for this is that the quantile is a
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rapidly changing function of p when the density is sparse (in the tails) and a slowly

changing function of p where the density is high (in the middle). [112].

Analysis of Collected 1-D Time Distributions

In this section we analyze the data that was collected by evaluating the results of

the KS test, the kernel two sample test and the Q-Q plot. Figure 3.3 and Fig. 3.4

show the results of the different statistical tests applied to aircraft from all gates and

applied to aircraft from the middle Gates B6-B12 and C7-C13 respectively. Each

figure contains 3 rows of figures where the top row analyzes the push back data, the

middle row analyzes the stop data and the bottom row analyzes the taxi data.

Both Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 contain 3 columns of subfigures. In the first column

we show the raw data with a histogram and also show the three different parametric

distributions that were fitted to the data including a normal distribution, gamma

distribution, and log-normal distribution.

The second column of subfigures represent the analysis of the three 1-D statistical

tests which compare the collected data in each row to a gamma distribution. The

third column of subfigures represent the analysis of the three 1-D tests which compare

the collected data to a log-normal distribution. Within each subfigures in column

2 and 3 we show the Q-Q plot, followed by the results of the kernel two sample

test using confidence level α = 0.05, followed by the results of the KS test using

confidence level α = 0.05. The statistical tests are run for 100 independently drawn

samples of the two distributions

For example in Fig. 3.3, the subfigure in row 1 and column 2 contains the results

of the three statistical tests applied to the push back data for trajectories originating

from all gates. In contrast, in Fig. 3.4, the subfigure in row 2 and column 2 contains

the results of the three statistical tests applied to the stop data for trajectories

originating from the middle gates B6-B12 and C7-C13.

The results in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 appear to illustrate that there is a trade-off

between the two distributions that we fit in column 2 (gamma distribution) and

column 3 (log-normal distribution). The results of the KS test and kernel 2 sample
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Figure 3.3: Analysis of collected data from all gates over all days. The push back
data is in the first row, the stop data the second row, and the taxi data the third
row. The first column shows the histogram of data and the fitted distributions, the
second column show the results of the three different statistical tests assessing the
goodness-of-fit of the gamma distribution to the collected data, and the third column
show the results of the three different statistical tests assessing the goodness-of-fit
of the log-normal distribution to the collected data.
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Figure 3.4: Analysis of collected data from middle gates B6-B12 and C7-C13. The
push back data is in the first row, the stop data the second row, and the taxi
data the third row. The first column shows the histogram of data and the fitted
distributions, the second column show the results of the three different statistical
tests assessing the goodness-of-fit of the gamma distribution to the collected data,
and the third column show the results of the three different statistical tests assessing
the goodness-of-fit of the log-normal distribution to the collected data.
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test estimate that the log-normal distribution is a better fit for the collected data

of push back and stop. The Q-Q plots, however, show a different result as the tails

of Q-Q plot for the log-normal distribution are more nonlinear than the tails of the

Q-Q plot for the gamma distribution. This implies the right tail of the log-normal

distribution is heavier than the data that was collected. Although the log-normal

distribution might do a good job at fitting the mean and CDF of the distribution,

the gamma distribution appears to provide a better fit along the right tail of the

distribution. Fitting the tails of the distribution is important because overestimating

the density along the right tail of the distribution can impact ramp area throughput

as the separation at the taxiway spot should be increased to accommodate for the

greater uncertainty.

3.4 Sampled Ramp Area Trajectories and Sampled Con-

flict Distributions

We begin this Section by defining the stochastic model of aircraft trajectories. A

more formal definition can be found in Appendix 8.6. The essence of the idea is to

capture data influenced by the human operator and use the observed distributions

as input to a stochastic model. We use the model to sample [40,73] a large number

of realistic trajectories. The sampled aircraft trajectories are used to generate a

probabilistic measure of conflict within the ramp area. These distributions will be

analyzed in Section 3.5.

The discrete states k = 1, 2, .., 5 defined as gate, push back, stop, taxi, and spot

are the building blocks of our stochastic hybrid automaton model [74]. A single

ramp area departure trajectory for aircraft i is described by our automaton where

each discrete state is defined by the continuous time evolution:

For q = 1(gate), q = 3(stop), q = 5(spot):

dxi = 0, dyi = 0, dθi = 0, dvi = 0 (3.7)
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Figure 3.5: Sampled trajectories from the stochastic model that was described in
Section 3.4. The sampled trajectories from gate B10 are shown in the first row
and the sampled trajectories from gate B14 are shown in the second row. In the
first column we illustrate the evolution of trajectories in time and in the second
column we show the distribution of the different discrete states push back, stop and
taxi. The distributions of push back, stop and taxi are color coded to represent
the relationship to the middle and front gate distributions of Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.3, and
Fig. 3.4. The sample distributions of stop and taxi were accepted by both the K-S
test and the kernel 2 sample test when analyzed for goodness-of-fit. The sample
distribution of push back were accepted by the K-S test and rejected for the kernel
2 sample test.
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For q = 2(push back):

dxi = −vi cos(θi)dt, dyi = −vi sin(θi)dt, dθi = uiθ(t)dt, dv
i = uiv(t)dt+ σivdW

i
v

(3.8)

where dW i
v is an increment of a unit intensity Wiener process and σiv is a scaling

factor for the intensity of the variations in the velocity vi. The control uiθ(t) and

uiv(t) defines the evolution of the heading angle and velocity of the deterministic

component of the trajectory, respectively. The deterministic component of the tra-

jectory is defined by the path aircraft follow within the NASA Ames Future Flight

Central (FFC) [32] simulations of the CLT ramp area. Given that we are interested

in sampling unimpeded trajectories, we believe this provides a good representation

of the path a pilot would follow in the absence of other aircraft.

For q = 4(taxi):

dxi = vi cos(θi)dt, dyi = vi sin(θi)dt, dθi = uiθ(t)dt+ σiθdW
i
θ , dv

i = uiv(t)dt+ σivdW
i
v

(3.9)

where dW i
θ is an increment of a unit intensity Wiener process and σiθ is a scaling

factor for the intensity of the variations in the heading angle θi. The introduction

of the terms dW i
v and dW i

θ in the equations transforms the otherwise deterministic

system of equations into a stochastic process.

We use the data that was captured during the three day experiment at CLT to

provide a distribution over the continuous interval of time that we could spend in any

given discrete state. We use these distributions of time to fit parametric distributions

for push back, stop and taxi. Sampling from these distributions provides the time

each trajectory should spend within each discrete state. We then sample a large

number of realistic trajectories, see Fig. 3.5. In the first column we illustrate the

evolution of trajectories in time and in the second column we show the distribution

of the different discrete states push back, stop and taxi. The distributions of push
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back, stop and taxi are color coded to represent the relationship to the middle and

front gate distributions of Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.3, and Fig. 3.4. The sample distributions

of stop and taxi were accepted by the K-S test and the kernel 2 sample test when

analyzed for goodness-of-fit. The sample distribution of push back were accepted by

the K-S test and rejected for the kernel 2 sample test.

After sampling trajectories, we estimate the probability density function for tra-

jectory duration of aircraft i in the absence of any other aircraft in the ramp area.

We refer to this type of distribution as natural since the aircraft is unimpeded. We

are interested in computing push back windows for aircraft i such that the aircraft

arrives at the terminal node at the scheduled time ti. Therefore, we enforce a termi-

nal condition in time for the sampled trajectories and this generates a distribution

for the push back time. In addition, enforcing this terminal condition in time pro-

vides us with a set of departing trajectories that all enter the FAA controlled taxiway

at the same time.

Using the family of trajectories defined by the natural distributions of aircraft i

and j, we generate a measure of conflict defined by the ratio of conflicting trajectories

to total trajectories. We compute the measure of conflict by fixing the terminal time

of aircraft i in time such that ti = 0. Next we fix the terminal time of aircraft j in

time, e.g. tj = −200. Given the relative schedule defined by tj − ti, there exists a

family of trajectories for both aircraft i and j that push back from their respective

gates and taxi to the terminal node as required.

Algorithm 1 Conflict Distribution: Aircraft i vs Aircraft j

Assume ti = 0
Set N = 1,000
for tj = -200:1:200 do

for k = 1:N do
• Randomly sample aircraft i and j from their respective family of
trajectories.
• Measure the spatial proximity of the aircraft along the route and provide
a conflict flag if aircraft lose spatial separation.

end for
• Return conflict ratio for the relative schedule tj − ti

end for
• Return conflict ratio for all relative schedules at a resolution of 1 second.
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Figure 3.6: a) Sampled conflict distribution estimated from the conflict ratio defined
by the relative taxiway schedule tB14 − tB10. b) Two-dimensional conflict distribu-
tions for different values of the relative schedule ranging from tB14 − tB10 = −20 to
tB14 − tB10 = 250. The shape and structure of the conflict distributions appear to
be different for different values of the conflict ratio.

For the relative schedule tj − ti, we sample a single trajectory from the family

of trajectories for aircraft i and j, measure their spatial proximity along the route,

and provide a conflict flag if the aircraft lose spatial separation. If we continue this

process of randomly sampling from the family of trajectories with fixed terminal

times, we compute a conflict ratio for the relative separation in time at the taxiway

spot, see Algorithm 1. The fixed terminal times are considered for every whole

second and the estimated conflict distribution provides a measure of conflict at a

resolution of 1 second, see Fig. 3.6a.

3.5 Statistical Testing of Sampled Two-Dimensional Con-

flict Distributions

In this Section we use the hypothesis testing method described in Section 3.3 to

assess the goodness-of-fit of a multivariate Gaussian, Gaussian Copula, and t-Copula

to the sampled distribution of red conflict points seen in Fig. 3.6b. We begin this

section by describing the two new test statistics derived from the Wald-Wolfowitz

Runs Test and the Kolmogorov Smirnov Test which we use to analyze the fit of the

two-dimensional distributions.
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Wald-Wolfowitz Two-Dimensional Runs Test:

The Wald-Wolfowitz runs test [109] is a 1-dimensional distribution free test. Con-

sider two random samples F ∼ f and G ∼ g. A run of a sequence is defined as a

maximal non-empty segment of the sequence consisting of adjacent equal elements.

For example the ranked list distributed as

FFFFGGFF

consists of 3 runs, 2 of which are F and the other G. Under the null hypothesis

H0 : f = g, the number of runs in a sequence of N elements is a random variable

whose conditional distribution given n observations F and m observations G is

approximately normal with

µ =
2 ∗m ∗ n

N
+ 1 (3.10)

σ2 =
(µ− 1)(µ− 2)

N − 1
(3.11)

This test can be extended to d-dimensions with the multivariate runs test pro-

posed by [36] and later shown to be consistent against the general alternative hypoth-

esis H1 [53]. The multivariate runs test extends the notion of a run to d-dimensional

space by constructing the minimum spanning tree (MST) of the data set F ∪ G.

After the MST has been constructed, we eliminate all edges where the vertices of

the edge are from different families of the data. We define the multivariate run test

statistic

R = 1 + Number of cross matches = Number of disjoint trees (3.12)

Under the null hypothesis H0 the expected value of R and variance can be derived

through a combinatorial argument as

E[R] =
2mn

N
+ 1 (3.13)

V ar[R] =
2mn

N(N − 1)

[
2mn−N

N
+

C −N + 2

(N − 2)(N − 3)
[N(N − 1)−mn+ 2]

]
(3.14)
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where C is the number of edge pairs that share a common node in the MST.

Define the new statistic

W =
R− E[R]

(V ar[R])
1
2

(3.15)

Under the null hypothesis H0 : f = g, the test statistics W approaches the standard

normal distribution. Similar tests can be run where we use optimal non-bipartite

matching [91], matching based on minimum energy [8], or nearest neighbors [94].

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Dimensional Test:

Extending this test from 1-dimension to d-dimensions is not straightforward. The

K-S test requires the definition of a probability function that is independent of the

direction of ordering, which is not possible given that there are 2d−1 ways of defining

a CDF in a d-dimensional space [67]. Furthermore, tests based on binning face the

hurdle of ”the curse of dimensionality”: a high dimensional space is mostly empty

and binning tests can only start to be effective when the data sets are very large [95].

To address this, authors [14, 83] defined the statistic independent of any particular

ordering by finding the largest difference under all possible orderings.

Analysis of Goodness-of-Fit for Two-Dimensional Conflict Distribu-

tions

Now we analyze the distribution of red conflict points illustrated in Fig. 3.6b. This

type of analysis is important because understanding the conflict distributions help

us better understand the risk of conflicts. From a visual perspective, the conflict

distributions for some values such as tj − ti = 0 or tj − ti = 20 seem “regular” and

familiar. For some relative schedules, such as tj − ti = −20 or tj − ti = 150, the

distributions exhibit odd shapes and skew that do not appear so “regular”. These

difference in distribution could be reasonable given the difference in ratio of conflicts

for the two schedules.

In order to assess the goodness-of-fit of the conflict distributions and potential

qualitative differences, we select the conflict distributions for tj−ti = 20 and tj−ti =
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−20 seen in Fig. 3.6b. We analyze the goodness-of-fit of a multivariate Gaussian,

Gaussian Copula, and t-Copula distribution to the samples. Figure 3.7 shows the

results of the hypothesis testing applied to the two distributions. In the figure, the

first row of subfigures are the statistical tests applied to the conflict distribution

tj − ti = −20 and the second row are the tests applied to the conflict distribution

tj − ti = 20. The first column is assessing the fit of the multivariate Gaussian,

the second column assessing the fit of the Gaussian Copula, and the third column

assessing the fit of the t-Copula.

Within each subfigure the top image shows the distribution of the Wald-Wolfowitz

test statistic W for 100 independent tests. Below the distribution is the binary de-

cision for the Wald-Wolfowitz test to reject the null hypothesis H0 for a confidence

interval α = 0.05. Below that we have the binary decision for the K-S test to re-

ject the null hypothesis H0 for a confidence interval α = 0.05. Lastly we illustrate

the kernel threshold and the kernel statistic for the kernel two sample test for with

confidence level α = 0.05.

The second row of subfigures within Fig. 3.7 analyzes the conflict distributions

for tj − ti = 20. As can be seen in the figure, the multivariate Gaussian does not

seem to be a good fit for the distribution. The Wald-Wolfowitz test statistic has a

mean less than −1 which indicates that we are getting less cross-matches on average

than we should if the null hypothesis H0 were true. For the Gaussian Copula and

the t-Copula the test statistic W mean is approaching 0, indicating that we are

getting the expected number of cross-matches if the null hypothesis H0 were true.

The distributions of the test statistic W seem different for the Gaussian Copula and

t-Copula. Given that the test statistic W should approach the standard normal,

this could indicate the Gaussian Copula is a better fit.

Next, consider the first row of subfigures within Fig. 3.7 which analyze the conflict

distributions for tj − ti = −20. As can be seen, the Wald-Wolfowitz test statistics

W is rejected for a large number of test for the relative schedule tj − ti = −20

regardless of the distribution that is being fit to the data. This indicates that the

conflict distributions are statistically different from the parametric distributions we
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Figure 3.7: Analysis of two-dimensional conflict distributions. The first row ana-
lyzes the sampled distribution tB14 − tB10 = −20 and the second row assesses the
goodness-of-fit to the sampled distribution tB14 − tB10 = 20. The first column as-
sesses the goodness-of-fit of a multi-variate distribution, the second column assesses
the goodness–of-fit of a Gaussian Copula, and third column assess the goodness-of-fit
of a t-Copula.
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Figure 3.8: Analysis of the sampled conflict points (red) with the samples from the
parametric distribution (blue) and the edges of the MST that do not include cross
matches (green). The first row analyzes the sampled distribution tB14 − tB10 =
−20 and the second row assesses the goodness-of-fit to the sampled distribution
tB14 − tB10 = 20. The first column analyzes a multi-variate distribution, the second
column analyzes a Gaussian Copula, and third column analyzes a t-Copula.

are considering. This is in contrast to the K-S test statistic and kernel two sample

test statistic which are accepted for a large number of tests for the Gaussian Copula

and t-Copula distributions, but not the multivariate Gaussian. This indicates that

the multivariate Gaussian is not a good fit, but the Gaussian Copula and t-Copula

may be a good fit.

To get a better understanding why the Wald-Wolfowitz test statistic W would

reject tests when the K-S and kernel two sample test accept the test, we visually

analyze the distributions. The first row of subfigures in Fig. 3.8 show the sampled

conflict points for tj − ti = −20 in red and samples from the fitted distributions in

blue. Compare the first row of subfigures to the second row of subfigures, which are

defined the same way for the conflict distribution tj − ti = 20.

From Fig. 3.8 it seems like there may be a reason that the Wald-Wolfowitz test

rejects the samples for tj − ti = −20 but accept samples for tj − ti = 20. For the

figures analyzing distributions from tj − ti = 20 the concentration of blue and red

points seems rather uniform. There are no large concentrations of blue or red points
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throughout the domain, instead they are equally distributed amongst themselves.

In contrast, the figures analyzing the distributions from tj − ti = −20 have higher

concentrations of blue or red points where individual colonies seem to appear. The

Wald-Wolfowitz test statistic W is able to catch on to this difference in concentration

and reject the tests.

Overall, this analysis suggests that the conflict distributions can be qualitatively

different depending on the conflict ratio. For conflict distributions that have a

high ratio of conflicts the distributions seem more “regular” and this notion was

confirmed when we found that the Gaussian Copula and t-Copula distributions are

strong candidates to fit the distributions. For conflict distributions that have a low

ratio of conflicts the distributions do not seem so “regular” and this notion was

confirmed with one of the statistical tests, but was not supported by two other

statistical tests.

This contradiction between statistical tests introduces an interesting question.

What is the most appropriate metric for our purposes to assess the goodness-of-fit

of a two-dimensional distribution? Whereas the K-S test and kernel two sample test

can confirm that the mean and CDF are a good fit, we know that the tails may be

poorly accounted for. Intuitively, the Wald-Wolfowitz Runs test seems like a more

natural candidate in two-dimensions and our results showed the test to distinguish

between two distributions more stringently.

Understanding the conflict distribution is important because it plays a critical

role in computing aircraft push back time windows that ensure conflict free trajecto-

ries [27]. For example, if we underestimate the density along the tails of the conflict

distributions this can lead to unexpected conflicts in the ramp area and a greater

likelihood of aircraft having to slow down or stop to avoid a loss of separation. More-

over, knowing the conflict distributions are a good fit to a parametric distribution

can help us derive confidence intervals related to the push back windows that are

ultimately computed.
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3.6 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed the time duration distributions of different processes

within the ramp area transit time. The processes that we consider are push back,

stop, and taxi. The analyzed data were collected between August 23-25, 2015 at the

Charlotte Douglas (CLT) airport. Specifically, we assessed the goodness-of-fit of a

gamma distribution and log-normal distribution to the different processes.

The analysis of data shows that the log-normal and gamma distributions are

reasonable fit to push back, stop, and taxi. The analysis also show that there exists

a trade-off between the two distributions. Whereas the log-normal may better fit

the mean and CDF of the distribution, the gamma distribution provides a better fit

along the right tail of the distribution

Next, we analyzed the goodness-of-fit of a multivariate Gaussian, Gaussian Cop-

ula, and t-Copula distribution to the sampled two-dimensional conflict distributions.

The analysis showed that the conflict distributions may be qualitatively different

depending upon the conflict ratio. For conflict distributions with a high ratio of

conflicts, the Gaussian Copula and t-Copula are reasonable fits. For conflict distri-

butions with a low ratio of conflicts, the statistical tests contradict each other and

it is not clear if these distributions are a good fit.

The results show that parametric distributions can be a good fit for the duration

of the different processes within the ramp area transit time and the two-dimensional

conflict distributions. This is important because the better that we understand

these distributions, the more we can anticipate the uncertainty that is intrinsic

within them. Furthermore, knowing the conflict distributions are a good fit to a

parametric distribution can help us derive confidence intervals related to the push

back time windows that are eventually computed. Future work will use more ramp

area data to analyze whether the distributions of the different processes within the

ramp area are time dependent or stationary processes.

Understanding the uncertainty within the distributions is critical for the safe and

efficient execution of ramp area operations. For example, overestimating the right

tail of the distributions for the different processes within ramp area transit time
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can impact throughput as the separation at the taxiway spot should be increased

to accommodate for the greater uncertainty. Similarly, if we underestimate tails of

the conflict distributions this can lead to conflicts that were not anticipated and a

greater likelihood of aircraft having to slow down or stop to avoid a loss of separa-

tion. Ultimately, these distributions are important because they play a critical role

in computing push back time windows that ensure aircraft can travel unimpeded

from their gate to the departure runway queue in the presence of other aircraft and

trajectory uncertainties.
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Chapter 4

Integration of Uncertain Ramp
Area Aircraft Trajectories and
Generation of Optimal Taxiway
Schedules at Charlotte Douglas
Airport (CLT)

This chapter is a reprint of the paper

I Coupe, W. J., Milutinović, D., Malik, W., and Jung, Y., “Integration of Uncer-

tain Ramp Area Aircraft Trajectories and Generation of Optimal Taxiway Sched-

ules at Charlotte Douglas Airport (CLT)”, in Proceedings of the 15th AIAA Avi-

ation Technology, Integration, and Operations (ATIO) Conference, June 2015,

Dallas, TX.

4.1 Introduction

Airport runways and taxiways have been identified as a bottleneck of the National

Airspace System, and the major inhibiting factor for serving an increasing air traffic

demand. In order to keep up with the increase of traffic density, new techniques

are required to increase airport throughput while maintaining safe separation con-

straints. Since key airports that accommodate a large portion of traffic operate at or

close to their maximum capacity, an optimization of runway and taxiway operations

is necessary [38]. However, once their operations are improved by an optimal taxi-

way schedule, its execution ultimately depends on the ramp controllers who control
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gate push backs and the aircraft maneuvers within the ramp area [58].

Most of the previous taxiway scheduling research has focused on modeling an air-

port as a graph, i.e., a connected network, with aircraft travelling along the graph

edges. In order to solve the optimization problem on the graph authors have used

genetic algorithms [5, 84], Mixed Integer Linear Programs (MILPs) [77], hybrids of

these [37,54], constrained search algorithms [11], and generalized dynamic program-

ming algorithms [88]. The MILP approach has been used [23,45,47,68,69,71,90,104]

to optimize the routing and scheduling of airport surface traffic. The approach has

been applied [10,87] where an optimization model is formulated for taxi scheduling

at Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport (DFW). Similar work [7] has formulated

the problem to include uncertainties related to constraint satisfaction while uncer-

tainties in aircraft taxiing has been considered in [9, 46, 89]. These previous works

have addressed uncertainties in the active movement area (runways and taxiways),

but do not consider the ramp area. Ramp area aircraft have been incorporated

in [64, 65], but the trajectories are considered to be deterministic. This paper at-

tempts to address the integration of uncertain ramp area aircraft trajectories with

a state-of-the-art optimal taxiway scheduler. To the best of our knowledge, this

research is the first attempt to address the taxiway scheduler problem assuming

stochastic ramp area aircraft trajectories [25].

In this paper we develop a general methodology to integrate uncertain ramp area

aircraft trajectories within the framework of an optimal taxiway scheduling problem.

In our previous work [25] we designed a scaled down robot experiment to generate

data that was used as input to a stochastic model of aircraft trajectories. Using

the stochastic aircraft trajectories we computed a probabilistic measure of conflicts

among departing aircraft within the DFW airport ramp area. While in this paper

we apply a similar approach to the Charlotte Douglas International Airport (CLT)

ramp area, here we extend our previous work by a simultaneous consideration of

departing and arriving aircraft. Moreover, the layout of the CLT ramp area presents

new challenges due to the unique geometric constraints and high density of aircraft.

The main difficulty in the integration of ramp area aircraft maneuvers into an
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optimal taxiway scheduling solution is in uncertainties of ramp area trajectories.

Unlike aircraft maneuvers on taxiways, ramp area aircraft maneuvers are frequently

not confined to well-defined trajectories. The shape and timing of the trajectories

are subject to uncertainties resulting from pilots decisions as well as other factors

involved in ramp area operations, which can impede an optimal taxiway schedule

plan. To account for these uncertainties, we model the trajectories as stochastic

processes. However, ramp area trajectory data that could be used to build maneuver

models are not readily available mainly due to the lack of surveillance data in the

ramp area.

To address the lack of data, we collect the critical data on how a human operator

navigates an aircraft within the ramp area using an inexpensive scaled down wheeled

robot experiment. We use e-puck robots [2] controlled by a human operator to

simulate the movement of aircraft from the gate to the taxiway spot and collect the

trajectory data with a standard webcam. The data is then processed in MATLAB

to provide a time series of position and heading angle measurements of the simulated

aircraft. By using the robot experiments, we are in position to go beyond the limits

imposed by the lack of surveillance data and are able to collect realistic data that is

physical in nature and includes variabilities due to human pilots.

The collected data is critical because it is used to estimate parameters of our

stochastic model of aircraft trajectories. The stochastic trajectories replicate the

statistical properties of the simulated aircraft data and allow us to find optimal

taxiway schedules that account for uncertainties generated from the presence of a

human pilot. Finally, our work demonstrates the utilization of spatiotemporal data

that could be captured from ramp area surveillance equipment if it existed. It is

unlikely that airports will invest in the surveillance system unless its usefulness to

the efficiency of operations can be shown.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 4.2, we formulate the problem under

consideration. In section 4.3, we provide information regarding specific operational

procedures at the CLT airport. Then, in section 4.4, we describe the methodology

for our stochastic model of aircraft trajectories. We present data associated with the
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sampled trajectories and conflict distributions in section 4.5. Next, in section 4.6,

we provide the mathematical formulation of the Mixed Integer Linear Program and

in section 4.7 we provide illustrative examples. In the last section 4.8, we conclude

with a discussion of our findings and provide directions for future work.

4.2 Problem Formulation

Departing aircraft i is parked at a gate. Upon receiving the push back clearance, a

tug (operated by ground crew) pushes back the aircraft from the gate. At the end

of the push back procedure, the aircraft stops and the tug disengages. This stop

period lasts for some time during which the pilot goes through a checklist and then

starts the aircraft engine(s). When ready, the pilot requests taxi approval, and after

the approval, the aircraft taxies until arriving at time ti at the terminal node (P1),

as shown Fig 4.1. During the departing maneuvers, the duration of the trajectory,

the transitions over the motion phases, and the trajectory path are determined by

human operators and are stochastic in nature.

Arriving aircraft i begins its trajectory at the initial node (P2), see Fig 4.1. After

being released from node P2 at time ti, the aircraft taxies to the assigned gate.

During the arriving maneuvers the duration of the trajectory and the trajectory

path are considered to be stochastic.

The ramp area is defined as the aircraft moving area between the taxiway spots

and the gates. For both departures and arrivals, the locations of the initial node

and the terminal node in our model define a boundary between the domain where

trajectories are well-defined and the domain where trajectories are stochastic. In

this paper, we assume the graph extends beyond the taxiway spot to include the

blue and yellow structure roadways contained within the ramp area.

The uncertain nature of ramp area trajectories between gates and initial/terminal

nodes can can impede upon an optimal schedule that is defined on the graph. It is

possible to compute a feasible schedule on the graph where aircraft will have to slow

down or stop along their route to avoid a loss of separation in the ramp area. In

contrast, we consider computing an optimal schedule on the graph that anticipates
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Figure 4.1: Center alley of the CLT airport. The gates under consideration are
highlighted in red and include gates B6, B8, B10, C7, C9 and C11. Departing
aircraft push back from their gates, enter into an uncertain stopped period, and
then taxi to the merge node P1. Arriving aircraft are released from the merge node
P2 and taxi to their assigned gates.

the uncertainty in such a way that every aircraft can proceed along their route

without having to slow down or stop for other traffic.

Modeling trajectories as stochastic processes, we generate a probabilistic measure

of conflict among aircraft i and j defined by their relative schedule tj− ti. A conflict

ratio is estimated by fixing the relative schedule of the two aircraft and computing the

ratio of conflicting trajectories to the total number of sampled feasible trajectories.

Conflicts are defined when trajectories come into close spatial proximity along their

route. The conflict distribution is estimated by computing a conflict ratio at every

whole second, see Fig 4.5. We use the conflict distributions to calculate conservative

conflict separation constraints that provide for safe separation in the presence of

trajectory uncertainties. The constraints are conservative in nature because they

ensure a zero ratio of conflict.

The conservative separation constraints are integrated into an optimization prob-

lem on the graph that outputs a scheduled time ti at the node P1/P2 for every

departing/arriving aircraft. The computed schedule is constrained to optimize the
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flow of surface traffic such that every aircraft i can proceed along the route without

having to slow down or stop for other traffic.

For departure aircraft i to proceed unimpeded, it is critical that the aircraft

arrive at the terminal node P1 (boundary between the ramp area and the graph) at

the scheduled time ti. In order to aid ramp area controllers in meeting the scheduled

times, we consider computing the feasible push back time window for each departing

aircraft. The push back window is defined by the range between the earliest feasible

push back time tS and latest feasible push back time tF . Initiating the push back

within the bounds [tS , tF ] ensures there exists a feasible trajectory that arrives at

the terminal node P1 at the scheduled time ti, as required by the optimal schedule.

4.3 CLT Airport Surface Operations

In this paper, we consider the center alley of the CLT ramp area with the terminal

B on the left and terminal C on the right, see Fig. 4.1. The gates under analysis

are highlighted in red and include B6, B8, B10, C7, C9 and C11. Each gate that

we consider can either contain an aircraft ready for departure or receive an arrival

aircraft if not currently occupied. We assume departing flights exit the ramp area at

taxiway spot 2 and arriving flights enter the ramp are at taxiway spot 4. At CLT,

taxiing aircraft can enter or leave the ramp area through the other spots depending

on the runway used, in addition to the taxi routes we are considering in this paper.

Departure flights begin their trajectories by pushing back from their gates, en-

tering an uncertain waiting period, followed by taxiing to spot 2. The taxiway spot

is used as a hold short node and aircraft are required to receive approval from con-

trollers before transitioning between the ramp area and FAA taxiway. Along the

taxi route to spot 2, departing aircraft travel over the ramp area merge node P1,

see Fig. 4.1. The ramp area merge node P1 is introduced under an assumption

that between merge node P1 and spot 2 there exists a well-defined roadway for the

aircraft to follow. In this paper, departing aircraft are not held after arriving at

node P1 and are allowed to proceed along the route to spot 2 without having to

slow down or stop. Therefore, we assume that providing separation for departing
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aircraft along the route from their gates to merge node P1 ensures separation along

the entire route from their gates to taxiway spot 2.

Arrival flights enter the ramp area at taxiway spot 4 and taxi to their assigned

gates through the center alley. Arrival trajectories follow the well-defined yellow

structure from spot 4 to merge node P2. After arriving at P2, arrival aircraft are

released into the center alley and taxi to their gates. We assume that providing the

necessary separation for arriving aircraft along the route from merge node P2 to

their gates ensures separation along the entire route from spot 4 to their gates.

4.4 Methodology

Data related to aircraft ramp area trajectories are not available, or the existing data

contains only the average value of trajectory duration. The available information is

not sufficient to capture the evolution of individual aircraft trajectories. To account

for this we use an inexpensive robot experiment setup where the movement of a

Boeing 747-400 (Boeing 747) [1] is simulated within the ramp area [25]. Data from

experiments are captured on video and processed in MATLAB to provide positions

and orientations of simulated aircraft in time.

Collecting this data for multiple trajectories provides a distribution over the

continuous interval of time that a trajectory can spend in the discrete states such

as push back, stop, and taxi [25]. We assume that the time spent in each discrete

state is defined by a gamma distribution of the form

X ∼ Γ(kq, ωq) (4.1)

with shape parameter kq and scale parameter ωq. Using the MATLAB function

gamfit, we estimate parameters that fit the data from our robot experiments. The

estimated gamma distributions for aircraft departure trajectories are depicted in

Fig. 4.2.

Our data captures the influence of a human operator and we use the collected

data to fit parameters of our stochastic model of aircraft trajectories. Once the
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of time spent in discrete states for departing trajectories.
The time spent in push back, wait, and taxi is shown in red, green, and blue,
respectively.

model is defined we use it to sample [40,73] a large number of realistic trajectories.

The sampled trajectories are used to build a probabilistic measure of conflict within

the ramp area. After generating the measure of conflict, we calculate the necessary

separation constraints in time among aircraft that ensure conflict free trajectories

within the ramp area.

A single ramp area departure trajectory for aircraft i is described by five discrete

states q, q = 0, 1, .., 4. Each discrete state is defined by the continuous time evolution

of the aircraft i’s position and heading angle described by xi, yi coordinates and θi,

respectively:

For q = 0 (gate), q = 2 (stop), q = 4 (merge node P1):

dxi = 0, dyi = 0, dθi = 0 (4.2)

For q = 1 (push back):

dxi = −viP cos(θi)dt, dyi = −viP sin(θi)dt, dθi = −
viP
Ri
dt (4.3)

where Ri is the radius of the circle of curvature that aircraft i is pushing back along
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and viP is the push back velocity.

For q = 3 (taxi):

dxi = viT cos(θi)dt, dyi = viT sin(θi)dt, dθi = σidW i (4.4)

where dW i is an increment of a unit intensity Wiener process, σi is a scaling factor

for the intensity of the variations in the heading angle θi, and viT is the forward taxi

velocity for aircraft i. In a similar fashion we can define the three discrete states q

defined by the continuous time evolution for an arriving aircraft i (q=0, 1, 2):

For q = 0 (merge node P2), q = 2 (gate)

dxi = 0, dyi = 0, dθi = 0 (4.5)

For q = 1 (taxi):

dxi = vi cos(θi)dt, dyi = vi sin(θi)dt, dθi = σidW i (4.6)

Transitions between discrete states are considered to be stochastic. In order to

simulate a single departure trajectory, we sample the times for states q = 1, 2, 3 from

the gamma distribution that was fitted to the robot experiment data. Transitions

between the states are defined by the values of the sampled times. In general, the

times that we sample for the discrete states will never match exactly between two

unique trajectories. For the set of successful samples, this temporal uncertainty will

produce a distribution over the trajectory duration. This distribution in trajectory

duration is directly influenced by the human operator.

In addition to the initial conditions and parameters, we also define a terminal

condition the trajectory sample must satisfy. Given that our trajectories are de-

scribed by an uncontrolled stochastic processes, in general we do not expect the

departure (arrival) samples to terminate at the merge node P1 (gate). However, if
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we sample enough departure (arrival) trajectories, we do expect for some samples

to arrive at the merge node P1 (gate) as desired. Conditioning the trajectories to

terminate within the goal region provides a set of feasible ramp area departure (ar-

rival) trajectories that terminate (initiate) their trajectory at time ti at merge node

P1 (P2).

After sampling trajectories we estimate the probability density function for tra-

jectory duration of aircraft i in the absence of any other aircraft in the ramp area.

We refer to this type of distribution as natural since the aircraft is unimpeded. We

are interested in computing push back windows for aircraft i such that the aircraft

arrives at node P1 at a scheduled time ti. Therefore, we enforce a terminal condition

in time for the sampled trajectories and this generates a distribution for the push

back time. In addition, enforcing this terminal condition in time provides us with

a set of departing trajectories that all enter the FAA controlled taxiway via spot 2,

see Fig. 4.1, at the same time.

Using the family of trajectories defined by the natural distributions of aircraft i

and j, we generate a probabilistic measure of conflict. We compute the measure of

conflict by fixing the terminal time of aircraft i in time such that ti = 0. Next we fix

the terminal time of aircraft j in time, e.g. tj = −200. Given the relative schedule

defined by tj − ti, there exists a family of trajectories for both aircraft i and j that

push back from their respective gates and taxi to merge node P1 as required.

For the relative schedule tj − ti, we sample a single trajectory from the family

of trajectories for aircraft i and j, measure their spatial proximity along the route,

and provide a conflict flag if the aircraft lose spatial separation. If we continue this

process of randomly sampling from the family of trajectories with fixed terminal

times, we compute a conflict ratio for the relative separation in time at the taxiway

spot, see Algorithm 2. The fixed terminal times are considered for every whole

second and the estimated conflict distributions provide a measure of conflict at a

resolution of 1 second, see Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.3: Sampled departure trajectories. For each gate, we generate a family
of feasible departure trajectories. For each gate, the family of trajectories contains
uncertainty within both the spatial path taken and trajectory duration.

4.5 Sampled Trajectories and Conflict Distributions

Aircraft trajectories sampled from the stochastic model are shown in Fig. 4.3 and

Fig. 4.4. These sampled trajectories are used to compute conflict distributions using

Algorithm 2. The conflict distributions provide a conflict ratio among aircraft i and

j as a function of the difference between their merge node times, see Fig. 4.5. In

this figure we assume departing aircraft i always arrives at the merge node P1 at

time ti = 0 and departing aircraft j arrives at the merge node defined by the value

on the horizontal axis.

For conflicts that arise between two aircraft that travel through the same merge

node(departure vs departure or arrival vs arrival conflicts) there exists a well-defined

sequence such that either aircraft i comes prior to aircraft j, or vice versa. When

aircraft i is followed by j, define the minimum-time separation constraint δij(δ
∗
ij)

that ensures departure (arrival) pairwise separation constraints. This value can

be estimated from the upper bound of the conflict distributions, see left image of

Fig. 4.5. The value δji(δ
∗
ji) can be estimated from the lower bound of the conflict

distribution. The minimum-time separation constraints are defined as strictly non-

negative. Therefore, if departing aircraft i is followed by departing aircraft j we

should separate the aircraft at the merge node by the value δij , else we separate the
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Figure 4.4: Sampled arrival trajectories. For each gate, we generate a family of feasi-
ble arrival trajectories. For each gate, the family of trajectories contains uncertainty
within both the spatial path taken and trajectory duration.

aircraft by the value δji.

For conflicts that arise between two aircraft that do not travel through the same

merge node(departure vs arrival conflicts) there does not exist a well defined se-

quence, see right image of Fig. 4.5. In this figure we assume departing aircraft i

always arrives at the merge node P1 at time ti = 0 and arriving aircraft j is released

from the merge node P2 at the time defined by the value on the horizontal axis.

Define the lower bound separation constraint ∆LB
ij as the left boundary of the con-

flict distribution. Define the upper bound separation constraint ∆UB
ij as the right

boundary of the conflict distribution. Given that the values of ∆LB
ij and ∆UB

ij can

both be negative, i.e. whether using the lower or upper bound separation constraint

we release the arrival from P2 prior to the time that the departure is scheduled at

node P1. Therefore, we can not simply select which separation constraint to use de-

fined by the sequencing of aircraft at the merge node as we did before. This implies

that to separate the aircraft we should release the arriving aircraft to the left of the

value ∆LB
ij or to the right of the value ∆UB

ij .
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Figure 4.5: Conflict distributions computed using Algorithm 2. Left: Conflict distri-
bution for CLT departure from gate B6(i) VS. CLT departure from gate B8(j). The
terminal time of departing aircraft i is fixed at time ti = 0 and the terminal time
for departing aircraft j is given by the value on the horizontal axis. Right: Conflict
distribution for CLT departure from gate C9(i) VS. CLT arrival from gate B6(j).
The terminal time of departing aircraft i is fixed at time ti = 0 and the release time
for arriving aircraft j is given by the value on the horizontal axis.

Algorithm 2 Conflict Distribution: Aircraft i vs Aircraft j

Assume ti = 0
Set N = 1,000
for tj = -200:1:200 do

for k = 1:N do
• Randomly sample aircraft i and j from their respective family of
trajectories.
• Measure the spatial proximity of the aircraft along the route and provide
a conflict flag if aircraft lose spatial separation.

end for
• Return conflict ratio for the relative schedule tj − ti

end for
• Return conflict ratio for all relative schedules at a resolution of 1 second.
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4.6 Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP)

Given a set of departing aircraft i ∈ D available to push back from their gates at

time αi and a set of arriving aircraft i ∈ A that are available to be released from

node P2 into the ramp area at time βi, we consider finding a sequence of merge

node times ti that ensure conflict free trajectories. The optimal sequence of merge

node times is defined as the schedule that minimizes the sum of aircraft hold time

for both departing and arriving aircraft. The objective function is given by

min

[∑
i∈D

(
ti − (αi + |tS0i |)

)
+
∑
i∈A

(ti − βi)

]
(4.7)

where tS0i is the earliest feasible push back time for departing aircraft i such that the

scheduled time ti = 0 is enforced. The value |tS0i | is equal to the longest duration

feasible trajectory that is sampled from the stochastic model. For departing aircraft

i, the difference between the scheduled terminal time ti and the earliest available

push back time plus duration of the longest feasible trajectory, (αi+ |tS0i |), describes

the hold time for the individual aircraft. Departing aircraft are only held at the gate.

After being cleared to push back, departing aircraft are not held and are assumed

to begin the taxi when they finish spooling the engines.

For arriving aircraft i, the difference between the scheduled time ti and the

earliest available release time βi describes the hold time for the individual aircraft.

Arrival aircraft are assumed to be held at merge node P2 prior to being released

into the ramp area. Thus, within the objective function the total aircraft hold time

for departing and arriving aircraft are given by the summations.

For all departing aircraft i ∈ D we introduce the constraint

ti − (αi + |tS0i |) ≥0 ∀i ∈ D (4.8)

where this constraint ensures that for departing aircraft i the scheduled time of

arrival ti at merge node P1 is greater than the earliest available push back time αi

plus the duration of the longest feasible trajectory |tS0i |.
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Similarly for all arriving aircraft i ∈ A we have the constraint

ti − βi ≥0 ∀i ∈ A (4.9)

which ensures that for arriving aircraft i the scheduled time ti that we release the

aircraft from merge node P2 into the ramp area is greater than the earliest time βi

that the aircraft is available to be released. Constraints (4.8) and (4.9) in conjunction

ensure that the hold time of any individual departing or arriving aircraft within

the objective function is strictly non-negative, i.e., the minimum hold time for any

aircraft i is equal to zero.

For all departing aircraft i, j ∈ D we introduce a sequencing constraint defined

at merge node P1 given by

zij + zji =1 ∀i, j ∈ D (4.10)

where zij is a binary variable that is 1 if departing aircraft j follows departing aircraft

i at merge node P1, else zij = 0. For all departing aircraft i, j ∈ D we have the

separation constraint

zij(tj − ti − δij) ≥0 ∀i, j ∈ D (4.11)

which ensures that if departing aircraft j follows departing aircraft i at merge node

P1 they should be separated by a minimum of δij , else the constraint is automatically

satisfied. Given the sequencing constraint defined in (4.10), the value δij should be

non-negative else the constraint can not be satisfied.

Similarly for all arriving aircraft i, j ∈ A we introduce the sequencing constraint

Z∗ij + Z∗ji =1 ∀i, j ∈ A (4.12)

where Z∗ij is a binary variable that is 1 if arriving aircraft j follows arriving aircraft

i at merge node P2, else Z∗ij = 0. For all arriving aircraft i, j ∈ A we have the
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separation constraint

Z∗ij(tj − ti − δ∗ij) ≥0 ∀i, j ∈ A (4.13)

which ensures that if arriving aircraft j follows arriving aircraft i at merge node P2

they should be separated by a minimum of δ∗ij , else the constraint is automatically

satisfied. Given the sequencing constraint defined in (4.12), the value δ∗ij should be

non-negative else the constraint can not be satisfied.

For all departing aircraft i ∈ D and arriving aircraft j ∈ A we introduce the

constraint

aLBij + aUBij =1 ∀i ∈ D, j ∈ A (4.14)

where aLBij is a binary variable that is 1 for departing aircraft i and arriving aircraft

j if we release the arriving aircraft j into the center alley to the left of the lower

bound of the conflict with departing aircraft i, see Fig. 4.5, else aLBij = 0. Similarly

aUBij is a binary variable that is 1 for departing aircraft i and arriving aircraft j if

we release the arriving aircraft into the center aley to the right of the upper bound

of the conflict with departing aircraft i.

For all departing aircraft i ∈ D and arriving aircraft j ∈ A we have the separation

constraint

aLBij (tj − ti −∆LB
ij ) ≤0 ∀i ∈ D, j ∈ A (4.15)

when aLBij = 1 this ensures the scheduled time tj that we release arriving aircraft

j into the ramp area is a minimum of ∆LB
ij prior to the scheduled terminal time ti

that we require departing aircraft i to arrive at merge node P1.

For all departing aircraft i ∈ D and arriving aircraft j ∈ A we also have the

separation constraint

aUBij (tj − ti −∆UB
ij ) ≥0 ∀i ∈ D, j ∈ A (4.16)
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when aUBij = 1 this ensures the scheduled time tj that we release arriving aircraft j

into the ramp area is a minimum of ∆UB
ij after the scheduled terminal time ti that

we require departing aircraft i to arrive at merge node P1.

This formulation solves for the optimal schedule that minimizes the summation

of aircraft hold time while also ensuring conflict free trajectories. The program is in

the form of a Mixed Integer Quadratic Program due to quadratic constraints (4.11),

(4.13), and (4.15-4.16). In order to pass this program to a MILP solver we linearize

the quadratic constraints as

tj − ti − δij + (1− zij)M ≥0 ∀i, j ∈ D (4.17)

tj − ti − δ∗ij + (1− Z∗ij)M ≥0 ∀i, j ∈ A (4.18)

tj − ti −∆LB
ij − (1− aLBij )M ≤0 ∀i ∈ D, j ∈ A (4.19)

tj − ti −∆UB
ij + (1− aUBij )M ≥0 ∀i ∈ D, j ∈ A (4.20)

where the constant M is chosen to be sufficiently large. Constraints (4.17-4.20) are

linear separation constraints that replace the quadratic constraints (4.11), (4.13),

and (4.15-4.16), respectively. After formulating the program as a MILP we solve for

the optimal time schedule by utilizing the Gurobi Optimizer [50] solver.

4.7 MILP Example Solutions

In this section, we provide example solutions of the MILP. In order to output an

optimal schedule the first thing we do is to select the set of departing and arriving

aircraft. For this paper we define a scenario as a set of three departing aircraft and

two arriving aircraft. After the departing (arriving) aircraft are defined, we sample

the parameters αi or βi for each aircraft i from the uniform distribution defined as

U(0, 100).

For a departing aircraft with the scheduled time ti = 0, the earliest feasible push

back time is defined by tS0i = −maxi (Ti) and the latest feasible push back time is

defined by tF0
i = −mini (Ti) . The variable Ti is the trajectory duration of aircraft

i that is sampled from the stochastic model. Using the values tS0i and tF0
i , the push
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Aircraft αi(βi) ti Hold tSi tFi FCFS ti FCFS Hold

Departure: B6 5 174 21 26 59 153 0

Departure: B10 10 129 0 10 38 228 99

Arrival: C7 26 26 0 NA NA 26 0

Arrival: B8 45 169 124 NA NA 223 178

Departure: C9 65 309 93 158 187 363 147

Total Hold 238 424

Table 4.1: An optimal solution for CLT example scenario 1 containing three depart-
ing aircraft at gates B6, B10, and C9 and two arriving aircraft that terminate their
trajectories at gates B8 and C7. The earliest available time αi or βi that aircraft i is
available to initiate its trajectory is sampled from the uniform distribution defined
as U(0, 100). For departing trajectory i the feasible window in time to initiate their
push back is defined by the values tSi and tFi . The scheduled times and aircraft hold
for a FCFS scheduling approach are shown on the right for comparison.

back bounds tSi and tFi for any given scheduled spot time ti can be computed as

tSi = ti + tS0i and tFi = ti + tF0
i . All other necessary parameters for the MILP are

computed from the conflict distributions as previously mentioned.

The output of the program is a schedule of merge node times ti that minimizes

the summation of aircraft hold time. Furthermore, the model provides the feasible

push back windows for each departing aircraft, as shown in Table 4.1. The right

hand side of Table 4.1 shows the scheduled times and aircraft hold for a First-Come,

First-Served (FCFS) scheduling approach. The FCSC scheduling approach is defined

to schedule the aircraft at the taxiway spot in the same sequence that the aircraft

become available to initiate their trajectories. The conservative conflict constraints

are applied to the FCFS sequence of aircraft and the schedule is computed. As can

be seen in the table, the FCFS scheduling approach is sub-optimal in comparison to

the MILP approach.

The example scenario that we consider in Table 4.1 is defined by three departing

aircraft at gates B6, B10, and C9 and two arriving aircraft that terminate their

trajectories at gates B8 and C7. For the given scenario, the optimal schedule and

the associated aircraft hold times are dependent upon the set of sampled earliest

available times αi and βi. For a different set of earliest available times αi and

βi, the optimal schedule and aircraft hold times can be quite different. For a given
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Figure 4.6: Top: Example scenario 1, 2, and 3 from left to right. Bottom: Example
scenario 4, 5 and 6 from left to right. The average hold time for various departing
(blue) and arriving (red) aircraft operating within the CLT center alley. Each sub
figure is defined by fixing a different scenario of three departing and two arriving
aircraft. The earliest available time αi or βi that aircraft i is available to initiate
their trajectory is sampled from the uniform distribution defined as U(0, 100).

scenario (set of departing and arriving aircraft), we would like to understand how our

scheduling algorithm performs under a variety of different sets of earliest available

times.

In order to understand the overall performance of the MILP we fix a scenario,

compute the optimal schedule for many different sets of earliest available times, and

then calculate the average hold times for each aircraft, as seen in each sub figure in

Fig. 4.6. Solutions for each scenario are computed for 300 randomly sampled sets

of earliest available input parameters and the average hold time for each aircraft

within the six different example scenarios is plotted. In the upper left most figure

(scenario 1), the average hold time for departing aircraft from gates B6, B10 and

C9 are shown with blue bars while the average hold time for arriving aircraft from

gates B8 and C7 are shown with red bars. We apply the same analysis of averaging

the hold time over many different sampled sets of earliest available times and apply

it to five additional scenarios (sets of departing and arriving aircraft).
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4.8 Discussion

In this work we used sampling methods to build sets of feasible ramp area aircraft

trajectories. These sampled trajectories were used to compute conflict distribu-

tions among aircraft i and j. Once the conflict distributions were computed, we

estimated minimum-time separation constraints between any two aircraft i and j.

Using these separation constraints we formulated a MILP and solved the optimal

taxiway scheduling problem.

The separation constraints that we used in the MILP formulation are conserva-

tive in nature. The constraints are conservative because providing the minimum-time

separation at the taxiway spot ensures a zero ratio of conflict. Using the conservative

conflict constraints, we solved for the average hold time for six different scenarios

defined by three departing aircraft and two arriving aircraft.

For schedules that have a non-zero ratio of conflict, future work will include

techniques that can eliminate the conflicts between aircraft i and j by shrinking the

push back time windows. Using these techniques, the throughput of the conservative

schedule can be improved. We would also like to improve upon the time data that we

use as input to the stochastic model of aircraft trajectories. To get more accurate

time data, we plan to use the data from real-time human-in-the-loop simulations

performed at NASA Ames’ FutureFlight Central [3].
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Chapter 5

Optimization of Push Back
Time Windows That Ensure
Conflict Free Ramp Area
Aircraft Trajectories

This chapter is a reprint of the paper

I Coupe, W. J., Milutinović, D., Malik, W., and Jung, Y., “Optimization of Push

Back Time Windows That Ensure Conflict Free Ramp Area Aircraft Trajectories,”

in Proceedings of the 15th AIAA Aviation Technology, Integration, and Operations

(ATIO) Conference, June 2015, Dallas, TX.

5.1 Introduction

In order to keep up with the increase of traffic density and reduce congestions on the

surface of airports, new techniques are required to improve airport throughput while

maintaining safe separation among taxiing aircraft. Since many airports operate

at or close to their maximum capacity, an optimization of runway and taxiway

operations is necessary [38]. However, although their operations can be improved by

adopting an optimal taxiway schedule, its execution ultimately depends on human

controllers who control aircraft maneuvers in both ramp area and taxiways [58].

Most of the prior research on taxiway scheduling has focused on modeling an

airport as a graph, i.e., a connected network, with aircraft travelling along the graph

edges. In order to solve the optimization problem on the graph authors have used
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genetic algorithms [5, 84], Mixed Integer Linear Programs (MILPs) [77], or hybrids

of these [37,54]. The MILP approach has been used in [23,45,47,68,69,71,90,104] to

optimize the routing and scheduling of airport surface traffic. The approach has been

applied in [10,87] where an optimization model is formulated for taxi scheduling at

Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport (DFW). Similar work [7] has formulated the

problem to include uncertainties related to constraint satisfaction while uncertainties

in aircraft taxiing has been considered in [9, 46, 89]. Previous works, however, have

only addressed maneuvers in the active movement area (taxiways and runways) and

do not consider ramp areas. This paper attempts to address the integration of a

state-of-the-art optimal taxiway scheduler and ramp area aircraft maneuvers [25].

To the best of our knowledge this research is the first attempt to address the taxi

scheduler problem in the ramp area.

The main difficulty in the integration of ramp area aircraft trajectory character-

istics into an optimal taxiway scheduling solution is in addressing uncertainties of

ramp area trajectories. Unlike aircraft maneuvers on taxiways, ramp area aircraft

maneuvers are typically not confined to well-defined trajectories. The shape and

timing of the trajectories are subject to uncertainties resulting from pilots decisions

as well as other factors involved in ramp area operations, which can impede upon

an optimal taxiway schedule plan.

In our previous work [25] we accounted for trajectory uncertainties by developing

a stochastic model of aircraft trajectories. The stochastic model was used to generate

a probabilistic measure of conflicts within the ramp area, see Fig. 5.1. The conflict

distributions were then used to conservatively schedule conflict free trajectories at

the taxiway spot. This method was applied to the DFW Terminal C ramp area to

generate optimal schedules for departing aircraft [25] and the method was applied

to the center alley of the Charlotte Douglas International Airport ramp area to

generate optimal schedules for both departing and arriving aircraft.

Our previous work has taken a conservative approach to separating aircraft.

Using the conservative scheduling approach, we only consider schedules for aircraft i

and j that have a zero ratio of conflict. In this paper we build upon our previous work
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Figure 5.1: A) Layout of Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) with ramp
area outlined in green. Departing aircraft push back from their gates and taxi to
the departure queue via the taxiway spot. B) Zoomed in view of the green Terminal
C ramp area. The departure trajectories from the gate to the taxiway spot (blue)
that were sampled from the stochastic model of aircraft trajectories are shown.

and develop an optimization framework that exploits the structure of the conflict

distributions in order to increase the throughput of the optimal schedule.

The throughput of the schedule can be improved upon by considering schedules

that have a non-zero ratio of conflicts. For schedules that have a non-zero ratio of

conflict, we formulate a MILP that returns the optimal combination of push back

sub-windows that ensure conflict free trajectories. We apply the MILP to scheduling

departing aircraft within the DFW Terminal C ramp area. We then analyze the

increase of throughput that is available when compared to our previous conservative

scheduling approach.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 5.2 we formulate the optimization

problem under consideration. In section 5.3 we define the MILP that we use to solve

for the optimal combination of push back sub-windows. Then we provide solutions of

the MILP and demonstrate the increase of throughput that can be achieved over the

conservative schedule. We then analyze the computational performance of the MILP

in comparison to a brute force algorithm that solves for the optimal combination of

push back sub-windows. In the last section, we conclude with a discussion of our

findings and provide directions for future work.
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5.2 Problem Formulation

The right panel of Fig. 5.1 shows the DFW Terminal C ramp area. Departing aircraft

i begins parked at one of three possible gates labeled with A, B and C. Trajecto-

ries that begin from gate B can push back with either a left or a right push back

maneuver. The stochastic model trajectory samples contain spatial and temporal

uncertainty and are colored to illustrate the family of possible trajectories. Using the

stochastic trajectories we compute a probabilistic measure of conflict among aircraft

i and j defined by the difference between their scheduled time at the spot tj − ti.

The computed conflict distribution is defined by a ratio of the number of pairs of

conflicting trajectories to the total number of sampled trajectory pairs. The conflict

distribution is computed at a resolution of 1[s], see Fig 5.2.

For the scheduled spot time difference that have a non-zero ratio of conflicts

we can store and plot the combination of push back times that lead to conflicts.

In Fig. 5.2b the vertical axis represents the push back time of aircraft A(i), PBA,

and the horizontal axis represents the push back time of aircraft BR(j), PBBR. In

Fig. 5.2 we color select cross sections to demonstrate the relationship between the

ratio of conflicts (Fig. 5.2a) defined by the difference between their scheduled spot

times and the set of red conflict points (Fig. 5.2b) defined by the combination of

push back times that lead to conflicts for the given difference between their scheduled

spot times tj − ti.

The combination of push back times that lead to conflicts between aircraft A(i)

and BR(j) are plotted (see Fig 5.2b) in 10s increments for the spot time differences

ranging from tj − ti = −70 to tj − ti = 40. Given that we are interested in the

scheduled spot time difference between two aircraft, we fix the spot time of aircraft

A(i) such that tA = 0, and the difference in the scheduled spot time is defined by

the spot time of aircraft BR(j). Associated with each difference in scheduled spot

time, ie tBR = −70, is a green rectangle that is defined by the earliest and latest

feasible push back times for each aircraft such that the spot time of the schedule is

satisfied. Thus, in order to satisfy the spot time tA = 0, aircraft A(i) must push

back within the window PBA ∈ [−162,−102] and to satisfy the spot time tBR = −70
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Figure 5.2: a) Conflict distributions with select cross sections color coded. b) Plot
of conflicts between aircraft A(i) and BR(j) for schedules ranging from tBR − tA =
−70 to tBR − tA = 40 at a resolution of 10 seconds. For the scheduled difference
tBR− tA = −60 two conflict free sub-windows are shown in black solid(dotted) lines.
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aircraft BR(j) must push back within PBBR ∈ [−217,−180]. For −70 there is a set

of combination of push back times that lead to conflicts. These combinations are

labeled as red points within the green triangle (see Fig. 5.2b).

Consider the distribution of red conflict points for the scheduled spot time dif-

ference of −60 seen in Fig. 5.2b. We observe that in the bottom right of the green

rectangle there is a large area that does not contain any red conflict points. If we

restrict aircraft A(i) and B(j) to push back within the lower right corner of the

green rectangle then we can ensure conflict free trajectories. Two potential solu-

tions are shown where the first solution is shown with a solid black line and the

second solution with a dotted black line. Among all possible solutions we would like

to find a combination of push back time windows where the minimum time window

is maximized. The abstract form of the optimization problem is defined as

max
tSi ,t

F
i ,t

S
j ,t

F
j

J := min{tFi − tSi , tSj − tFJ } (5.1)

subject to: ∀ κ = (x, y) :
[
x 6∈ [tSj , t

F
J ] ∨ y 6∈ [tSi , t

F
i ]
]

(5.2)

where the cost function J is a function of the four variables tSi , t
F
i , t

S
j , t

F
j which

represent the earliest and latest push back times for aircraft i and j respectively.

The four variables together define a combination of push back sub-windows such as

the windows labeled with the solid (dotted) black lines. The optimization problem

is subject to the constraints that any given conflict point κ = (x, y) can not be

contained within the optimal combination of push back sub-windows. For any given

schedule, at a resolutions of 1s, we consider solving for the optimal combination of

push back sub-windows that are constrained to contain no conflicts.

5.3 Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP)

Here we provide the mathematical formulation of the abstract optimization problem

formulated by expressions (5.1) and (5.2). Given any two aircraft i and j, the

objective function (5.1) is used to maximize the minimum time window for both

aircraft. While this seems like a reasonable objective function there is a slight
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problem with this formulation. With this objective function we can not distinguish

between two time windows that have equal minimum edge length, as illustrated in

Fig. 5.3a.

In Fig. 5.3a the minimum edge of the orange combination of time windows and

the minimum edge of the blue combination of time windows are equal and defined

by tSj and tFj . Clearly, we would prefer the orange combination of time windows to

the blue as aircraft i has a much larger time window to push back within. In order

to distinguish between these two solutions we introduce the objective function

max
tSi ,t

F
i ,t

S
j ,t

F
j

J :=
[
M + ε(tFi − tSi + tFj − tSj )

]
(5.3)

where M is the minimum time window among both aircraft i and j and ε is suf-

ficiently small. In the objective function the extra term multiplied by ε is added

in order to distinguish between two combinations of time windows that have equal

minimum edge lengths. Using the objective function (5.3) with the example depicted

in Fig. 5.3a, we can distinguish between between the orange and blue combination

of time windows and the orange combination would be selected as optimal. The

optimization constraints are described in sequel.

For departing aircraft i, j ∈ D we introduce the two constraints

tFi − tSi −M ≥ 0 (5.4)

tFj − tSj −M ≥ 0 (5.5)

that ensure the push back time window for aircraft i and the push back time window

for aircraft j are both greater than the minimum time window M . We note that the

value M is not known and is solved for by the MILP solver.

Similarly, for departing aircraft i, j ∈ D we introduce the two constraints

tFi − tSi − δmin ≥ 0 (5.6)

tFj − tSj − δmin ≥ 0 (5.7)
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Figure 5.3: a) The cost function in objective (5.3) is a function of 4 variables
(tSi , t

F
i , t

S
j , t

F
j ). The minimum edge length of the blue combination of time win-

dows is equal to the minimum edge of the orange combination of time windows.
By adding the extra term εΣi,jt

F
i/j − tSi/j in the cost function we can distinguish

between the two rectangles and the orange rectangle is selected as optimal. b) Set
of 4 constraints that ensure the optimal combination of push back sub-windows is
either above, below, left or right of any single conflict point κ = (PBBR, PBA).
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that ensure the push back time windows for aircraft i and j are both larger than a

predefined value δmin. The value δmin is the minimum acceptable push back window.

For example, pilots and ramp area ground crew could find a schedule that requires

aircraft to push back within a window of 5 seconds too restrictive to consistently

execute. In this paper we use the value δmin = 25[s] when solving for the optimal

sub-windows. The correct value should be determined in conjunction by ramp area

controllers and pilots.

For departing aircraft i, j ∈ D we introduce the four constraints

tSi − ti − tS0i ≥ 0 (5.8)

tFi − ti − tF0
i ≤ 0 (5.9)

tSj − tj − tS0j ≥ 0 (5.10)

tFj − tj − tF0
j ≤ 0 (5.11)

where ti(tj) is the taxiway spot time of aircraft i(j) and tS0i /tF0
i (tS0j /tF0

j ) are the

earliest/latest feasible push back times for aircraft i(j) such that the scheduled spot

time ti(tj) = 0 is enforced. For the scheduled spot time ti = 0, the earliest feasible

push back time is defined by tS0i = −maxi (Ti) and the latest feasible push back

time is defined by tF0
i = −mini (Ti) . The variable Ti is the trajectory duration of

aircraft i that is sampled from the stochastic model. The distribution in trajectory

duration is estimated from the robot experiment data which is directly influenced

by the human operator.

Constraints (5.8)-(5.11) ensure that for any given combination of spot time sched-

ules, given by ti and tj , the start and end of the push back sub-windows defined

by tS and tF must be within the bounds defined by the earliest and latest feasible

push back times. This implies satisfying these constraints ensures that there exists

a feasible trajectory for aircraft i/j that is capable of meeting the scheduled spot

times ti/tj without accounting for conflicts. These four constraints provide that the

push back windows that we solve for, which are illustrated in black solid (dotted)

lines in Fig. 8.1, are indeed sub-windows of the original green rectangle.
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To solve for the optimal push back sub-windows we need information related to

the set of conflict points. For example, the conflict points could be used to estimate

a distribution that defines the probability of conflict as a function of the combination

of push back times. The conflict points could also be used to fit a piecewise linear

boundary that separates the level set of conflicting combination of push back times

from the level set of conflict-free combination of push back times. In contrast to

these approaches, we use the conflict points directly to generate constraints.

The constraints we use are based on an idea that no conflict point should be a

convex combination of the optimal combination of time window endpoints. The con-

flict point κ = (x, y) is a convex combination of the optimal time window endpoints

of aircraft i if and only if

αtFi + (1− α) tSi = y, α ∈ [0, 1]

This implies that we can enforce that point κ is not a convex combination of tSi and

tFi by choosing a value of α that is either smaller than 0 or greater than 1. For

departing aircraft i, j ∈ D, we enforce the following set of seven constraints for each

conflict point κ = (PBBR, PBA).

ακ1t
F
i + (1− ακ1) tSi = PBA (5.12)

zκ1

[
ακ1 − 1

]
≥ 0 (5.13)

zκ2

[
ακ1

]
≤ 0 (5.14)

ακ2t
F
j + (1− ακ2) tSj = PBB (5.15)

zκ3

[
ακ2 − 1

]
≥ 0 (5.16)

zκ4

[
ακ2

]
≤ 0 (5.17)

zκ1 + zκ2 + zκ3 + zκ4 = 1 (5.18)

where constraints (5.12)-(5.18) ensure that the conflict point κ = (PBBR, PBA) is

not a convex combination of the optimal time window endpoints tSi and tFi or the

conflict point κ is not a convex combination of the optimal time window endpoints
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tSj and tFj . By enforcing this set of constraints we ensure that the conflict point κ

is not a convex combination of the optimal combination of push back time window

endpoints.

The constraints in equations (5.12)-(5.17) can be simplified. From constraints

(5.12)-(5.14) we can write ακ1 as a function of the conflict point κ and the start and

end of the push back sub-windows, tSi and tFi respectively.

ακ1(PB
A, tSi , t

F
i ) =

PBA − tSi
tFi − tSi

Substituting the function ακ1(PB
A, tSi , t

F
i ) into constraint (5.13) provides us with

the equation

PBA − tSi
tFi − tSi

≥ 1

which can be enforced by satisfying the inequality

PBA ≥ tFi

Similarly we can substitute the function ακ1(PB
A, tSi , t

F
i ) into constraint (5.14)

which provides us with the equation

PBA − tSi
tFi − tSi

≤ 0

which can be enforced by satisfying the inequality

PBA ≤ tSi

Following the same reasoning we can transform the three constraints (5.15)-(5.17)

into the two constraints

PBBR ≥ tFj

PBBR ≤ tSj
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Putting everything together we obtain the following set of five constraints that can

be used instead of the seven constraints (5.12)-(5.18) for each conflict point κ =

(PBBR, PBA).

zκ1

[
tFi − PBA

]
≤ 0 (5.19)

zκ2

[
tSi − PBA

]
≥ 0 (5.20)

zκ3

[
tFj − PBBR

]
≤ 0 (5.21)

zκ4

[
tSj − PBBR

]
≥ 0 (5.22)

zκ1 + zκ2 + zκ3 + zκ4 = 1 (5.23)

The set of constraints (5.19)-(5.23) enforces that the conflict point κ is not a convex

combination of the start and end times of the optimal combination of sub-windows

defined by (tSi , t
F
i , t

S
j , t

F
j ). Geometrically speaking, this set of five constraints ensures

that any feasible combination of sub-window is either above, below, left or right of

the conflict point κ, see Fig. 5.3b.

In the optimization problem defined by objective (5.3) subject to constraints

(5.4)-(5.11) and (5.19)-(5.23), for every conflict point κ we have four nonlinear con-

straints (5.19)-(5.22). These constraints can be linearized as

tFi − PBA − (1− zκ1)S ≤ 0 (5.24)

tSi − PBA + (1− zκ2)S ≥ 0 (5.25)

tFj − PBBR − (1− zκ3)S ≤ 0 (5.26)

tSj − PBBR + (1− zκ4)S ≥ 0 (5.27)

Where the value of S is sufficiently large. By replacing the nonlinear constraints

(5.19)-(5.22) with the linear constraints (5.24)-(5.27) we obtain a MILP that we can

pass directly to Gurobi Optimizer [50] to solve. The mixed integer linear program

that we pass to Gurobi is defined as
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max
tSi ,t

F
i ,t

S
j ,t

F
j

J :=
[
M + ε(tFi − tSi + tFj − tSj )

]
(5.28)

for aircraft i, j we generate the eight constraints

tFi − tSi −M ≥ 0 (5.29)

tFj − tSj −M ≥ 0 (5.30)

tFi − tSi − δmin ≥ 0 (5.31)

tFj − tSj − δmin ≥ 0 (5.32)

tSi − ti − tS0i ≥ 0 (5.33)

tFi − ti − tF0
i ≤ 0 (5.34)

tSj − tj − tS0j ≥ 0 (5.35)

tFj − tj − tF0
j ≤ 0 (5.36)

and for each conflict point κ = (PBj , PBi) we generate the five constraints

tFi − PBi − (1− zκ1)S ≤ 0 (5.37)

tSi − PBi + (1− zκ2)S ≥ 0 (5.38)

tFj − PBj − (1− zκ3)S ≤ 0 (5.39)

tSj − PBj + (1− zκ4)S ≥ 0 (5.40)

zκ1 + zκ2 + zκ3 + zκ4 = 1 (5.41)

5.4 MILP Optimal Time Window Solutions

Figure 5.4 illustrates the optimal combination of push back sub-windows for aircraft

A(i) and BR(j). Solutions are computed for the differences of taxiway spot times

of departing aircraft with a resolution of 1 second. The optimal solution for the

scheduled spot time difference tj − ti = 23[s] is shown in Fig. 5.4a and the solution

for the scheduled spot time difference tj − ti = −39[s] in Fig. 5.4b. The optimal
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Figure 5.4: a) Optimal combination of push back sub-windows for the scheduled spot
time difference tj − ti = 23[s]. b) Optimal combination of push back sub-windows
for the scheduled spot time difference tj − ti = −39[s].

combination of push back sub-windows are labeled by the purple rectangles, which

are by definition within the green rectangles and contain no red conflict points.

The two solutions in Fig. 5.4 demonstrate a key property of our MILP problem

formulation. In Fig. 5.4a the conflict points appear as a single cloud while the

conflict points in Fig. 5.4b appear to form two disjoint clouds. Our MILP approach

addresses the challenge of computing the boundaries around conflict points. Our

MILP approach is appealing as the complexity and structure of the clouds of conflict

points is not known a priori.

Figure 5.5 provides the minimum time-separation at the taxiway spot between

aircraft i and j that ensures conflict free trajectories. In the graph, the directed edge

ei−j represents the minimum time separation when scheduling aircraft i followed by

j. Figure 5.5a provides the minimum time-separation for a conservative approach

and Fig. 5.5b provides the minimum time-separation for the MILP approach. The

conservative approach is defined to separate aircraft at the taxiway spot such that
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Figure 5.5: a) Minimum time separation at the taxiway spot using the conservative
conflict separation constraints. b) Minimum time separation at the taxiway spot
using the optimal combination of push back sub-windows. Here we assume that the
minimum push back time window that we are willing to accept is given by δmin = 25.

there is a zero ratio of conflicts. For example, the conflict distribution seen in

Fig. 5.2a we can see that edge eA−BR = 37 and eBR−A = 123. The MILP formulation

exploits the structure of the conflict points and allows us to reduce the minimum

time separation between aircraft i and j for all possible sequences.

The minimum-time separation graph in Fig. 5.5 can be used to schedule aircraft

at the taxiway spot [25]. Using a MILP approach, the minimum-time separation

can be enforced with constraints and schedules can be computed that optimize the

uninterrupted flow of departure traffic from the gate to the departure queue. Using

the conservative graph as constraints the optimal schedule is defined as tA = 0, tB =

37 and tC = 78 where aircraft B pushes back with a right push back maneuver. Using

the MILP graph as constraints the optimal schedule is defined as tB = 0, tA = 13

and tC = 39 where aircraft B pushes back with a left push back maneuver. In this

scenario the MILP approach provides an increase of throughput of 2 times over the

conservative approach.
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Algorithm 3 Brute Force Algorithm

Set OptCost = 0
Set left = tj − tS0j
Set right = tj − tF0

j

for tSj = left:right − δmin do

for tFj = left + δmin : right do

• Solve for tSi and tFi that provides the largest vertical window that contains
no conflict points.
• cost = min[tFi − tSi , tFj − tSj ] + ε(tFi − tSi + tFj − tSj )
if cost > OptCost then
• OptCost = cost
• OptWindows = (tSi , t

F
i , t

S
j , t

F
j )

end if
end for

end for
Return OptWindows

5.5 Computational Performance of the MILP

Here we compare the performance of the MILP in relation to a brute force algorithm

for computing the optimal combination of push back sub-windows. The brute force

algorithm systematically walks through the green domain searching for feasible com-

binations of sub-windows. In this section we provide the pseudo code for the brute

force algorithm and provide the computation time results of the MILP in relation

to the brute force algorithm.

The brute force algorithm pseudo code is presented in Algorithm 3. We initialize

the optimal cost to zero. Given the scheduled spot time of aircraft j, tj , we know

the value of the left and right borders of our green rectangle and store those values

as left and right. We then enter a nested for loop where the outer loop goes through

the values of tSj and the inner loop goes through tFj . Once the values for tSj and

tFj have been selected we can solve for the variables tSi and tFi that provide us the

largest push back interval that is conflict free for the fixed values of tSj and tFj .

Once we have the four values (tSi , t
F
i , t

S
j , t

F
j ) we can use the cost function in

objective (5.3) to compute a cost. We then compare this cost to the previously

known optimal cost. If the computed cost is greater than the previously known

optimal cost we store the computed cost as the known optimal and store the four
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Figure 5.6: a) Average computation time in seconds of the MILP and the brute force
algorithm for problems with variable domain area and variable number of points.
b) Contour plot of the difference between the computation time of the brute force
algorithm and MILP. A positive value implies that the brute force algorithm took
longer to execute than the MILP.

variables (tSi , t
F
i , t

S
j , t

F
j ) that define the combination of sub-windows. When the

algorithm ends we return the optimal sub-windows that contain no conflicts.

We measure the computation time of the two algorithms where the area of the

domain is variable and the number of conflict points is variable. Because we are

interested in the computation time we solve a sample problem where the area of

the feasible domain is considered to be m2 for m = 100s, 200s, .., 500s. For a fixed

domain size, we randomly sample k = 100, 200, .., 500 points from the uniform distri-

bution defined within the domain and use both the MILP and brute force algorithm

to solve for the optimal combination of push back sub-windows. For a fixed domain

size and fixed number of points, we repeat the routine of randomly sampling points

from the uniform distribution a total of fifty times and average the computation

time. Figure 5.6a reports the average computation time of the two algorithms on a

1.6 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 running MATLAB 2011b.

Figure 5.6b illustrates the difference in the computation time of the brute force

algorithm and the MILP. The contour lines are plotted illustrating the gradient

in the difference in computation time. A positive value indicates that the MILP

executed in less time than the brute force algorithm. The contour plot is color coded

where the color red (blue) illustrates where the MILP outperforms the most(least).
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Algorithm 4 Multi Aircraft Initial Constraint Generation

For every aircraft i we generate the initial constraints
for i = 1:NumAircraft do

tFi − tSi −M ≥ 0
tFi − tSi − δmin ≥ 0
tSi − ti − tS0i ≥ 0
tFi − ti − tF0

i ≤ 0
end for

Algorithm 5 Multi Aircraft Conflict Constraint Generation

For every pairwise conflict between aircraft i and j we generate the constraints
for i = 1:NumAircraft -1 do

for j = i+1:NumAircraft do
for κ =1:NumConflicts do

tFi − PBi − (1− zκ1)S ≤ 0
tSi − PBi + (1− zκ2)S ≥ 0
tFj − PBj − (1− zκ3)S ≤ 0

tSj − PBj + (1− zκ4)S ≥ 0
zκ1 + zκ2 + zκ3 + zκ4 = 1

end for
end for

end for

Figure. 5.6b shows that the brute force only outperforms the MILP for a small subset

of problems defined by a small area of domain and a large number of conflict points.

As can be seen by the shape of the contour lines, the difference in computation time

is affected by changes in both the area of the domain and the number of conflict

points.

MILP Computation Time for Solutions of Multiple Aircraft

In section 5.3 we formulated a MILP that returns the optimal combination of push

back sub-windows for fixed taxiway spot schedules of two aircraft. Here we apply

the MILP for fixed taxiway spot schedules of more than two aircraft. We assume

that we are given the taxiway spot times for n aircraft, t1, t2, .., tn, and the optimal

solution is a combination of push back windows for all aircraft 1, 2, .., n.

The objective function is defined by (5.28) where the summation is over n aircraft.

Constraints that are seen in equations (5.29)-(5.36) are generated using Algorithm 4

and constraints that are seen in equations (5.37)-(5.41) are generated using Algo-

rithm 5. The number of constraints that are passed to the MILP is a function of the
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Figure 5.7: Computation time of solutions for taxiway spot schedules of n = 4, 5, 6
aircraft.

number of conflict points. For every conflict point κ, we generate five constraints

that ensure the conflict point is not a convex combination of the optimal push back

intervals.

Figure 5.7 illustrates the computation time on a 1.6 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM)

i7 running MATLAB 2011b for taxiway spot schedules of n = 4, 5, 6 aircraft. The

computation time is shown as a function of the maximum number of pairwise con-

flict points that we allow within the domain. As can be seen in the figure, the

computation time of the MILP significantly increases with the increase in number

of aircraft.

5.6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we formulated a MILP to solve for the optimal combination of push

back sub-windows. Solutions were constrained to be conflict free in the presence of

trajectory uncertainties. The MILP was used to solve for the optimal combination
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of push back sub-windows for any scheduled spot time difference at a resolution of

1 second.

We analyzed example solutions that illustrate the ability of the MILP to solve

for the push back sub-windows regardless of the complexity of the distribution of

conflict points. This is critical as the shape and structure of the conflicts is not known

a priori. Using the computed solutions we generated a minimum time-separation

graph for different sequence of aircraft. We compared the MILP minimum-time

separation graph to the conservative minimum-time separation graph. We found

that the throughput of the conservative schedule can be significantly increased within

the ramp area by exploiting the structure of the conflict points.

Now that we understand how to exploit the structure of the conflicts, we would

like to integrate the MILP with a state of the art optimal taxiway scheduler. This

would allow for the optimal planning of surface operations from the runways all the

way to the gate. We would also like to improve upon the computational perfor-

mance of the MILP. Future work will also investigate new techniques to reduce the

computation time of the MILP, a critical component for any real time application.
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Chapter 6

A Mixed Integer Linear
Programming Approach for
Computing the Optimal
Chance-constrained Push Back
Time Windows

This chapter is a reprint of the paper

I Coupe, W. J., Milutinović, D., Malik, W., and Jung, Y., “A Mixed Integer

Linear Programming Approach for Computing the Optimal Chance-constrained

Push Back Time Windows”, in 16th AIAA: Aviation Technology, Integration, and

Operations Conference (ATIO), June 2016, Washington, DC.

6.1 Introduction

During periods of heavy surface traffic, the NASA Ames Spot and Runway Depar-

ture Advisor [45, 47–49, 59, 68, 69] (SARDA) directs departing aircraft to remain at

the gate with their engines off, and when cleared, they can proceed straight from

the gate to the departure runway queue minimizing slowing down or stopping for

other traffic [68] and still meet their target movement area and take-off times. This

technique has the capability of significantly reducing fuel burn and engine emissions.

A recent study [79] estimated as much as 18% of fuel consumption during taxi

operations was due to stop-and-go activity. The study also concluded that under

the assumption of 15 knots or greater speed for all unimpeded aircraft, there is the
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potential to reduce overall fuel consumption on the surface by at least 21%. In

order to execute unimpeded surface trajectories, it is required that airports have the

necessary tools to meet the assigned target movement area times. Although surface

operations can be improved by adopting an optimal taxiway schedule, the execution

ultimately depends on human controllers who control aircraft maneuvers in both

ramp area and taxiways [58].

This research proposes a tool to aid ramp area controllers in meeting the sched-

uled target movement area times by computing the push back time window for each

departing aircraft. The push back time window is defined by the range between the

earliest feasible push back time and latest feasible push back time. Initiating the

push back within these bounds ensures there exists a feasible trajectory that arrives

at the target movement area at the required time, which is defined by a higher level

optimal taxiway scheduler.

The main contribution of the tool is to compute push back time windows that al-

low for aircraft to taxi unimpeded from their gate to the departure runway queue in

the presence of other aircraft and trajectory uncertainties. This allows for ramp con-

trollers to better manage surface traffic and reduce fuel consumption while schedul-

ing the push back for ramp area aircraft. Ideally, the tool will be used for real-time

decision making by controllers so the computational runtime becomes a critical com-

ponent of the tool.

For relative target movement area schedules resulting in conflict free aircraft

trajectories, computing the push back time windows are straightforward and can be

estimated from the sampled trajectories. To compute the push back time windows

we estimate the maximum trajectory duration and minimum trajectory duration

for each aircraft, and then subtract from the scheduled target movement area time

for the given aircraft. These computed times represent the start and finish of the

feasible push back time window for each aircraft, respectively. When the schedule

may lead to aircraft trajectory conflicts, an optimization procedure which solves

for push back time windows in the presence of aircraft trajectory uncertainties is

needed.
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To account for the uncertainty of ramp area operations, we proposed a stochastic

model of ramp area aircraft trajectories [25, 26]. The stochastic model was used

to sample a large number of feasible ramp area aircraft trajectories. A feasible

trajectory is any sampled trajectory from the stochastic model that arrives at the

target movement area within a predefined range of heading angles. The set of feasible

trajectories for each aircraft is sampled in the absence of other aircraft. Therefore,

the set of trajectories represent the feasible ways in which the aircraft can push back

from their gate and taxi to the target movement area unimpeded by other aircraft.

Using the sampled trajectories, we computed combinations of push back times

that lead to conflict of trajectories between any two aircraft, defined by the time

separation of aircraft at the target movement area. The conflict distributions are

defined by a measure of conflict estimated from the ratio of conflicting trajectories

to total trajectories for every relative target movement area schedule. The conflict

distributions were used to compute conservative conflict separation constraints that

were passed to a mixed integer linear program (MILP) [62, 78, 113] which incorpo-

rated the Spot and Runway Departure Advisor (SARDA) design approach.

Previously, we proposed a MILP approach to solve for the optimal combination

of push back time windows [27]. The optimal combination of push back time win-

dows was defined to maximize the minimum push back time window of a set of

all aircraft being scheduled. The solutions were based on conflict points that rep-

resent combinations of push back times that result in aircraft trajectory conflicts.

We used the idea that no conflict point should be a convex combination [13] of the

points in time that define the start and finish of the push back time window. In

one-dimension, a convex combination of two points lies in between the two points.

The number of constraints that are passed to the MILP is a function of the number

of conflict points and for every conflict point, we need five constraints.

This approach was conservative in nature because we solve for the combination

of push back time windows that allow for zero conflict points inside. Given that

we sample ramp area aircraft trajectories from a stochastic model, it is possible to

sample trajectories and resulting conflict points that are extremely rare. These rare
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events can cut off otherwise feasible portions of the push back domain.

To address this, in this paper we propose a new MILP to solve for the optimal

chance-constrained push back time windows. Chance-constrained programming is

defined to maximize an objective function subject to constraints on variables that

must be held at prescribed levels of probability [20]. The time windows are chance-

constrained because they allow for a non-zero but bounded number of conflict points

inside them. We find these solutions acceptable as the conflicts may be extremely

rare. Furthermore, we do not expect that executing a schedule that leads to a

sampled conflict will result in a conflict in real life. Pilots always have the option

to slow down or stop along the route to avoid a loss of separation between aircraft.

Therefore, we expect there to be a trade-off between the number of conflict points

allowed inside the time window and the likelihood that pilots will have to slow down

or stop aircraft to avoid a loss of separation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 we formulate the optimization

problem. Next, in Section 6.3 we formulate a MILP approach to solve for the

chance-constrained optimal time windows. This approach is similar in nature to our

previous approach that solved for the time windows which allowed for zero points

inside the time windows. Then in Section 6.4 we analyze the solutions and runtime

of the MILP and suggest ways to speed up the algorithm. In the last Section, we

conclude with a discussion of our findings and provide directions for future work.

6.2 Problem Formulation

In this section we formulate the problem of computing the optimal chance-constrained

ramp area aircraft push back time windows for each departing aircraft. The com-

bination of push back time windows will be constrained to allow a non-zero but

bounded number of conflict points inside the time windows. We begin by defining

the variables and parameters that we use:

Symbol Description

i A family of departing trajectories originating from a single gate and
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characterized by a single left or right push back maneuver pattern

D The set of all possible departing aircraft push back maneuver patterns

ti The scheduled time for family i to arrive at the target movement area

tSi The start of the computed push back sub-window for family i

tFi The finish of the computed push back sub-window for family i

J The objective function that is being maximized

tS0i The start of the feasible push back time window for family i scheduled

at ti = 0

tF0
i The finish of the feasible push back time window for family i scheduled

at ti = 0

Ti The set of all sampled trajectory duration data for departing trajectory

family i

PBi The push back time of a single aircraft trajectory from family i

κ A combination of push back times (conflict point) that lead to conflict

among family i and j

M A continuous variable representing the size of the minimum push back

time window

δmin A parameter representing the minimum acceptable push back time

window

ε A parameter in the objective function J which influences the shape of

the push back time windows

vκ A binary variable that is one if the conflict point κ is to be constrained

outside the time window, otherwise zero

zκ1 A binary variable that is one if the time window is to be constrained

below the conflict point κ, otherwise zero

zκ2 A binary variable that is one if the time window is to be constrained

above the conflict point κ, otherwise zero

zκ3 A binary variable that is one if the time window is to be constrained

left of the conflict point κ, otherwise zero

zκ4 A binary variable that is one if the time window is to be constrained
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right of the conflict point κ, otherwise zero

N A constant representing the total number of conflict points κ

p A constant representing the total number of conflict points κ allowed

inside the time windows

S A constant that is used in the linearization of nonlinear constraints

κ̂ A conflict point κ that has been allowed inside the time window

A departing aircraft is parked at the gate and scheduled to arrive at the target

movement area. In this paper, we assume the target movement area time is provided

from a higher level taxiway scheduler. Upon receiving the push back clearance, a

tug (operated by ground crew) pushes back the aircraft from the gate. At the end

of the push back procedure, the aircraft stops and the tug disengages. This stop

period lasts for some time during which the pilot goes through a checklist and then

starts the aircraft engine(s). When ready the pilot requests taxi approval, and after

the approval, taxies the aircraft until arriving at the target movement area. The

target movement area is the point in space where departing aircraft transition from

the ramp area into the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) controlled taxiway.

During the departure maneuvers the duration of the trajectory, the transitions over

the motion phases, and the trajectory path are determined by human operators and

are considered to be stochastic in nature.

Modeling ramp area aircraft departure maneuvers as stochastic processes, we

sample a large number of departing trajectories from the stochastic model [25, 26].

The sampled trajectories define a family i of feasible trajectories that originate from

a single gate and arrive at the target movement area at the scheduled time ti. We

sample families of trajectories for each unique push back maneuver pattern i ∈ D

where the set D denotes a set of all possible push back maneuver patterns, i.e. a left

or right push back from the gate.

Using the family of trajectories i and j, we generate a conflict ratio defined

by their relative schedule tj − ti [25, 26]. A conflict ratio is estimated by fixing

the relative schedule of the two families of trajectories and computing the ratio of
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conflicting trajectories to the total number of trajectories. A conflict is characterized

by individual trajectories from the families i and j coming into close spatial proximity

along their route. The conflict distribution is estimated by computing a conflict ratio

at every whole second, as shown in Fig. 6.1a. In the figure the y-axis represents the

ratio of conflicting trajectories to conflict-free trajectories and the x-axis represents

the relative target movement area schedule tj − ti.

For departing trajectory family i with scheduled target movement area time

ti = 0, the start of the feasible push back time window is defined by tS0i = −maxi (Ti)

and the finish of the feasible push back time window is defined by tF0
i = −mini (Ti)

. The variable Ti is the set of all trajectory duration data for family i that is

sampled from the stochastic model. For any given relative schedule, the earliest and

latest feasible push back times define the green edges of the rectangle that are seen

in Fig. 6.1b. The distribution in trajectory duration is estimated from the robot

experiment data which is directly influenced by the human operator [25, 26]. We

use data from a scaled down robot experiment of the ramp area because trajectory

data are not readily available mainly due to the lack of surveillance equipment in

the ramp area.

For the scheduled target movement area time differences that have a non-zero

ratio of conflicts, we can store and plot the combination of push back times that

lead to conflicts. In Fig. 6.1b the vertical axis represents the push back time of

an individual trajectory from family i, PBi, and the horizontal axis represents the

push back time of and individual trajectory from family j, PBj . In Fig. 6.1a we

color select cross sections of the conflict distribution to demonstrate the relationship

between the ratio of conflicts (Fig. 6.1a) defined by the difference between their

scheduled target movement area times and the set of red conflict points (Fig. 6.1b)

defined by the combination of push back times that lead to conflicts for the given

target movement area schedule.

The combinations of push back times that lead to conflicts among individual

trajectories from family i and family j are plotted (see Fig. 6.1b) in 10s increments for

the target movement area time differences ranging from tj− ti = −70 to tj− ti = 40.
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Figure 6.1: a) DFW conflict distribution with select cross sections colored. b) Plot of
combinations of push back times (red points) resulting in conflicts between aircraft i
and i for schedules ranging from tj− ti = −70 to tj− ti = 40 at a resolution of 10 [s].
The y-axis represents the push back time of aircraft i and the x-axis represents the
push back time of aircraft j. If we do not account for conflicts the green rectangle
represents the feasible push back domain. For the schedule tj−ti = −60 two feasible
push back sub-windows are plotted in black solid and dotted lines.
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Given that we are interested in the relative scheduled difference between the two

families, we fix the target movement area time of family i such that ti = 0, and the

relative schedule difference is defined by the target movement area time of family j.

Associated with each difference in scheduled target movement area time, e.g., tj =

−70, is a green rectangle that is defined by the earliest and latest feasible push back

times for each family such that the target movement area time schedule is satisfied.

Thus, in order to satisfy the target movement area time ti = 0, any individual

trajectory from family i must push back within the window PBi ∈ [−162,−102]

and to satisfy the target movement area time tj = −70 any individual trajectory

from family j must push back within PBj ∈ [−217,−180]. For −70 there is a

set of combination of push back times that lead to conflicts. These combinations

are labeled as red conflict points κ = (PBj , PBi) within the green rectangle (see

Fig. 6.1b).

Consider the distribution of red conflict points for the scheduled target movement

area time difference of −60 shown in Fig. 6.1b. We observe that in the bottom right

of the green rectangle there is a large area that does not contain any red conflict

points, only the purple star conflict point. If we restrict aircraft trajectory families

i and j to push back within the lower right corner of the green rectangle, then

with high probability the families of trajectories will be conflict free. Two potential

solutions are shown in the lower right of the green feasible domain where the first

solution is shown with a solid black line and the second solution with a dotted black

line.

Among all possible solutions, we define the optimal combination of push back

time windows to be the combination where we maximize the minimum time window.

By maximizing the minimum time window we compute solutions that ensure any

single aircraft’s push back time window is not excessively reduced in size to accom-

modate other aircraft. The objective function for aircraft trajectory families i and

j is defined as

max
tSi ,t

F
i ,t

S
j ,t

F
j

J :=
[
(1− ε)M + ε(tFi − tSi + tFj − tSj )

]
(6.1)
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where M is a continuous value representing the size of the minimum push back

time window among both aircraft i and j and ε ∈ [0, 1]. The value M is not known

a priori and is a variable in the program which is solved for. In order for the problem

to be well defined, we include the variable M in the constraints to ensure that each

individual time window is greater than or equal to the value M .

The cost function J is a function of the four variables tSi , t
F
i , t

S
j , t

F
j which repre-

sent the start and finish of the push back sub-window for aircraft trajectory families

i and j, respectively. The four variables together define a combination of push

back sub-windows such as the windows labeled with the solid (dotted) black lines

in Fig. 6.1b. The selection of parameter ε = 0 defines the objective function to

maximize the minimum push back time window (min edge of time window) and the

selection ε = 1 defines the objective function to maximize the summation of push

back time windows (perimeter of time window).

The optimization problem is subject to the constraints that no more than p

conflict points can be contained within the optimal combination of push back sub-

windows. For any given relative target movement area schedule, at a resolution of

1[s], we consider computing the optimal combination of push back sub-windows as

defined above.

6.3 MILP for Computing Optimal Chance-constrained

Push Back Windows

Here we provide the mathematical formulation for the constraints of the optimization

problem. For departing aircraft trajectory families i, j ∈ D we introduce the two

constraints

tFi − tSi −M ≥ 0 (6.2)

tFj − tSj −M ≥ 0 (6.3)

that ensure the push back time window for aircraft trajectory family i and the push

back time window for aircraft trajectory family j are both greater than the size of
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the minimum time window M . We note that the value M is not a fixed value, but

a continuous variable that we pass to the solver.

Similarly, for departing aircraft trajectory families i, j ∈ D we introduce the two

constraints

tFi − tSi − δmin ≥ 0 (6.4)

tFj − tSj − δmin ≥ 0 (6.5)

that ensure the push back time windows for aircraft trajectory family i and j are both

larger than a predefined value δmin. The value δmin is the minimum acceptable push

back window. For example, pilots and ramp area ground crew could find a schedule

that requires aircraft to initiate push back within a time window of 5 seconds too

restrictive to consistently execute. In this paper we use the value δmin = 25[s] when

solving for the optimal combination of sub-windows. The correct value should be

determined in conjunction by ramp area controllers and pilots.

For departing aircraft trajectory families i, j ∈ D we introduce the four con-

straints (6.6)-(6.9)

tFi − ti − tF0
i ≤ 0 (6.6)

tSi − ti − tS0i ≥ 0 (6.7)

tFj − tj − tF0
j ≤ 0 (6.8)

tSj − tj − tS0j ≥ 0 (6.9)

where ti is the target movement area time of aircraft trajectory family i and tS0i and

tF0
i are the earliest and latest feasible push back times for aircraft i such that the

scheduled target movement area time ti = 0 is enforced. The same definitions apply

to the variables for aircraft trajectory family j.

To ensure that for any given combination of target movement area time schedules,

given by ti and tj , the start and finish of the push back sub-windows defined by tS

and tF must be within the bounds defined by the start and finish of the feasible push
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back window. This implies that there exists a feasible trajectory from family i and j

that meets the scheduled target movement area times ti and tj without accounting

for conflicts. These four constraints describe that the push back time windows that

we solve for, which are illustrated in black solid (dotted) lines in Fig. 6.1b, are proper

sub-windows of the original green rectangle.

For each conflict point κ = 1, 2, ..., N we generate the set of five constraints

vκzκ1

[
tFi − PBi

]
≤ 0 (6.10)

vκzκ2

[
tSi − PBi

]
≥ 0 (6.11)

vκzκ3

[
tFj − PBj

]
≤ 0 (6.12)

vκzκ4

[
tSj − PBj

]
≥ 0 (6.13)

zκ1 + zκ2 + zκ3 + zκ4 = 1 (6.14)

where vκ is a binary variable associated with the conflict point κ. It is one if the

constraints are valid and the point is to be outside the time window, zero otherwise.

The variables zκ1, zκ2, zκ3 and zκ4 are binary variables associated with the conflict

point κ that are one if the time window is to be constrained below, above, left or right

of the conflict point, zero otherwise. Therefore, for any individual constraint (6.10)-

(6.13) to be valid, both binary variables vκ and zκ associated with the constraint

must be equal to one. Otherwise, the constraint will be automatically satisfied

because the left hand side of the equation will evaluate to zero.

This implies that for any conflict point κ, we can set the value of vκ to zero

and automatically satisfy constraints (6.10)-(6.13). This ensures that the optimal

solution will not constrain the conflict point κ to be outside the optimal time window.

Next, we introduce the constraint

ΣN
κ=1vκ = N − p (6.15)

where p is the number of conflict points that are not constrained to be outside the

optimal time window. By constraining the summation of the valid bits, we ensure
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the number of conflict points that are assigned valid constraints is equal to the value

N − p.

The four nonlinear constraints (6.10)-(6.13) can be linearized [4, 41] as

tFi − PBi − (1− zκ1)S − (1− vκ)S ≤ 0 (6.16)

tSi − PBi + (1− zκ2)S + (1− vκ)S ≥ 0 (6.17)

tFj − PBj − (1− zκ3)S − (1− vκ)S ≤ 0 (6.18)

tSj − PBj + (1− zκ4)S + (1− vκ)S ≥ 0 (6.19)

where the value of S is sufficiently large. When we linearize the constraints, the

value of S should be chosen to generate a constraint that is automatically satisfied

for any optimal solution. For instance, if the feasible push back window is defined

within the range [0, 100], then generating the constraint that the start of the window

should be greater than −10 is automatically satisfied by any optimal solution.

As an example, consider the expression (6.16) for aircraft i

tFi − PBi − (1− zκ1)S − (1− vκ)S ≤ 0

If we fix the value zκ1 = 1 and vκ = 0 the constraint simplifies to

tFi ≤ PBi + S (6.20)

This constraint should be automatically satisfied by any optimal solution given vκ =

0. For every aircraft i and any conflict point κ, the push back time that generates a

conflict will be realized within the domain PBi ∈ [ti + tS0i , ti + tF0
i ]. The worst-case

for the less than or equal constraint is to realize the lower bound of PBi = ti + tS0i .

We use the value S = (tF0
i − tS0i +B) and plug in the lower bound realization of the

push back time into expression (6.20) to get
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tFi ≤ ti + tF0
i +B

Given B ≥ 0 the constraint is automatically satisfied by expression (6.6). Similar

reasoning can be applied to show the constraints are automatically satisfied when

zκ1 = 1 and vκ = 0 or when zκ1 = 0 and vκ = 1. Next, consider the expression

tSi − PBi + (1− zκ2)S + (1− vκ)S ≥ 0

If we fix the value zκ2 = 1 and vκ = 0 the constraint simplifies to

tSi ≥ PBi − S

substituting for S = (tF0
i − tS0i +B) and the worst-case upper bound for the greater

than or equal to constraint, PBi = ti + tF0
i , we get

tSi ≥ ti + tS0i −B

Given B ≥ 0 the constraint is automatically satisfied by expression (6.7). Similar

reasoning can be applied to show the constraints are automatically satisfied when

zκ2 = 1 and vκ = 0 or when zκ2 = 0 and vκ = 1.

6.4 Analysis of MILP for Optimal Chance-constrained

Time Windows

The MILP can solve for the optimal chance-constrained time windows given any

distribution of conflict points. In this paper we analyze two sample problems that

are qualitatively different. The distribution of conflict points are selected to analyze

the performance of the algorithm and are not representative of sampled conflict

distribution from our stochastic model.
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Figure 6.2: Figure 6.2a - Fig. 6.2c show the optimal time window solution on the
“easy” domain allowing 0, 3, and 10 points inside the time window respectively.
The red (blue) points are color coded to illustrate which points are outside (inside)
the optimal time window. Figure 6.2d - Fig. 6.2f show the optimal time window
solution on the “hard” domain allowing 0, 3, and 10 points inside the time window
respectively. The red (blue) points are color coded to illustrate which points are
outside (inside) the optimal time window.
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The first sample domain can be seen in Fig. 6.2a - Fig. 6.2c where we provide

solutions that allow zero, three, and ten conflict points inside the time window. We

call this domain the “easy” domain since there is only one main cluster of conflict

points. Aside from the main conflict cluster, there are several rare samples within

the otherwise empty domain.

The second domain that we analyze in this paper can be seen in Fig. 6.2d -

Fig. 6.2f where we provide solutions that allow zero, three, and ten conflict points

inside the time window. This domain we define as the “hard” domain. This domain

is difficult because there exist symmetries that could produce near optimal solutions

subject to chance. Aside from the two main conflict clusters, we introduce a couple

of rare samples within the otherwise empty domain.

As can be seen in Fig. 6.2, the quality of solution can be dramatically impacted

by the few samples that we introduce into the otherwise empty domain. Particularly

we can see that in Fig. 6.2a the solution is affected by the presence of three conflict

points. By allowing these conflict points inside the time window the solution becomes

much more appealing. These rare conflict points within the time window would likely

be resolved by pilots slowing down or stopping along the route. This introduces an

intriguing trade-off.

The solutions are influenced by the choice of parameter ε that appears in objec-

tive function (6.1). In particular, setting ε = 0 solves for the optimal time window

that is defined to maximize the minimal edge. Setting ε = 1 solves for the time

window that maximizes the summation of push back time windows (perimeter of

time window). Any value ε ∈ [0, 1] can also be selected allowing us to mix the two

objectives.

6.4.1 Runtime of MILP

The runtime of the Gurobi Optimizer [50] solver is influenced by the distribution of

the red conflict points. Figure 6.3a illustrates that both objectives can be efficiently

solved on the easy domain. For the “easy domain”, the maximum min edge com-

putation (ε = 0) is done faster than the maximum perimeter (ε = 1) computation
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Figure 6.3: a) Runtime of the Gurobi solver for different objective function applied
to the easy and hard problems allowing 30 conflict points inside the window. The
runtime of the maximum perimeter objective applied to the hard domain is omitted
as it can take up to 100,000 [s] to execute. b) The average runtime is plotted in solid
blue of the min edge objective solving on the “hard domain” for 20 random inputs,
allowing p = 0, 1, 2, ..., 50 conflict points inside the time window. The dotted blue
lines represent the average computation time plus or minus one standard deviation.
c) The average runtime is plotted in solid blue of the perimeter objective solving on
the “hard domain” for 20 random inputs, allowing p = 0, 1, 2, ..., 5 conflict points
inside the time window. The dotted blue lines represent the average computation
time plus or minus one standard deviation.

time on average, but the outperformance is not dramatic. For the “hard domain”,

the solver is not able to efficiently solve the maximum perimeter objective when we

allow 30 points inside the time window. Allowing only 10 points inside the time

window can take up to 100,000 seconds for the solver to return an answer. Because

of this, we omit the maximum perimeter computation time on the hard domain in

Fig.. 6.3a so that we do not lose perspective.

Figure 6.3b and Fig. 6.3c illustrate the sensitivity of the runtime to the selection

of parameter ε in the objective function (6.1). Figure 6.3b shows the average runtime

in solid blue of the min edge objective solving on the “hard domain” for 20 random

inputs, allowing p = 0, 1, 2, ..., 50 conflict points inside the time window. The dot-

ted blue lines represent the average computation time plus or minus one standard

deviation. Figure 6.3c shows the average runtime in solid blue of the perimeter ob-

jective solving on the “hard domain” for 20 random inputs, allowing p = 0, 1, 2, ..., 5

conflict points inside the time window. The dotted blue lines represent the average

computation time plus or minus one standard deviation.

The runtime of the algorithm is also influenced by the number of points allowed
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inside the time window. Given N conflict points, and allowing p inside the time

window, the number of combinatorial possibilities we must consider is given by(
N
p

)
. As the number of points p inside the time window increases, the computational

complexity of the problem increases. Figure 6.3b and Fig. 6.3c illustrate the increase

in runtime as the number of points inside the time window increases. The increased

difficulty of the problem is dramatic in Fig. 6.3c where increasing the number of

conflict points inside the time window from two to five increased the average runtime

of the algorithm from less than 100 seconds to 1000 seconds.

6.4.2 Improving the Runtime of the MILP Approach

The performance of the MILP can be improved by enforcing cutting planes [24, 70,

75, 78, 81] to the solution space. A cutting plane is a valid inequality that improves

the linear relaxation of the problem to more closely approximate the integer pro-

gramming problem. This topic is important because improving formulations with

cutting planes is of interest independently of the algorithm used to solve the prob-

lem [70]. A particularly interesting algorithm is the branch-and-cut method where

the cutting plane method improves the relaxation of the problem, and branch-and-

bound algorithms proceed by a sophisticated divide and conquer approach to solve

the problem [75].

Figure 6.4a shows four red conflict points and a blue time window. The conflict

points have been labeled in decreasing order of their x-coordinate using the black

labels. Furthermore, we imagine a situation in which the constraint that enforces the

time window should be to the right of κ = 1 has been activated, i.e. z14 = 1. Given

the ordering of conflict points in decreasing order, we can immediately generate a

set of linear constraints that define cutting planes. Every conflict point to the left of

conflict point κ = 1 is by definition also to the left of the time window. Therefore,

we can enforce zκ4 ≥ 1 for all conflict points κ > 1 and cut the feasible solution

space. If we were to apply this cutting method we would generate O(N2) additional

constraints, looping through every conflict point twice.

Instead, consider implementing the cut: if the time window is to the right of
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Figure 6.4: a) Conflict point 1 will activate the cascading constraints which ensure
the time window is constrained to the right of conflict point 2 (z24 = 1), 3 (z34 = 1),
and 4 (z44 = 1). b) The time window will be constrained to be both above conflict
point κ = 4 (magenta) and to the right of conflict point κ = 4 (black). This violates
constraint (6.14) and the solution is no longer feasible without a modification using
constraints (6.21 - 6.22) instead. c) If the solver assigns zκ̂2 = 1 for the conflict point
κ̂ = 3 that is inside the time window. This implies that the constraints enforce the
time window to be above the conflict point κ̂ = 3. Applying cascading constraints to
constrain the window above κ̂ = 3 would enforce the time window to also be above
conflict point κ = 4 because the constraints will enforce z42 >= z32. The solver will
then either assign the valid bit v4 = 0, or constrain the time window to be above
the conflict point 4, both of which are undesired.

conflict point κ = 1, then the time window is also to the right of conflict point

κ = 2. In algebriac terms this cut takes the form z24 ≥ z14. Next, apply the same

logic to the conflict point κ = 2. Iterating through, the loop eventually hits the

left most conflict point and every conflict point to the left of conflict point κ = 1

is set with binary variable zκ4 = 1. Given that conflict point κ = 1 is to the left

of the time window and the ordering of the conflict points in descending values of

x coordinate; setting the binary variable zκ4 = 1 for the conflict points κ = 2, 3, 4

seen in Fig. 6.4a would satisfy the system of constraints (6.14), (6.16)-(6.19). This

cuts the feasible solution space while using only O(N) constraints, see Algorithm 6.

Notice the value of j = i − 1 fixes the binary variable zκ4 for only the adjacent

conflict point as opposed to looping through the indexes j = 1, 2, ..., i− 1.

We can apply cuts to the solution space in orthogonal directions at the same

time. Figure 6.4b shows a time window that has been constrained above the magenta

conflict point κ = 3 (vertical ordering labeled with magenta) and to the right of the

black conflict point κ = 2 (horizontal ordering labeled with black). The time window

will be constrained to the right of the black conflict point 3 enforced by the black
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Algorithm 6 Cascading MILP Cut: Constrain Window Right (zκ4)

for i = 2:N do
j = i− 1
zi4 ≥ zj4

end for

conflict point 2 (z34 ≥ z24 for black κ) , and the time window will be constrained to

the right of the black conflict point 4 enforced by the black conflict point 3 (z44 ≥ z34

for black κ). The time window will also be constrained to be above the magenta

conflict point 4 enforced by the magenta conflict point 3 (z42 ≥ z32 for magenta κ).

The cuts as described above can be implemented by the algebraic constraints seen

in Algorithm 7.

Enforcing cuts at the same time in orthogonal directions will lead to unfeasible

solutions. An example is conflict point 4 (labeled in both magenta and black) located

in the lower left hand corner of the domain of Fig. 6.4b. The Algorithm 7 will enforce

z42 = 1 and z44 = 1; this is because the conflict point κ = 4 is indeed both below

and to the left of the time window. When the value of both binary variables are set

to 1, we violate constraint (6.14) and the solution is no longer feasible.

This problem can be addressed by replacing constraint (6.14) with the two con-

straints

zκ1 + zκ2 + zκ3 + zκ4 ≥ 1 (6.21)

zκ1 + zκ2 + zκ3 + zκ4 ≤ 2 (6.22)

which allow for any given conflict point to be assigned to two orthogonal directions in

relation to the time window at the same time. Applying Algorithm 7 to the conflict

points in Fig. 6.4b will satisfy the system of constraints (6.16)-(6.19), (6.21)-(6.22)

To enforce cuts in all directions at the same time, a modification must be made

to the cutting algorithm. In Algorithm 6 anytime the binary variable zj4 = 1, the

binary variable zi4 = 1 was enforced, and this generated a cut to the solution space.

This cut is generated even if the valid bit vκ = 0. When we generate cuts in all

directions, a conflict point κ̂ that is allowed inside the time window will be assigned
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Algorithm 7 Cascading MILP Cuts: Constrain Window Above (zκ2) And Right
(zκ4)

for i = 2:N do
j = i− 1
zi2 ≥ zj2
zi4 ≥ zj4

end for

Algorithm 8 Cascading MILP Cuts: Constrain Window All Directions

for i = 2:N do
j = i− 1
1 + zi1 ≥ zj1 + vj
1 + zi2 ≥ zj2 + vj
1 + zi3 ≥ zj3 + vj
1 + zi4 ≥ zj4 + vj

end for

a false value for either zκ̂1, zκ̂2, zκ̂3, or zκ̂4. Since we are cutting in all directions,

any of these false assignments will generate unwanted cuts to conflict points outside

the time window. If we were not cutting in all directions, the conflict point κ̂ that

is inside the time window can assign zκ̂1, zκ̂2, zκ̂3, or zκ̂4 equal to 1 in the direction

that will not be cutting the solution space. This ensures that no unwanted cuts are

generated which could eliminate feasible solutions.

For example, see Fig. 6.4c where the conflict point κ̂ = 3 is inside the time

window. To satisfy constraints (6.21)-(6.22) the solver must assign the value one to

any of the binary variables zκ̂1, zκ̂2, zκ̂3 or zκ̂4. Imagine the solver has selected the

value zκ̂2 = 1. This implies that the constraints enforce the time window to be above

the conflict point κ̂ = 3. Applying cascading constraints to constrain the window

above κ̂ = 3 would enforce the time window to also be above conflict point κ = 4

because the constraints will enforce z42 >= z32. The solver will then constrain the

time window to be above the conflict point 4 or assign the valid bit v4 = 0, both of

which are unwanted solutions.

We can address this issue by modifying the algorithm that cuts our solution

space. Algorithm 8 shows the adjusted cutting scheme. Instead of enforcing the

constraint z42 ≥= z32 we now enforce the constraint 1 + z42 ≥ z32 + v3. This implies

that the binary variable z42 associated with conflict point κ = 4 is only turned on
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if z32 = 1 and the valid bit associated with κ = 3 is turned on with v3 = 1. In the

example shown in Fig. 6.4c, the valid bit v3 = 0 will not apply cascading cuts to

the conflict point κ = 4, and we do not constrain the time window to be above the

conflict point 4 or assign the valid bit v4 = 0

Figure 6.5a - Fig.6.5f which shows the average runtime of the various cutting

methods. In the top row Fig. 6.5a - Fig. 6.5c report the results for the min edge

objective (ε = 0) and the bottom row Figure 6.5d - Fig.6.5f report the results for

the maximum perimeter objective (ε = 1). In the first column we plot the average

runtime of the various computation methods in solid colors and plot the average

runtime plus or minus the standard deviation in dotted lines. In Fig 6.5a - Fig.6.5f

the average runtime and the standard deviation are calculated for 20 random inputs

of conflict points. In the second column we focus on the cutting methods only and

plot the average runtime in solid colors and plot the average runtime plus or minus

the standard deviation in dotted lines. In the third column we plot the standard

deviation of the various methods.

Applying cuts to the solution space helped reduce the average runtime of both

the min edge objective and the perimeter objective. As can be seen in Fig. 6.5a

and Fig. 6.5d, cutting the solution space in the right, left-right, and left-right-up

directions provided much better computation results than applying no cuts to the

solution space. From Fig. 6.5b and Fig. 6.5e we can conclude that left-right cuts

were the most efficient for the min edge objective and left-right-up cuts were the

most efficient for the max perimeter objective. From Fig. 6.5c and Fig. 6.5f we can

conclude that cutting the solution space not only improves the average runtime, but

also reduces the standard deviation in computation time for the solver.

Cutting the solution space in all directions had a negative impact on the runtime

and underperformed applying no cuts to the solution space. We do not display the

results in Fig. 6.5a - Fig.6.5f so that we can focus on the cutting methods that

improved the runtime. We find the slowdown of cutting in all directions to be

counterintuitive. Applying cuts should reduce the size of the solution space, which

eliminates non-integer solutions to the relaxation problem, and therefore help the
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Figure 6.5: In the top row Fig. 6.5a - Fig.6.5c we report the results for the min
edge objective and the bottom row Fig. 6.5d - Fig.6.5f we report the results for the
maximum perimeter objective. In the first column we plot the average runtime of
the various computation methods in solid colors and plot the average runtime plus
or minus the standard deviation in dotted lines. In the second column we plot the
average runtime of the cutting methods only in solid colors and plot the average
runtime plus or minus the standard deviation in dotted lines. In the third column
we plot the standard deviation of the various methods.
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solver. The increase in runtime could be an artifact of the modified constraints

1 + z42 ≥ z32 + v3 as opposed to the constraints z42 ≥ z32.

6.5 Discussion and Future Work

In this work, we formulated a MILP model to solve for the optimal chance-constrained

push back time windows. The time windows are chance-constrained because they

allow for a non-zero but bounded probability of conflicts among the sampled aircraft

trajectories. These solutions are acceptable because the conflicts may be extremely

rare. Solutions of the MILP were shown to be significantly impacted by the pres-

ence of even a few conflict points within an otherwise empty domain. By allowing

for some conflict points inside the time windows, the solutions become much more

attractive and the trade-off between the increased size of the push back window and

the small risk of conflict becomes appealing.

The main contribution of the MILP is to compute push back time windows that

let aircraft taxi unimpeded from their gate to the departure runway queue in the

presence of other aircraft and trajectory uncertainties. This allows for ramp con-

trollers to better manage surface traffic and reduce fuel consumption while scheduling

the push back for ramp area aircraft. Ideally, the MILP will be used for real-time

decision making by controllers so the computational runtime is a critical component

of the tool.

The runtime of the MILP was shown to be most influenced by a parameter

within the objective function, the distribution of conflict points, and the number of

conflict points that are allowed inside the time window. Maximizing the minimum

time window was found to be much more efficient than maximizing the perimeter

of the time window. This is true even though all the constraints and formulation

of the MILP is the same, the only difference is the selection of parameter ε within

the objective function. In addition, the runtime of the algorithm was shown to

be sensitive to the distribution of conflict points, and the algorithm was shown to

execute much more efficiently on an “easy” domain than a “hard” domain.

In order to address the the issues with the runtime, we introduced cutting planes
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to cut the solution space. A cutting plane is a valid inequality that improves the

linear relaxation of the problem to more closely approximate the integer program-

ming problem. Various cutting methods were investigated and applied to the MILP.

Overall, the analysis showed that the cutting methods reduced the runtime and

standard deviation of the runtime for both the maximum min edge objective and

the maximum perimeter objective.

Future work will consider techniques to reduce the overall execution time of the

MILP. The algorithm must execute in less time if we are to implement the solutions

for real-time decision making. Future work will also investigate the trade off between

the number of points that are allowed inside the time window and the frequency at

which pilots have to slow down or stop to avoid a loss of separation.
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Chapter 7

A GPU Approach for
Computing the Optimal
Chance-constrained Push Back
Time Windows

7.1 GPU Implementation of Chance-constrained Push

Back Time Windows

The chance-constrained MILP formulated in Chapter 6 is interesting because it can

solve for any given distribution of conflict points and provide the exact solution. The

price that we pay for obtaining the exact solution is high computational times. This

is especially true when solving for the maximum perimeter (ε = 1) computation.

Ultimately, the push back window computation will be integrated with a higher

level taxiway scheduler to provide solutions that can be used for real-time decision

making. Therefore, the computation time is a critical component of the tool and

the chance-constrained MILP does not provide solutions fast enough.

To reduce the computation time, in this section we consider using a graphical

processing unit (GPU) to solve for the chance-constrained push back time windows.

This is an appealing approach because the GPU has many independent threads that

can execute in parallel. Since the feasible push back domain can be discretized into

many sub-windows (candidate solutions) that are all independent, we can leverage

the GPU and compute on each candidate solution in parallel. The main drawback
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of the GPU approach is that we are forced to discretize the domain, and thus our

solutions are subject to this discretization and we may not return the true optimal

solution.

Discretizing the feasible domain into time windows can be costly in terms of the

resources required to represent the entire set of unique time windows. For example,

Fig. 7.1a shows the unique time windows that must be considered for the feasible

domain defined by the square x, y ∈ [0, 2]. For this domain there are 9 unique time

windows that should be considered. As the size of the feasible domain increases

to the square x, y ∈ [0, 10] there are 5445 unique windows. Clearly, the number of

unique sub-windows that we need to consider as candidate solutions is growing at

a rapid pace. This growth in the number of unique time windows, and thus the

memory resources to represent this set of candidate solutions, is the main challenge

to solving the problem using a brute force search algorithm on the GPU.

The memory resources on the GPU are limited when compared to memory re-

sources of the CPU. Therefore the size of the problem that we can solve on the GPU

is constrained by the available memory. For this paper we use a Tesla K20 GPU that

has 5 GB of memory. The memory resources required to store the set of candidate

solution time windows are shown in Fig. 7.1b as a function of the edge length in

seconds of the original feasible domain defined as a square. Given that Fig. 7.1b

was computed using a discretization of 1 second, this implies that any size feasible

domain can be represented on the GPU but is limited to 100 discrete time intervals

within each axis of time.

In MATLAB, the code can be executed on the GPU once vectorized and the

variables tSi , t
F
i , t

S
j , and tFj that define the start and finish of the sub-window for

trajectory families i and j respectively represented as n-dimensional grid objects.

These n-dimensional grid objects can be sent directly to the GPU using the MAT-

LAB function gpuArray. The key idea is that each variable can be indexed, and the

value of the indexed variable sent off to an independent computation thread. The

code that we execute in MATLAB that solves the problem on the GPU can be found

in Algorithm 9.
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Figure 7.1: a) Discretized domain representing the number of discrete time windows
that should be considered for the domain defined by the square x, y ∈ [0, 2] b) The
Bytes of memory needed to represent a single variable t̂Si as an as n-dimensional
grid object on the GPU is shown in blue and the total memory in Bytes needed to
solve the problem on the GPU for the is shown in red. c) Execution time of CPU
and GPU for problem with 300 conflict points.

Each computational thread on the GPU gets 4 pieces of data t̂Si (k), t̂Fi (k), t̂Sj (k),

and t̂Fj (k) indexed by some parameter k that defines the candidate solution. In

addition to these 4 pieces of data we send a single conflict point at a time to each

thread. Comparing the value of the conflict point to the boundaries of the sub-

window provides a binary flag if the conflict point is inside the candidate solution.

We then loop through the set of conflict points, passing each conflict point to all

the independent threads and checking in parallel if that conflict point is within

each candidate solution. After each loop, we return an n-dimensional grid object of

binary flags that tells us if the conflict point was inside the given candidate solution.

The total number of conflict points within each unique time window is stored as the

variable C and we can use this to compute a binary variable CF which represents

the time windows that have less conflict points than the total number allowed inside

the time window.

7.2 GPU Computational Time

In this section we provide details of the computational time of the chance-constrained

GPU approach and also compare the computational time of the GPU to the chance-

constrained MILP of Chapter 6. Figure 7.1c shows the computational time of the

brute force algorithm running on a CPU and the same algorithm running on the
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Algorithm 9 GPU Code for Pairwise Conflicts

Define numPointsIn
t̃Si = ti −maxi(Ti) : ti −mini(Ti)
t̃Fi = ti −maxi(Ti) : ti −mini(Ti)
t̃Sj = tj −maxj(Tj) : tj −minj(Tj)

t̃Fj = tj −maxj(Tj) : tj −minj(Tj)

[t̄Si , t̄
F
i , t̄

S
j , t̄

F
j ] = ndgrid(t̃Si , t̃

F
i , t̃

S
j , t̃

F
j )

F =
(
t̄Fi − t̄Si ≥ δmin

)
&
(
t̄Fj − t̄Sj ≥ δmin

)
t̂Si = gpuArray(t̄Si (F))
t̂Fi = gpuArray(t̄Fi (F))
t̂Sj = gpuArray(t̄Sj (F))

t̂Fj = gpuArray(t̄Fj (F))

C = gpuArray( zeros( size( t̂Si ) ) )
for p = 1:numPoints do

C = C +
(
t̂Si < x1(p)

)
&
(
t̂Fi > x1(p)

)
&(

t̂Sj < x2(p)
)

&
(
t̂Fj > x2(p)

)
end for
CF =

(
C ≤ numPointsIn

)
J =

[
(1−ε) min[t̂Fi (CF)−t̂Si (CF), t̂Fj (CF)−t̂Sj (CF)]+ε

(
t̂Fi (CF)−t̂Si (CF)+t̂Fj (CF)−

t̂Sj (CF)
)]

[OptValue , ID] = max[J ]
Return [t̂Si (ID), t̂Fi (ID), t̂Sj (ID), t̂Fj (ID)]

GPU. The horizontal axis represents the edge length of a square domain that we solve

the problem on and the vertical axis represents the computational time in seconds.

For these computations, we compute on a square grid with 1 second discretization,

therefore the total area of the feasible domain is given by the square of the edge

length. As can be seen in the figure, by sending the code to the GPU to execute in

parallel we compute in significantly less time.

Figure 7.2a illustrates the computational time of the GPU. The horizontal axis

represents the edge length of a square domain and the vertical axis represents the

total number of conflict points within the domain. When computing the objective

function on the GPU we simply compute the value of J =
[
(1− ε) min[tFi − tSi , tFj −

tSj ] + ε(tFi − tSi + tFj − tSj )
]

for each candidate solution, and this computation is

not affected by the selection of parameter ε. This allows the maximum perimeter

(ε = 1) computation on the GPU to be done just as efficiently as the maximum
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Figure 7.2: a) Execution time of GPU in seconds. The horizontal axis represents
the edge length of the square domain and the vertical axis represents the total num-
ber of conflict points within the domain. b) Execution time of chance-constrained
MILP/GPU for problems with 300 conflict points. The horizontal axis represents
the edge length of the square domain and the vertical axis represents the number of
conflict points allowed within the time window. A value greater than one means the
GPU is outperforming the chance-constrained MILP of Chapter 6.

min edge (ε = 0) computation. Almost all the problems considered on the GPU can

be computed in less time than ten seconds which we consider as the threshold for

real-time computing.

We compare the computational time of the chance-constrained GPU to the com-

putational time of the chance-constrained MILP in Fig. 7.2b. The figure shows the

average computation time of the chance-constrained MILP divided by the compu-

tation time of the GPU. The horizontal axis represents the edge length of a square

domain and the vertical axis represents the number of conflict points allowed inside

the time window. Each method was solved on a domain that contained 300 con-

flict points. A value greater than 1 means that the GPU outperformed the MILP.

Since the chance-constrained MILP was not able to efficiently solve the maximum

perimeter (ε = 1) objective, we only report the comparison for the maximum min

edge (ε = 0) objective where the chance-constrained MILP implements left-right

cuts (the best performing cutting planes).

As can be seen in Fig. 7.2b, the GPU outperforms the chance-constrained MILP

on the majority of the problems that we considered. The GPU computes up to

50 times faster than the chance-constrained MILP for problems defined by a small
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edge length of domain and a large number of conflict points that are allowed inside

the time windows. However, for problems where we allow no conflict points inside

the time window, we found that the MILP computes in less time than the GPU.

Overall, the results show that the GPU approach is the fastest method for computing

solutions that allow for conflict points inside the time windows.
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Chapter 8

A Mixed Integer Linear
Program for Real-time
Computing the Optimal Push
Back Time Windows

This chapter is a reprint of the paper

I Coupe, W. J., Milutinović, D., Malik, W., and Jung, Y., “A Mixed Integer

Linear Program for Real-time Computing the Optimal Push Back Time Win-

dows”, in 16th AIAA: Aviation Technology, Integration, and Operations Confer-

ence (ATIO), June 2016, Washington, DC.

8.1 Introduction

Unlike aircraft maneuvers on taxiways, ramp area aircraft movements are typically

not confined to well-defined trajectories. The shape and timing of the trajectories

are subject to uncertainties resulting from pilots decisions as well as other factors in-

volved in ramp area operations, which can impede upon an optimal taxiway schedule

plan. Most of the previous research [7,10,23,45,47,54,68,69,71,87,90,104] on taxi-

way scheduling has modeled the FAA controlled runways and taxiways as a graph,

i.e. a connected network, and authors have neglected to account for the planning

and execution of aircraft maneuvers within the ramp area. Although the surface

operations can be improved by adopting an optimal taxiway schedule, its execution

ultimately depends on human controllers who control aircraft maneuvers in both the
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ramp area and taxiways [58]. Ramp area aircraft have been incorporated in [64,65],

but the trajectories are considered to be deterministic.

The main difficulty in the integration of ramp area operations into an opti-

mal taxiway scheduling solution is in addressing uncertainties of ramp area aircraft

trajectories. To address the uncertainty, a stochastic model of aircraft trajecto-

ries [25,26] was proposed. The model was used to sample a large number of feasible

ramp area aircraft trajectories within the ramp area. A feasible trajectory is any

sampled trajectory from the stochastic model that arrives at the target movement

area within a predefined range of heading angles. The set of feasible trajectories

for each aircraft is sampled in the absence of other aircraft. Therefore, the set of

trajectories represent the feasible ways in which the aircraft can push back from

their gate and taxi to the target movement area unimpeded by other aircraft.

Using the sampled trajectories, we computed conflict distributions among any

two aircraft defined by their relative target movement area schedule [25, 26]. The

conflict distributions are defined by a measure of conflict estimated from the ra-

tio of conflicting trajectories to total trajectories for every relative target move-

ment area schedule. The conflict distributions were used to compute conservative

conflict separation constraints that were passed to a mixed integer linear program

(MILP) [62, 78, 113] which incorporated the Spot and Runway Departure Advisor

(SARDA) [45,47–49,59,68,69] design approach.

During time periods of heavy traffic, SARDA advises departing aircraft to remain

at the gate with engines off, and when cleared, they can proceed straight from

the gate to the departure runway queue minimizing slowing down or stopping for

other traffic [68] and still meet their target movement area and take-off times. This

technique has the effect of significantly reducing fuel burn and engine emissions.

A Recent study [79] estimated as much as 18% of fuel consumption during taxi

operations was due to stop-and-go activity. The study also concluded that under

the assumption of 15 knots or greater speed for all unimpeded aircraft, there is the

potential to reduce overall fuel consumption on the surface by at least 21%. For

departing aircraft to proceed along the route unimpeded, it is critical the aircraft
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arrive at the target movement area at the scheduled time.

This research proposes a tool to aid ramp area controllers in meeting the sched-

uled target movement area times by computing the push back time window for each

departing aircraft. The push back time window is defined by the range between the

earliest feasible push back time and latest feasible push back time. Initiating the

push back within these bounds ensures there exists a feasible trajectory that arrives

at the target movement area at the required time, which is defined by a higher level

optimal taxiway scheduler. The main contribution of the tool is to compute push

back time windows that allow for aircraft to taxi unimpeded from the gate to the

departure runway queue in the presence of other aircraft and trajectory uncertain-

ties. This allows for ramp controllers to better manage surface traffic, reduce fuel

consumption, and execute conflict free ramp area aircraft trajectories.

For relative target movement area schedules resulting in conflict free aircraft

trajectories, computing the push back time windows are straightforward and can be

estimated from the sampled trajectories. To compute the push back time windows

we estimate the maximum trajectory duration and minimum trajectory duration

for each aircraft, and then subtract from the scheduled target movement area time

for the given aircraft. These computed times represent the start and finish of the

feasible push back time window for each aircraft, respectively. When the schedule

may lead to aircraft trajectory conflicts, an optimization procedure which solves

for push back time windows in the presence of aircraft trajectory uncertainties is

needed.

Previously, we proposed a MILP approach to solve for the optimal combination

of push back time windows [27]. The optimal combination of push back time win-

dows was defined to maximize the minimum push back time window of a set of

all aircraft being scheduled. The solutions were based on conflict points that rep-

resent combinations of push back times that result in aircraft trajectory conflicts.

We used the idea that no conflict point should be a convex combination [13] of the

points in time that define the start and finish of the push back time window. In

one-dimension, a convex combination of two points lies in between the two points.
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The number of constraints that are passed to the MILP is a function of the number

of conflict points and for every conflict point, we need five constraints.

The distribution and/or the boundary of the conflict points is not known a

priori. The MILP that we developed in the previous paper is able to solve for the

optimal combination of push back time windows given any distribution of conflict

points. We pay for this in terms of the number of constraints and ultimately in the

computation time. As the number of aircraft we solve for increases, the number

of constraints hinders the solution technique. The resulting algorithm is too slow

for real-time decision making and thus we need to develop techniques to reduce the

execution time. Here we propose a new MILP approach that uses a significantly

smaller number of constraints. Using fewer constraints, the problem can be solved

with less computation time and the MILP model can be incorporated in real-time

decision making.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 8.2 we formulate the problem that

we are considering. In section 8.3 we describe the techniques that we use to reduce

the number of constraints that are passed to the MILP. In section 8.4 we formulate

the MILP approach we use to solve for the optimal combination of time windows.

Next, in section 8.5, we analyze the multi-criterion objective function that defines

our solutions. In the last section, we conclude with a discussion of our findings and

provide directions for future work.

8.2 Problem Formulation

In this section we formulate the problem of computing the optimal ramp area aircraft

push back time windows for each departing aircraft. The combination of push back

time windows will be constrained to contain zero conflict points. We begin by

defining the variables and parameters that we use:

Symbol Description

i A family of departing trajectories originating from a single gate and

characterized by a single left or right push back maneuver pattern
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D The set of all departing trajectory families available to push back

from their gate

A A specific family of trajectories available to push back from gate A

ti The scheduled time for family i to arrive at the target movement area

tSi The start of the computed push back sub-window for family i

tFi The finish of the computed push back sub-window for family i

J The objective function that is being maximized

tS0i The start of the feasible push back time window for family i scheduled

at ti = 0

tF0
i The finish of the feasible push back time window for family i scheduled

at ti = 0

Ti The set of all sampled trajectory duration data for departing trajectory

family i

PBi The push back time of a single aircraft trajectory from family i

κ A combination of push back times (conflict point) that lead to conflict

among family i and j

K The number of discrete clusters of conflict points

s(κ) The silhouette value for conflict point κ

s̄ The averaged silhouette value over all conflict points

A A vertex used to define quadrilateral that bounds conflict points

Q A Quadrilateral that bounds a set of conflict points (conflict

quadrilateral)

~V1 An edge that defines the conflict quadrilateral Q

~z A unit vector orthogonal to the x-y plane

~N1 A normal vector generated from ~V1 × ~z

~T κ1 A vector whose tail originates from vertex A and tip ends at conflict

point κ

C A clustering algorithm used to cluster a set of conflict points

Q(C) The area of all conflict quadrilaterals using clustering

algorithm C
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M A continuous variable representing the minimum push back

time window

δmin A parameter representing the minimum acceptable push back

time window

ε A parameter in the objective function J which influences the shape

of the push back time windows

znE A binary variable that is one if edge E of the time window is selected

as a separating axis, zero otherwise

zmE A binary variable that is one if edge E of the conflict quadrilateral Q is

selected as a separating axis, zero otherwise

fmE The function that defines the line for edge E of the conflict

quadrilateral Q

A departing aircraft is parked at the gate and scheduled to arrive at the target

movement area. In this paper, we assume the target movement area time is provided

from a higher level taxiway scheduler. Upon receiving the push back clearance, a

tug (operated by ground crew) pushes back the aircraft from the gate. At the end

of the push back procedure, the aircraft stops and the tug disengages. This stop

period lasts for some time during which the pilot goes through a checklist and then

starts the aircraft engine(s). When ready the pilot requests taxi approval, and after

the approval, taxies the aircraft until arriving at the target movement area. The

target movement area is the point in space where departing aircraft transition from

the ramp area into the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) controlled taxiway

and is illustrated in Fig. 8.1a. During the departure maneuvers the duration of

the trajectory, the transitions over the motion phases, and the trajectory path are

determined by human operators and are considered to be stochastic in nature.

Modeling ramp area aircraft departure maneuvers as stochastic processes, we

sample a large number of departing trajectories from the stochastic model [25, 26].

The sampled trajectories define a family i of feasible trajectories that originate from
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Figure 8.1: a) Layout of DFW ramp area and an illustration of the A, BL and BR
aircraft trajectory. An individual aircraft i, j can be selected from the set of possible
aircraft parked at the gate i, j ∈ {A,BL,BR} b) DFW conflict distribution with
select cross sections colored for aircraft i = A and aircraft j = BR. c) Plot of
combinations of push back times (red points) resulting in conflicts between aircraft
i = A and j = BR for schedules ranging from tBR − tA = −70 to tBR − tA = 40 at
a resolution of 10 [s]. The vertical axis and the horizontal axis represent the push
back times of aircraft A and BR, respectively. Each red conflict point is defined as
κ = (PBBR, PBA). If we do not account for conflicts the green rectangle represents
the feasible push back domain. For the schedule tBR − tA = −60 two feasible push
back sub-windows are plotted in black solid and dotted lines.
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a single gate and arrive at the target movement area at the scheduled time ti. We

sample families of trajectories for each unique push back maneuver pattern i ∈ D

where the set of D = {A,BL,BR} denotes a set of all possible push back maneuver

patterns illustrated in Fig. 8.1a. The figure shows a single trajectory from each

unique maneuver pattern that is available to push back. As shown in the figure, the

aircraft parked at gate B is available to push back with a left (BL) or a right (BR)

push back maneuver.

Using the family of trajectories i and j, we generate a conflict ratio defined by

their relative schedule tj − ti [26]. A conflict ratio is estimated by fixing the relative

schedule of the two families of trajectories and computing the ratio of conflicting

trajectories to the total number of trajectories. A conflict is characterized by indi-

vidual trajectories from the families i and j coming into close spatial proximity along

their route. The conflict distribution is estimated by computing a conflict ratio at

every whole second, as shown in Fig 8.1b. In the figure the y-axis represents the

ratio of conflicting trajectories to conflict-free trajectories and the x-axis represents

the relative target movement area schedule tj − ti.

For departing trajectory family i with scheduled target movement area time

ti = 0, the start of the push back time window is defined by tS0i = −maxi (Ti)

and the finish of the push back time window is defined by tF0
i = −mini (Ti) . The

variable Ti is the set of all trajectory duration data for family i that is sampled from

the stochastic model. For any given relative schedule, the earliest and latest feasible

push back times define the green edges of the rectangle that are seen in Fig. 8.1c.

The distribution in trajectory duration is estimated from the robot experiment data

which is directly influenced by the human operator [25, 26]. We use data from a

scaled down robot experiment of the ramp area because trajectory data are not

readily available mainly due to the lack of surveillance equipment in the ramp area.

Investments in collecting such data are unlikely unless the usefulness of the data in

increasing airport efficiency is illustrated.

For the scheduled target movement area time differences that have a non-zero

ratio of conflicts, we can store and plot the combination of push back times that lead
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to conflicts. In Fig. 8.1c we fix departing trajectory family i = A and family j =

BR and the vertical axis represents the push back time of an individual trajectory

from family A, PBA, and the horizontal axis represents the push back time of and

individual trajectory from family BR, PBBR. In Fig. 8.1b we color select cross

sections of the conflict distribution to demonstrate the relationship between the

ratio of conflicts (Fig. 8.1b) defined by the difference between their scheduled target

movement area times and the set of red conflict points (Fig. 8.1c) defined by the

combination of push back times that lead to conflicts for the given schedule.

The combinations of push back times that lead to conflicts among individual

trajectories from family A and family BR are plotted (see Fig 8.1c) in 10s increments

for the target movement area time differences ranging from tBR − tA = −70 to

tBR − tA = 40. Given that we are interested in the relative scheduled difference

between the two families, we fix the target movement area time of family A such that

tA = 0, and the relative schedule difference is defined by the target movement area

time of family BR. Associated with each difference in scheduled target movement

area time, e.g., tBR = −70, is a green rectangle that is defined by the earliest and

latest feasible push back times for each family such that the target movement area

time schedule is satisfied. Thus, in order to satisfy the target movement area time

tA = 0, any individual trajectory from family A must push back within the window

PBA ∈ [−162,−102] and to satisfy the target movement area time tBR = −70 any

individual trajectory from family BR must push back within PBBR ∈ [−217,−180].

For −70 there is a set of combination of push back times that lead to conflicts. These

combinations are labeled as red conflict points κ = (PBBR, PBA) within the green

rectangle (see Fig. 8.1c).

Consider the distribution of conflict points for the scheduled difference of −60

seen in Fig. 8.1c. We observe that in the bottom right of the green rectangle there is

a large area that does not contain any red conflict points. If we restrict an individual

trajectory from family A and family BR to push back within the lower right corner

of the green rectangle then we can ensure conflict free trajectories. Two potential

solutions are shown where the first solution is shown with a solid black line and the
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second solution with a dotted black line. Among all possible solutions, we define the

optimal combination of push back time windows to be the combination where we

maximize the minimum time window. By maximizing the minimum time window

we compute solutions that ensure any single aircraft’s push back time window is

not excessively reduced in size to accommodate other aircraft. The optimization

problem for aircraft trajectory families i and j is defined as

max
tSi ,t

F
i ,t

S
j ,t

F
j

J := min{tFi − tSi , tFj − tSj } (8.1)

subject to: ∀ κ = (PBj , PBi) :
[
PBj 6∈ [tSj , t

F
j ] ∨ PBi 6∈ [tSi , t

F
i ]
]

(8.2)

where the objective function J is a function of the four variables tSi , t
F
i , t

S
j , t

F
j which

represent the start and finish of the push back sub-window for departing trajectory

families i and j, respectively. The four variables together define a combination of

push back sub-windows such as the window labeled with the solid (dotted) black line

in Fig. 8.1c. The optimization problem is subject to the constraints that any given

conflict point κ = (PBj , PBi) can not be contained within the optimal combination

of push back sub-windows. For any given relative target movement area schedule,

at a resolution of 1[s], we consider computing the optimal combination of push back

sub-windows that are constrained to contain zero conflict points.

8.3 Reducing the Number of Constraints Passed to the

MILP

For a real time application we envision a scenario where an optimal taxiway sched-

uler such as SARDA provides the target movement area time schedule for multiple

aircraft. This schedule would be updated once every ten seconds. Our algorithm

should return the feasible push back time windows or an infeasible flag at the same

rate. The main difficulty in solving for the optimal combination of push back time

windows is that the distribution and/or the boundary of the conflict points is not

known beforehand. If one were to know the linear boundaries that separate each
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distinct cluster of conflict points, then a mixed integer linear program could be used

in real-time to solve for the optimal combination of push back sub-windows.

In general, solving for the number of distinct clusters K contained in a cloud of

points and the linear boundaries that define the distinct clusters can be a challenging

task. For some relative target movement area time schedules, the red conflict points

form a single cluster whereas for other schedules the single cluster breaks apart into

separated clusters, as seen in Fig. 8.1c. The well separated clusters seem to appear

for schedules in-between the two modes of the conflict distribution (e.g. -50, -40 and

-30 in Fig. 8.1c) where there is a potential mixing of two distinct sources of conflict.

We can reduce the overall number of constraints in two steps described in the

subsections below. In the first step we use a clustering algorithm to convert the

cloud of points into K distinct clusters. Next, in the second step each cluster is

bounded within an optimal polygon. The clustering of conflict points (step 1) and

the computing of linear boundaries (step 2) can be done offline and the cluster

boundaries stored in memory. A small number of boundaries, i.e., the constraints,

allows for computing the optimal time windows in significantly less computation

time when compared to our previous method. This enables the MILP we develop

in this paper to compute the push back time windows online for real-time decision

making.

8.3.1 Clustering of Conflict Points

The first task is to identify the most natural number of clusters to fit to the data. For

our analysis any clustering algorithm is sufficient and we implement the following

routines implementing the MATLAB machine learning toolbox: (1) support vector

machine (2) naive-bayes estimator (3) k-Means clustering (4) hierarchical clustering

and (5) Gaussian mixture model. We also used a clustering algorithm implementing

(6) a minimum spanning tree. The minimum spanning tree clustering algorithm

is equivalent to the hierarchal clustering algorithm except for the original tree is

built utilizing Prim’s algorithm [85] while the hierarchal clustering algorithm utilizes

Kruskal’s algorithm [63] .
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We first cluster the data into K distinct clusters. In order to interpret and

validate the natural fit of the clusters with the data we use the silhouette [92] method.

The silhouette method assumes that the data has been clustered via any technique

into K ≥ 2 separate clusters. For each data point κ, let a(κ) be the average squared

euclidean distance of κ to all other data points within the same cluster. We can

interpret a(κ) as how well the point κ is assigned to its own cluster (the smaller the

value, the better the assignment).

Let b(κ) be the lowest average squared euclidean distance of κ to any other cluster

which κ is not a member. The cluster with the lowest average squared euclidean

distance is said to be the “neighboring cluster” because it is the next best fit cluster

for point κ. We now define the silhouette value s(κ):

s(κ) =
b(κ)− a(κ)

max{a(κ), b(κ)}
(8.3)

which can be written as

s(κ) =


1− a(κ)/b(κ) if a(κ) < b(κ)

0 if a(κ) = b(κ)

b(κ)/a(κ)− 1 if a(κ) > b(κ)

(8.4)

From this definition we know that −1 < s(κ) < 1. For s(κ) to be close to 1 we

require a(κ) << b(κ). As a(κ) is a measure of how dissimilar κ is to its own cluster,

a small value a(κ) means it is well matched. A large b(κ) implies that κ is badly

matched to its neighboring cluster. Thus an s(κ) close to one means that the data

point κ is appropriately clustered. If s(κ) is close to negative one, we see that κ

would be more appropriate if it was clustered in its neighboring cluster. An s(κ)

near zero means that the data is on the border of two natural clusters.

Figure 8.2 shows the clusters identified by the support vector machine and the

k-Means algorithm. We show these results to illustrate how different the identified

clusters can be. The top row shows the results of the different methods applied

to one distribution and the bottom row shows the results of the different methods
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Figure 8.2: Clusters identified by the support vector machine and k-Means algo-
rithm. The top row is the two methods applied to one distribution of conflict points
defined by tj − ti = −20 and the bottom row is the methods applied to a second
distribution of conflict points defined by tj − ti = −27. The associated silhouette
value for each conflict point κ is plotted below the clusters.
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applied to a second distribution. The associated silhouette value for each point κ

is plotted below the clusters. As can be seen in the figures, the clusters for the

k-Means algorithm seem less natural in comparison to the clusters identified by the

support vector machine. This intuition is verified as we see the silhouette values for

all points κ are greater than zero for the support vector machine whereas there exist

points κ for the the k-Means algorithm that have negative silhouette values. For our

application, the worst case scenario is to identify conflict points that have a large

gap in space between them to the same cluster because this will cut off otherwise

feasible portions of the domain.

The average s(κ) over all points κ of a single cluster is a measure of how tightly

grouped the data is within the cluster. Define s̄ as the average s(κ) over all data

points of the entire dataset as a measure of how appropriately the data has been

clustered overall. For algorithms that can fit data to more than two clusters, we

fit the data to K = 2, 3, 4 and 5 clusters and select the number of clusters K that

provides the maximum silhouette value s̄.

We define the optimal number of clusters as one if the averaged silhouette value

s̄ over all the data points is less than 0.8. If the value s̄ is greater than or equal

to 0.8 the optimal number of clusters is selected as the number of clusters K that

maximized the silhouette value. Using this method, we compute that the optimal

number of clusters is two within the interval tj − ti ∈ [−53,−17] for the example in

Fig. 8.1c and one everywhere else. The interval where we find two clusters the most

natural fit is consistent with the mixing of distinct conflict sources that are seen in

the conflict distribution in Fig. 8.1b.

8.3.2 Conflict Cluster Linear Boundaries

After associating the points to K distinct clusters, the next step is to bound each

cluster in an optimal bounding polygon. We would like to bound the conflict points

with the convex hull of the cluster of points. In two dimensions, the convex hull of a

set of points is the minimum area convex polygon that contains the points [12]. How-

ever, each unique side of our polygon will translate into additional constraints and
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Figure 8.3: a) Formulation of the optimal quadrilateral. A single red conflict point
κ = (PBj , PBi) is shown as an example how to generate vectors ~T κ1 ,

~T κ2 ,
~T κ3 , and

~T κ4 . b) Solution of minimum area (red) quadrilateral, minimum perimeter (blue)
quadrilateral, and convex hull (black) for a random distribution of 100 points.

complexity for the MILP. Therefore we consider constraining the bounding polygon

to a quadrilateral instead of the convex hull. The minimum area quadrilateral Q de-

fined by vertices A = (xA, yA),B = (xB, yB), C = (xC , yC) and D = (xD, yD) labelled

in a clockwise fashion is formulated as the non-linear optimization problem [13,108]:

min
A,B,C,D

J := ( ~AC × ~BD)2 (8.5)

subject to: ~N1 · ~T κ1 ≥ 0 (8.6)

~N2 · ~T κ2 ≥ 0 (8.7)

~N3 · ~T κ3 ≥ 0 (8.8)

~N4 · ~T κ4 ≥ 0 (8.9)

Define ~V1 as the vector whose tail originates at vertex A and tip terminates at Vertex

B as seen Fig. 8.3a. Vectors ~V2, ~V3 and ~V4 are defined in a similar fashion between

vertices B, C, and D respectively and ~N1 is the normal vector to ~V1 generated by

~V1 × ~z. For each conflict point κ we define vector ~T κ1 whose tail originates at vertex

A and tip terminates at the conflict point κ. Vectors ~T κ2 ,
~T κ3 and ~T κ4 are defined

in the same way with their tails originating from vertices B, C and D respectively.
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Expression (8.5) is the objective function to minimize the square of the scalar value

associated with the cross product of the vector ~AC × ~BD, see Fig. 8.3a. In two

dimensions the absolute value of the cross product can be interpreted as twice the

area of the quadrilateral defined by vertices A,B, C and D.

The four constraints (8.6)-(8.9) should be generated for each conflict point κ =

(PBj , PBi). Enforcing constraint (8.6) ensures that the conflict point κ and the

normal vector ~N1 are on the same side of vector ~V1, i.e. the conflict point κ is

to the right of vector ~V1. Together the four constraints (8.6)-(8.9) ensure that the

conflict point is to the right of every vector ~V1, ~V2, ~V3 and ~V4 and therefore inside

the quadrilateral. Expanding the objective function we have:

J :=
[
~AC × ~BD

]2
=
[
(xC − xA)(yD − yB)− (xD − xB)(yC − yA)

]2
Similarly expanding the constraints we get:

~N1 · ~T κ1 =(yB − yA)(PBj − xA)− (xB − xA)(PBi − yA)

=PBjyB − xAyB − PBjyA + xAyA − xBPBi + xByA + xAPB
i − xAyA

=
[
xByA − xAyB

]
+ xAPB

i − PBjyA − xBPBi + PBjyB

=
[
xByA − xAyB

]
+ PBi(xA − xB) + PBj(yB − yA)

~N2 · ~T κ2 =
[
xCyB − xByC

]
+ PBi(xB − xC) + PBj(yC − yB)

~N3 · ~T κ3 =
[
xDyC − xCyD

]
+ PBi(xC − xD) + PBj(yD − yC)

~N4 · ~T κ4 =
[
xAyD − xDyA

]
+ PBi(xD − xA) + PBj(yA − yD)

The minimum perimeter quadrilateral is formulated as a quadratically constrained

quadratic program [35,82]

min
A,B,C,D

J := (xB − xA)2 + (yB − yA)2 + (xC − xB)2 + (yC − yB)2+

(xD − xC)2 + (yD − yC)2 + (xA − xD)2 + (yA − yD)2 (8.10)
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Figure 8.4: Top: The area of the bounding quadrilaterals for the different clustering
algorithms as a function of the relative schedule. Bottom: The summation of total
area of all the optimal bounding quadrilaterals.

subject to: ~N1 · ~T κ1 ≥ 0 (8.11)

~N2 · ~T κ2 ≥ 0 (8.12)

~N3 · ~T κ3 ≥ 0 (8.13)

~N4 · ~T κ4 ≥ 0 (8.14)

where expression (8.10) is the objective function to minimize the perimeter of the

quadrilateral defined by vertices A,B, C and D. The four constraints (8.11)-(8.14)

should be generated for each conflict point κ, and together they ensure that the

conflict point is contained within the optimal bounding quadrilateral Q. Figure 8.3b

illustrates the solution of the minimum area quadrilateral with a red dashed line,

the minimum perimeter quadrilateral with a blue line and the convex hull with a

black line for a random distribution of conflict points.

Let us define the optimal clustering algorithm as the algorithm that minimizes
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the summation of quadrilateral area (perimeter) over all possible schedules

Opt Algorithm = min
C

ΣkQ(Ck) (8.15)

where Q(Ck) is the area of all optimal bounding quadrilaterals Q using cluster algo-

rithm C for the relative schedule defined by tj − ti = k. We apply this definition to

compute the total area Q of the optimal bounding quadrilaterals for each algorithm

for each relative schedule. Then for each algorithm the total area is summed over

all possible relative schedules. Figure 8.4 illustrates the performance of the cluster-

ing algorithms from best to worst: support vector machine, hierarchical / minimum

spanning tree, naive bayes, k-Means and lastly Gaussian mixture model.

8.4 MILP for Real-Time Computing the Optimal Time

Windows

After identifying the linear boundaries of each cluster, we use the boundaries to

solve for the optimal combination of push back sub-windows. To ensure that our

time windows do not intersect our conflict quadrilaterals we apply the separating

axis theorem. The theorem states that in two dimensions, two convex polygons do

not intersect if and only if one of the axis of one of the polygons is a separating

axis [43].

This implies that if we are given a convex n-gon and a convex m-gon, we can

build a MILP that requires n + m + 1 constraints to ensure the polygons do not

intersect. There will be m + n linear inequality constraints; satisfying any one of

these particular constraints ensures that the unique edge of the polygon associated

with that constraint is a separating axis. The extra constraint will ensure that a

minimum of one edge of one polygon is indeed a separating axis.

Here we formulate the MILP that will be used to separate the optimal push

back sub-windows from the conflict quadrilaterals. Given two departing aircraft
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trajectory families i, j ∈ D, the objective function is defined as

max
tSi ,t

F
i ,t

S
j ,t

F
j

J :=
[
M + ε(tFi − tSi + tFj − tSj )

]
(8.16)

where the continuous value M is equivalent to the minimum time window among

both aircraft i and j and ε is a scalar valued parameter. For departing aircraft

trajectory families i, j ∈ D we introduce the two constraints

tFi − tSi −M ≥ 0 (8.17)

tFj − tSj −M ≥ 0 (8.18)

that ensure the push back time window for family i and the push back time window

for family j are both greater than the minimum time window M . We note that the

value M is not a fixed value, but a continuous variable passed to the model that is

solved for in the optimization problem.

Similarly, for departing aircraft trajectory family i, j ∈ D we introduce the two

constraints

tFi − tSi − δmin ≥ 0 (8.19)

tFj − tSj − δmin ≥ 0 (8.20)

that ensure the push back time windows for family i and j are both larger than a

predefined value δmin. The value δmin is the minimum acceptable push back time

window. For example, pilots and ramp controllers could find a schedule that requires

aircraft to initiate push back within a time window of 5 seconds too restrictive to

consistently execute. In this paper we use the value δmin = 25[s] when solving for

the optimal sub-windows. The correct value should be determined in conjunction

by pilots and ramp controllers.

For departing aircraft trajectory family i, j ∈ D we introduce the four constraints

tSi − ti − tS0i ≥ 0 (8.21)
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tFi − ti − tF0
i ≤ 0 (8.22)

tSj − tj − tS0j ≥ 0 (8.23)

tFj − tj − tF0
j ≤ 0 (8.24)

Constraints (8.21)-(8.24) ensure that for any given combination of target move-

ment time schedules, given by ti and tj , the start and end of the push back sub-

windows defined by tS and tF must be within the bounds defined by the earliest and

latest feasible push back times. This implies that there exists a feasible trajectory

from family i and j that meets the scheduled target movement area times ti and tj

without accounting for conflicts. These four constraints describe that the push back

time windows that we solve for, which are illustrated in black solid (dotted) lines in

Fig. 8.1, are proper sub-windows of the original green rectangle.

Our problem is defined by a time window with n = 4 edges and a quadrilateral

with m = 4 edges, giving us a total of m + n = 8 edges to select from when

choosing a separating axis. To separate the optimal time window from a single

conflict quadrilateral Q, we introduce the additional nine constraints

zn1(t
S
i −max[yQ]) ≥ 0 (8.25)

zn2(t
F
i −min[yQ]) ≤ 0 (8.26)

zn3(t
S
j −max[xQ]) ≥ 0 (8.27)

zn4(t
F
j −min[xQ]) ≤ 0 (8.28)

zm1(fm1) ≤ 0 (8.29)

zm2(fm2) ≤ 0 (8.30)

zm3(fm3) ≤ 0 (8.31)

zm4(fm4) ≤ 0 (8.32)

zn1 + zn2 + zn3 + zn4 + zm1 + zm2 + zm3 + zm4 = 1 (8.33)

The variable znE is a binary variable that is defined as znE = 1 if edge E of the

optimal time window is selected as the separating axis, else znE = 0. The vari-

able zmE is a binary variable that is defined as zmE = 1 if edge E of the conflict
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quadrilateral is selected as the separating axis, else zmE = 0. The numbering of the

edges nE,mE ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4] of the time window and the conflict quadrilateral is not

important as long as each edge has a unique number. Expression (8.33) ensures that

one edge of the optimal time window or one edge of the conflict quadrilateral must

be a separating axis.

Expression (8.25) constrains the bottom edge of the optimal time window to

be above the maximum y value of the conflict quadrilateral Q. This provides that

the bottom edge of the time window is a separating axis and the quadrilaterals

do not intersect. Similarly, Expression (8.26) constrains the top edge of the opti-

mal time window to be below the minimum y value of the conflict quadrilateral Q.

This provides that the top edge of the time window is a separating axis. Expres-

sions (8.27)-(8.28) apply similar reasoning to ensure that the left and right edge of

the time window is selected as a separating axis.

Whereas expressions used in (8.25)-(8.28) do not change depending upon the

conflict quadrilateralQ, equations (8.29)-(8.32) are dependent upon the unique edges

that define the conflict quadrilateral. Select any unique edge mE of Q, to generate

the function fmE we need to obtain two pieces of information. First, we need to

know if we should constrain the optimal time window above or below this edge, and

second, we need the equation of the line that defines edge mE, Y =MX + B.

Given these two pieces of information we can generate the functions that ensure

the edges of the quadrilateral are a separating axis as

fmE =



−tSi +MtFj + B if M≥ 0 AND above

tFi −MtSj − B if M≥ 0 AND below

−tSi +MtSj + B if M≤ 0 AND above

tFi −MtFj − B if M≤ 0 AND below

(8.34)

The program defined by objective (8.16) and constraints (8.17)-(8.33) solves for

the optimal time window that is constrained to not intersect the conflict quadrilat-

eral Q. For every additional conflict quadrilateral, the nine constraints (8.25)-(8.33)
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Figure 8.5: a) Optimal sub-windows using the two conflict quadrilaterals as con-
straints. b) The reduction in computation time that is achieved by reducing the
number of constraints for schedules of n = 4, 5, 6 aircraft. The blue line is the MILP
defined in our previous paper [27] and the black line is the real-time MILP defined
in this paper.

are required to separate the time window. These non-linear constraints can be

linearized [4, 27, 41] and the resulting MILP can be solved using the Gurobi Opti-

mizer [50] libraries.

Figure 8.5a shows the optimal time window solution of the program given the two

conflict quadrilaterals shown in blue and red. Figure 8.5b shows the execution time

for schedules of n = 4, 5, 6 aircraft for the new MILP compared to the MILP that was

defined in our previous paper [27]. As can be seen in the figure, the improvement

in computation time is significant. Whereas the previous MILP took roughly 10

seconds to solve for schedules of five aircraft, the MILP developed in this paper can

solve for the optimal time windows of five aircraft in less than 0.5 seconds.

8.5 Analysis of Objective Function

Consider the objective function

max
tSi ,t

F
i ,t

S
j ,t

F
j

J :=
[
M + ε(tFi − tSi + tFj − tSj )

]
(8.35)

This objective function formulates a multi-criterion optimization problem. If we

set the value of ε to zero, we solve for the combination of push back sub-windows
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Figure 8.6: a) The optimal time window defined to maximize the minimum edge is
illustrated with a dotted black line. b) The optimal time window defined to maximize
the perimeter is not unique. There are four time windows with equivalent perimeter
illustrated. Two solutions are represented as tall and skinny time windows with
dashed black lines and two solutions are illustrated as short and wide time windows
with dotted black lines.

where the minimum time window is maximized. In contrast, if we set the value of ε

sufficiently large, then we solve for the the combination of push back sub-windows

where the summation of all push back time windows is maximized.

Figure 8.6a illustrates the solution of the objective function where ε is set to

zero. The red and blue parts of the domain represent the conflict quadrilaterals.

In Fig. 8.6b a solution where ε is sufficiently large is shown for the same input.

Solutions can be quite different depending upon the value of ε as can be seen in the

figure.

The number of aircraft that we solve for in combination with the value of ε can

also influence the quality of solution. For example, if we limit ourselves to solutions

of two aircraft i and j, the most intuitive solutions are generated with small values

of ε. This can be seen in Fig. 8.6 where the maximum perimeter solution (Fig. 8.6b)

for the given input seems quite unappealing compared to the maximum minimum

edge solution (Fig. 8.6a). We believe the solutions seen in Fig. 8.6b are unappealing

compared to the solution in Fig. 8.6a because the maximum perimeter solutions

excessively reduce a single aircraft’s push back time window to accommodate the
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other aircraft’s large push back time window.

The inverse is true, however, for schedules of multiple aircraft. If we are to solve

for a schedule of 4 aircraft using an objective defined to maximize the minimum edge,

then it is easy to generate unappealing solutions. This occurs because reducing a

push back time window for a single aircraft can have a dramatic affect on all aircraft,

as seen in the black dashed line solutions of Fig. 8.7. Maximizing the minimum edge

will return a solution where the push back time windows for all the aircraft are equal

to the minimum push back time window. If we solve the same schedule of 4 aircraft

with the objective defined to maximize the summation of push back time windows

(equivalent to the perimeter), then the model will try to find solutions where it

maximizes the push back time windows of all aircraft systematically, as seen in the

grey dotted line solutions of Fig. 8.7. When we solve for multiple aircraft together,

we find solutions that maximize the minimum edge unappealing because a single

aircraft’s push back time window can dramatically affect the other push back time

windows.

In addition to influencing the quality of solution, the value of ε has an impact on

the computation time. We find that smaller values of ε help Gurobi solve the problem

in less time. Consider Fig. 8.8 which shows the computation time as a function of

the number of conflict domains that we solve for. A conflict domain is a single

pairwise conflict that is being solved for. When we solve for multiple aircraft the

coupled conflict domains must be solved together simultaneously to ensure optimal

solutions. In this figure we report the computation time using the linear boundaries

defined from the conflict quadrilaterals and also report the computation time using

the linear boundaries defined by the convex hull. For both approaches, the figure

shows that a smaller value of epsilon reduces computation time. As expected, the

MILP based on the linear boundaries of the conflict quadrilateral outperforms the

MILP based on the linear boundaries of the convex hull regardless of the value of

epsilon.

These results show that there is a tradeoff between the quality of the optimal time

window solutions and the value of ε. When solving for multiple aircraft with value of
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Figure 8.7: Solutions using a value ε = 0 (minimum time window maximized) are
shown with a grey dotted line for a schedule of 4 aircraft. Solutions using a value
ε = 10 (summation of time windows maximized) are shown with a black dashed line
for the same input. In each sub-figure the vertical represents the push back time
window of aircraft i, PBi, and the horizontal axis represents the push back time
window of aircraft j, PBj .
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Figure 8.8: a) Computation time of the MILP with ε = 0.01. The red line illustrates
the computation time using the minimum area quadrilateral linear boundaries and
the blue line illustrates the computation time using the convex hull linear boundaries.
b) Computation time of the MILP with ε = 0.001. The red line illustrates the
computation time using the minimum area quadrilateral linear boundaries and the
blue line illustrates the computation time using the convex hull linear boundaries.

ε = 0, then the solver simply has to find a feasible solution where the minimum edge

is maximized. All other edges can be equivalent to the minimum edge, generating a

relatively unappealing solution as seen in the grey dotted line solutions in Fig. 8.7.

Instead we prefer the model to stretch out the feasible time windows to maximize

the time window perimeter. This however, is not a straightforward task, as solving

the perimeter problem can be computationally expensive and the solutions for two

aircraft can generate relatively unappealing combinations of push back time windows

such as the ones seen in Fig. 8.6b.

8.6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we formulated a MILP to solve for the optimal combination of push

back time sub-windows. The main contribution of the MILP is to compute in real-

time the push back time sub-windows that allow for aircraft to taxi unimpeded from

their gate to the departure runway queue in the presence of other aircraft and trajec-

tory uncertainties. This allows for ramp controllers to better manage surface traffic,

reduce fuel consumption, and execute conflict free ramp area aircraft trajectories.

The MILP is designed for real-time decision making so the computational runtime
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is a critical component of the tool.

The MILP formulation is based on a small number of constraints to ensure that

its solution can be computed at speeds compatible with the NASA Ames SARDA

scheduler. The small number of constraints results from the two-step processing. We

first clustered the conflict points and then bounded each cluster of conflict points

with linear boundaries. The linear cluster boundaries were used in the MILP where

we exploited the separating axis theorem to ensure the push back time sub-windows

do not intersect the conflict quadrilaterals. Solutions were provided and the objective

function was analyzed to reveal the dependence of the parameter ε in the quality of

solution and the computation time.

Now that we understand how to exploit the structure of the conflict point distri-

bution, we can integrate the information of the size of the push back time window

into the logic that schedules aircraft at the target movement area. There is a likely

tradeoff between the throughput of the schedule and the size of the push back time

windows. A MILP approach using a multi-criterion objective function could account

for this tradeoff. This can help with the optimal planning and execution of surface

operations from the gates all the way to the departure runways.
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Chapter 9

Concluding Remarks

While each of the preceding papers contained conclusions on the specific area of

research, here we provide some overall remarks on the dissertation and directions

for future work.

This dissertation was motivated by the need to address the optimization of ramp

area operations where the aircraft trajectories were not constrained to a simple

graph based model of the airport ramp area. To achieve this task, objective (1) of

the research was to develop a stochastic model of ramp area aircraft trajectories.

Objective (2) was to validate the stochastic model using hypothesis testing and oper-

ational data from the ramp area. Objective (3) was to use the stochastic trajectories

and sampled conflict points to compute separation constraints that were used in a

conservative scheduling approach. Lastly, a considerable amount of time was spent

on objective (4) that was devoted to an optimization approach that computed the

push back time windows that ensure separation in the presence of other aircraft and

trajectory uncertainties.

We began in Chapter 3 where we addressed objectives (1) and (2). We proposed

a stochastic model for ramp area aircraft trajectories defined by discrete states push

back, stop, and taxi. For each discrete state, we defined a system of continuous

time equations that describe the evolution of the trajectory. The time spent in each

discrete state was considered to be either a log-normal or a gamma distribution.

Statistical hypothesis testing was implemented to determine that the log-normal

was the most appropriate distribution to model the duration of time spent in the

discrete states.
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We used the stochastic model to sample a large number of feasible ramp area air-

craft trajectories. A feasible trajectory is any sampled trajectory from the stochastic

model that arrives at the taxiway spot within a predefined range of aircraft heading

angles. The set of feasible trajectories for each aircraft is sampled in the absence of

other aircraft. Therefore, the set of trajectories represent the feasible ways in which

the aircraft can push back from their gate and taxi to the taxiway spot unimpeded

by other aircraft.

Using the sampled trajectories, we computed combinations of push back times

that lead to conflict between two aircraft for a fixed relative schedule at the taxiway

spot. A conflict is characterized by individual trajectories coming into close spatial

proximity along their route. The distribution of the sampled conflict points were

analyzed and the goodness-of-fit was considered for a multi-variate Gaussian, Gaus-

sian copula, and student-t copula distributions. We concluded that the Gaussian

copula was a reasonable fit to the distribution of sampled conflict points depending

on the statistical hypothesis test being considered.

In Chapter 4 we addressed objective (3) and used the sampled trajectories and

computed conflict ratio distribution to schedule aircraft at fixed points defined on

the airport surface. To do this, we first sampled a large number of departing and

arriving aircraft trajectories within the center alley of the CLT airport. We used

the sampled trajectories to compute pair-wise conflict ratio distributions between

any two aircraft. Conflicts were considered between both departing and arriving

aircraft. The pair-wise conflict ratio distributions were used to estimate minimum-

time separation constraints at two fixed points defined on the airport surface.

The minimum-time separation constraints were used as parameters to a MILP

formulation that scheduled aircraft at the fixed points on the airport surface. The

MILP was defined to minimize the summation of aircraft hold time among the set of

departing and arriving flights that were to be scheduled. To analyze the performance

of the MILP we built 6 example scenarios containing three departing and two ar-

riving flights assigned to various gates. Within each example scenario, we randomly

assigned each aircraft an earliest available time and solved the problem many times
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to compute an average hold time for each aircraft within each scenario. The MILP

approach was also compared to a first-come-first-served scheduling approach where

we showed that there was significant performance benefits available by utilizing the

minimum-time separation and optimization.

The rest of the dissertation was dedicated to objective (4) to develop an opti-

mization approach that computed the push back time windows for departing aircraft

in the presence of uncertainty. We focused on this problem because we believe that

the conflict points that represent the spatiotemporal conflicts between two trajec-

tories are applicable to many alternative domains of interest. Therefore, finding an

algorithm that enables real-time decision making to eliminate conflicts has broader

implications than air traffic management.

Chapter 5 outlined our approach to compute the optimal push back time windows

that ensure conflict free ramp area aircraft trajectories. The optimization was based

on the idea that no conflict point should be a convex combination of the start and

finish of the push back time window. To ensure that a single conflict point was not

a convex combination of the endpoints of the time window, we introduced a MILP

formulation with five constraints. Four of the constraints were linear inequalities

that force the time window to be above, below, left, or right of the single conflict

point and the fifth constraint contains binary variables that forced one of the four

alternatives to happen.

To ensure all the conflict points were outside the time window, for every conflict

point we introduced the five constraints described above. This allowed us to compute

push back time windows that ensure each aircraft stays safe and separated in the

presence of other aircraft and trajectory uncertainties. The MILP was compared to

a brute force search algorithm and was shown to outperform the vast majority of

the time. The MILP was also applied to schedules of more than two aircraft but

was found to take too long to compute given the large number of conflict points,

and therefore large number of constraints needed.

From the MILP developed in Chapter 5 we concluded two things. First, we no-

ticed that the conflict points constrained to be outside the time window are sampled
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from a stochastic model. Therefore, it was possible to sample a rare conflict point

that cuts off a large portion of the otherwise empty push back domain. Enforcing

all conflict points to be outside the time window produced solutions where the size

of the push back window was sensitive to these rare conflict points. Secondly, we

concluded that a new approach is needed to solve the optimization problem of more

than two aircraft if we want to compute fast enough to enable real-time decision

making.

To address the sensitivity of the MILP to rare conflict points, in Chapter 6 we

developed a MILP that computed the chance-constrained push back time windows.

The solutions were chance-constrained because they allow for a small, but non-zero,

number of conflict points to violate the constraints that enforce the conflict points to

be outside the time window. This provided solutions that are less conservative and

not as sensitive to the realization of a rare sampled conflict point. These solutions

are acceptable because pilots always have the option to slow down or stop along

their route to avoid a loss of separation and we do not expect a sampled conflict to

lead to a conflict in real life.

The computational time of the chance-constrained MILP was shown to be sen-

sitive to selection of a parameter within the objective function that influences the

shape of the solutions. It was shown that we could solve for the objective defined

to maximize the minimum edge much faster than the objective defined to maximize

the perimeter of the time window. Both objectives, however, were too slow to en-

able real-time decision making. To address this, we introduced cutting planes to the

MILP formulation. A cutting plane is a valid inequality that improves the linear re-

laxation to better approximate the integer problem. The cutting planes were shown

to reduce both the average computation time and the standard deviation of compu-

tation time for both the maximum min edge objective and the maximum perimeter

objective.

Even with the inclusion of the cutting planes the chance-constrained MILP could

not compute fast enough so in Chapter 7 we introduced a solution technique that

leverages a graphical processing unit (GPU) hardware architecture to compute the
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chance-constrained push back windows in less time. This is an appealing approach

because the GPU has many independent threads that can execute in parallel. Since

the feasible push back domain can be discretized into many sub-windows (candidate

solutions) that are all independent, we leveraged the GPU to compute on each

candidate solution in parallel. The main drawback of the GPU approach was the

limited memory resources and that we are forced to discretize the domain, and

thus our solutions are subject to this discretization and we may not return the true

optimal solution.

The computational time results showed that when solving for the chance-constrained

push back time windows the GPU approach provided faster solutions than the MILP

approach. This is especially true when solving for the maximum perimeter compu-

tation where the MILP was shown to not be able to efficiently solve while allowing

conflict points inside the time windows. If, however, we are interested in solving for

solutions that do not allow conflict points inside the time windows, then we found

that the MILP outperforms the GPU, especially as the size of the feasible domain

increases.

Lastly, in Chapter 8 we provided our approach to solve for the push back time

windows of more than two aircraft where the computation is fast enough to enable

real-time decision making. Solutions were based on the idea that the conflict points

can be bounded by polygons, and the linear boundaries used as constraints to a

MILP that would enable solving for the push back time windows using significantly

fewer number of constraints compared to our previous approaches. To achieve this,

we proposed a two-step process. In step one we clustered the conflict points into the

most natural number of clusters for the given data. Then, in step two we bound each

cluster in a minimum area (perimeter) quadrilateral. Both steps one and two could

be done offline and the boundaries stored in memory to enable real-time computing

of the optimal time windows.

The objective function was analyzed and the size and shape of the solutions

for more than two aircraft were shown to be greatly influenced by selection of a

parameter within the objective function. Maximizing the minimum edge can return
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a solution where the push back time windows for all the aircraft are equal to the

minimum push back time window. If a single aircraft’s push back time window is

small, this can have a dramatic affect on all aircraft being solved for. If we solve

the same schedule with the objective defined to maximize the perimeter of the time

window, then the model will try to find solutions where it maximizes the push back

time windows of all aircraft systematically within the available domain. Due to this

we concluded that when solving for more than two aircraft it is desired to solve the

maximum perimeter objective over the maximum minimum edge objective.

The papers presented within this dissertation provide the first unified framework

to simulate, optimize, and ultimately integrate uncertain ramp area aircraft tra-

jectories within a higher level optimal taxiway schedule. There are many possible

avenues for future work that build upon these results, and we now highlight some of

them.

The most clear path for future work is to integrate the push back time window

computation with a higher level taxiway scheduler to provide controllers with a real-

time decision making tool. The majority of this dissertation was motivated with the

idea of integrating our push back window computation with NASA Ames’ SARDA.

Our approach, however, can be implemented with any higher level taxiway scheduler

that provides a fixed taxiway spot schedule for each aircraft. After receiving the fixed

taxiway spot schedule, then the GPU approach or the real-time MILP approach can

be used to compute the feasible push back windows or an infeasible flag. Once the

tool is built it would be interesting to receive feedback from controllers to gauge the

utility of the push back window advisory.

We believe that the work presented in this dissertation can be viewed as a step

towards executing autonomous operations in the ramp area. In the autonomous

framework, instead of computing push back windows we could provide combinations

of trajectories that are conflict free. Because we explicitly model the trajectories we

have the exact spatiotemporal information for all the trajectories. These trajectories

can be executed using an electric tug and closed-loop feedback control with greater

precision than human pilots execute current day operations. The increased precision
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would allow for more operations in a given time period and thus would increase the

throughput of the ramp area.

Another interesting direction for future work would be to incorporate the sam-

pled trajectories and minimum-time separation constraints into the designing of an

airport ramp area. It is likely that different ramp area geometries generate different

minimum-time separation constraints for aircraft. Therefore, if the stochastic tra-

jectories were sampled from different geometric configurations of the ramp area then

the designers could gain insight how to layout the ramp area to best accommodate

safe and efficient operations. This same idea can be applied to other locations on

the airport surface where aircraft often interact causing stop-and-go activity.

Lastly, we had previously alluded to the fact that we believe the techniques

demonstrated in this dissertation have importance outside of air traffic management.

This opens the possibility for future work to apply our sampling and optimization

methodology to a wide variety of vehicles that may come into conflict. For example,

an autonomous car that needs to pass through a busy intersection where the future

trajectories of other cars are uncertain or a scenario where multiple unmanned aerial

vehicles that are subject to trajectory uncertainties want to pass through the same

waypoint. In both these cases, stochastic trajectory samples can be used to compute

a conflict free window in time to pass through the intersection or waypoint. For

this type of real-time sampling and optimization, the GPU approach is especially

appealing as the sampling and optimization can be implemented in parallel with

limited computational resources.
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Appendix A

Stochastic Hybrid Automaton
Model

The model for ramp area aircraft trajectories is based on the more general hybrid

system models [107] the so-called stochastic hybrid systems [55, 56, 74]. The model

is similar to the one used [55, 56] since it can account for stochastic transitions as

well as stochastic dynamics in each discrete state. On the other hand, similarly to

the model [74] the stochastic transition rates are only time dependent and after a

transition between two discrete states, the continues state is the same as before the

transition, i.e., X(t) = X(t−). Here we provide the model definition based on [56]:

Definition 1 (Stochastic Hybrid Automaton). A stochastic hybrid automaton

H is a collection H = (Q,X, Init, f, g, E, λ), where:

– Q is a discrete variable taking countably many values in Q ∈ {q1, q2, ..},

– X is a continuous variable taking values in X = RN for some N ∈ N,

– Init ⊆ Q×X is the set of initial states,

– f, g : Q×X→ TX are vector fields,

– E ⊆ Q×Q is a collection of edges (discrete transitions),

– λij : R×Q×Q→ R is time varying stochastic transition rate λij(t) ∈ R from

discrete state i to state j, i, j ∈ Q.
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Definition 2 (Stochastic Execution). A stochastic process (X(t), Q(t)) ∈ X×Q

is called a stochastic execution iff there exists a sequence of stopping time τ0 = 0 ≤

τ1 ≤ τ2 ≤ ... such that fore each n ∈ N,

– In each interval [τn, τn+1), Q(t) ≡ Q(τn) is constant, X(t) is a (continous)

solution to the stochastic differential equation (SDE) [80]:

dX(t) = f(Q(τn), t)dt+ g(Q(τn))dW (t) (A.1)

where dW (t) is an increment of a unit intensity Wiener process,

– τn+1 is defined by the stochastic transition rate λQ(τn),Q(τn+1) which is related

to the time spent in the state Q(τn) (see Fig. A.1) by the relation [33]:

λQ(τn),Q(τn+1)(t− τn) =
ξQ(τn)(t− τn)

SQ(τn)(t− τn)
(A.2)

where ξQ(τn) is the probability density function of time spent in the state Q(τn)

and SQ(τn)(t− τn) = 1−
∫ t−τn
0 ξQ(τn)(x)dx =

∫∞
t−τn ξQ(τn)(x)dx,

– at the stopping time τn+1 the process X satisfies X(τn+1) = X(τn+1−)

The stochastic hybrid automaton model is used to sample [40, 73] trajectories. We

initialize the execution from (Q(τ0) = Gate, X(0) = X0) (see Fig. A.1) and the

continuous state X(t) evolves according to the SDE:

dX(t) = f(Q(τ0), t)dt+ g(Q(τ0))dW (t) (A.3)

where f and g are defined in Chapter 3.4. At time τ1 the discrete state transitions to

Q(τ1) = Push and we constrain the state to be the same as before the transition, i.e.,

X(τ1) = X(τ1−). We then repeat the same process with (Q(τ1) = Push, X(τ1) =

X(τ1−)) replacing (Q(τ0) = Gate, X(0) = X0) and so on.
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Figure A.1: a) The discrete states and the collection of edges that define the tran-
sition between states Q(τn) and Q(τn+1) are shown. b) Multiple feasible ramp area
aircraft trajectories are illustrated and the portion of the trajectories associated with
the discrete states Q(τ0), Q(τ1), ..., Q(τ4) are numbered 0,1,..,4.
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